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A STUDY AND EVALUATION OF IMAGE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
 
APPLIED TO REMOTELY -SENSED DATA
 
By 
R.J. Atkinson, B.V. Dasarathy, M. Lybanon, H.K. Ramapriyan 
Abstract 
Several areas of concern to users of remotely sensed data, are covered 
briefly in this report. An analysis of phenomena causing nonlinearities in the 
transformation from Landsat multispectral scanner coordinates to ground coor­
dinates is presented. Experimental results comparing rms errors at ground con­
trol points indicate a slight improvement when a nonlinear (8-parameter) trans­
formation is used instead of an affine (6-parameter) transformation. The 
improvements are expected to be more significant when the coordinates of the 
GCP's are determined more accurately. Using a preliminary ground truth map 
of a test site in Alabama covering the Mobile Bay area and six Landsat images 
of the same scene, several classification methods are assessed. The similarity 
measures indicate a slight improvement over those with'a smaller test site in 
Tennessee used in an earlier report. However, due to the size of the present 
data set,registration 'has been a more difficult .problem, and with improved GCP 
selection, it is expected that the similarity measures will show further increases. 
A methodology has been developed for automatic change detection using classifi­
cation/cluster maps. 
A sophisticated coding scheme is employed for generation of change depic­
tion maps indicating specific types of changes such as from only the interior points 
of a given set of classes in map 1 to a set of classes in map 2. Inter- and intra­
seasonal data of the Mobile Bay test area have been compared to illustrate the 
method. A beginning has been made in the study of data compression by applying 
a Karhunen-Loeve transform technique to a small section of the test data set. 
The second part of this report provides a formal documentation of the 
several programs developed for the analysis and assessments presented here. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Earth related applications of space technology have been receiving consid­
erable attention and support during the recent years. An important example in 
this area is the use of satellites such as Landsat and Skylab for remote sensing 
of the earth's resources. With the regular coverage of earth by Landsats 1 and 2, 
large quantities of data are collected and transmitted. A major concern for a 
user of such remotely sensed data is the accuracy of the results in terms of spatial 
registration and interpretation of multispectral signatures. A natural consequence 
of the repeated coverage of regions on earth by the Landsats is the ability to detect 
changes. An additional matter of interest to both the users and the agencies 
collecting and storing the data is the loss in accuracy that one might suffer if the 
data were compressed in order to achieve economies in transmission and archiving 
of the enormous volume of information. 
The Image Coding Panel of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
addresses the problem of assessing existing digital computer techniques covering 
the above aspects of image analysis. Reference [1] is an example of the assess­
ment of classification techniques applicable to remotely sensed multispectral 
images. 
This report, a result of a three months' study* by Computer Sciences 
Corporation, is a continuation of the effort in [I] and covers a broader spectrum 
of analysis techniques. 
A large region, of approximately 1.4 million Landsat pixels, covering the 
Mobile Bay area in Alabama was used in the study as a test site. Six Landsat 
images of the same region were used from Computer Compatible Tapes (CCT's) 
corresponding to six different passes. This was a much larger data set than that 
considered in [1] which had only 52, 000 pixels. Therefore, the registration of 
the images to a common frame of reference was more difficult. The problems 
involved, mainly leading to a nonlinear (rather than linear) coordinate trans­
formation, are discussed in Chapter 2. Also included in Chapter 2 is an approach 
to the implementation of nonlinear transformations on large data sets. Chapter 
3 gives a brief description of the various classification techniques that were applied 
to the data sets. 
The assessment methods employed here follow those in [1]. The classifi­
cation maps are compared with a preliminary ground truth map (GTM) of the 
region. Due to the type of GTM available, certain special steps were necessary 
* Supported by NASA Contract NASS-32107. 
1 
in converting it into a digital format and preparing it for automatic point-by-point 
comparison with the classification maps. Chapter 4 presents the details of the 
preparation of the GTM and the results of the comparisons. 
A methodology for automatic change detection is developed in Chapter 5 
demonstrating the results of comparing inter- and intra- seasonal pairs of classi­
fication maps. 
A beginning has been made in the evaluation of data compression techniques. 
Application of a typical technique (Karhunen-Loeve Transform) to a small section 
of the Mobile Bay test site is illustrated in Chapter 6. 
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2. REGISTRATION AND GEOMETRIC CORRECTION 
2. 1 Introduction 
In performing multitemporal classifications, change detection, and assess­
ment of classification accuracies relative to the ground truth by a point-by-point 
comparison with a ground truth map (GTM), it is necessary to register the various 
scenes under consideration relative to a common basis. It is useful to employ 
the UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) System as the basis relative to which 
all images are corrected. The GTA is generally not expected to have any dis­
tortions other than a slight rotational error due to misorientation while digitizing. 
However, significant distortions are present in Landsat imagery and when several 
views of a given ground scene are to be handled it is possible that the distortions 
are different for different views. 
Experiments have shown that for small subsets of a Landsat frame (say, 
less than 500x5O0 pixels), an affine transformation of the form 
= A[E]+Ro]r] 
where (R, C) and (E, N) are the pixel and UTM coordinates, respectively, provides 
an adequate model for the distortions and results in errors of less than one pixel. 
However, for larger subsets, such a transformation produces larger errors. 
Therefore, either several affine transformations with image segmentation or a 
single transformation with additional terms should be used. 
This chapter provides an analysis of the causes of the geometric distor­
tion, showing why the linear model is not adequate. Also, experimental results 
are shown to illustrate the improvements in rms errors at a given set of Ground 
Control Points (GCP) when EN terms are included in the transformation. It is 
found, however, that the gain in accuracy is not sufficiently significant to justify 
application of the more complicated transformation in the present work. With 
greater accuracy in the determination of the GCP coordinates, the differences in 
rms errors between the linear and nonlinear models could be more pronounced. 
The results presented in the subsequent chapters of this report are based 
on affine transformations applied to all the data sets. But, a system of programs 
has been developed for applying the nonlinear transformation so that when the 
GCP's are identified more accurately, the results can be updated with the new 
geometric corrections. The philosophy of these programs is slightly different 
from that of the affine transformation routines and is described briefly in Section 
2.5. 
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2.2 Effects Leading to Geometric Distortions of Images 
2.2.1 Effect of an Altitude Variation 
Some useful equations relating image coordinates to ground locations are 
given in Ref. 1. The coordinates (x, y) of a point in the image are given by 
x = (f tan rj) sin 4
 
y = (f tan'q) sin i (1)
 
where y is along the (image of the) heading line, x is in the perpendicular direction, 
and the origin is at the image center (the image of the subpoint). (Eq. (1) actually 
defines the instantaneous field of view of the sensor. Effects such as the skew 
produced as a result of the finite time required for the Landsat multispectral 
scanner to form an image are not included.) The other quantities are defined 
as follows: f is. a-scale factor, 71 is the nadir angle subtended at the satellite by 
the great circle arc connecting the subpoint and the observed point and is the 
azimuth of the observed point measured from the heading line (vertex at the 
subpoint). A spherical Earth is assumed, and the boresight direction of the scanner 
is assumed to be straight downward. 
The nadir angle 	Tl is given by 
R sin 6tan rV = 	 (2)R (1-cos 5) + H 
where R is the Earth's radius, H is the orbital altitude, and 6 is the geocentric 
angle subtended by the great circle arc connecting the subpoint and the-observed 
point. Then the equation for position along a scan line, measured in the image, is 
fR sin 5x -	 (3) 
R (1-cos 8) + H 
where R6 measures the distance on the ground from the subpoint to a point on the 
scan line. Here x=0 gives the center pixel of the line. 
The dependence of 71 upon time is a property of the scanner mechanism. 
The question of interest here is: For a given T1(therefore a given x), how does 
(angular) position on the ground vary with changes in altitude H ? Differentiation 
of Eq. (3) produces 
d6 sin6 (4) 
dli R (cos 6- 1) + H cos64 
OF THE4 	 REPRODUCIBILITY 
ORIG NAL PAGE IS POOR 
Let u=R6 denote a distance on the ground. Then the shift in ground position 
corresponding to a given pixel x, due to a variation in satellite altitude H, is 
du R sin (u/R) (5) 
d R Ecos (u/R) - I]+ Hcos (u/R) 
From Eq. (5), for a 10 km change in altitude (a reasonable figure) the ground 
the equiva­position corresponding to the end pixel on a line shifts by 1. 02 kin, 
lent of 17.9 pixels. However, u/R0. 0145 radians for this case (and smaller 
for other points), so small-angle approximations for the trigonometric functions 
are valid. If terms no higher than the first degree in aR are retained, Eq. (5) 
reduces to 
du u (6) 
dHI H 
Therefore, although this effect may be large it is approximately linear. So the 
linear transformation of Ref. (1) should account for it. 
For the dimension normal to scan lines, the analysis is different. The 
Landsat scanner sweeps out scan lines in groups of six simultaneously. Within 
each group of six scan lines the aspect angle effect prevails. However the ground 
position of each successive group of scan lines depends on the along-track velocity 
and the constant time interval. So for points more than a few scan lines apart in 
the along-track direction the latter effect predominates. 
From celestial mechanics it is known that (neglecting non-central gravita­
tional terms and comparable effects) the orbital period is proportional to the 3/2 
power of the semimajor axis. For circular orbits, the velocity is constant and 
inversely proportional to the period. (Assuming a spherical earth, this is also 
true of the ground track velocity, which is of interest here.) So the average 
along-track distance v on the ground between scan lines is 
-v = C a 3/2 (7) 
iince the time interval between scan lines (1/6 the time between scans of success­
ive groups of six lines) is constant. In Eq. (7) C is a constant (a combination of 
several factors) and a is the orbit's semimajor axis - or radius, since the orbit 
is assumed circular. Therefore the fractional change in v due to a change in 
altitude is 
dv = -3/2 da -3/2 dH 
aav 
5 
For a scan line increment nominally encompassing the same interval along track 
as the previous cross - track example, the shift due to a 10-km altitude variation 
is 190 m, the equivalent of 2.41 scan lines. Therefore an altitude change produces 
a smaller effect along-track than cross-track. Also, again the effect is a linear 
scale change. 
2.2.2 Effect Due to Varying Position Along Scan Line 
The nominal Landsat orbit has a ground track that repeats identically every 
eighteen days. However, because of small orbit variations the actual ground track 
may shift laterally, for several passes over the same region. Therefore a land­
mark that is directly beneath the satellite's path during one pass may be off to the 
side during another. Because of this situation, it is of interest to consider the 
variation in the mapping from the ground to the image plane as a function of 
position along a scan line. 
To consider this effect, we return to Eq. (3). The quantity of interest is
 
dx/du = (I/R) dx/d6 . From Eq. (3), it is given by
 
_H-2(R+H) sin2 
du 9, () 
dx f (u/2R)? 
~R sin29 (u/2R) + H]2 
For points within Landsat images the trigonometric terms are much smaller 
than the others. So, to a good approximation, 
dx f ( 
du (1a) 
x = (f/H) u = (constant) u (lOb) 
In this approximation, the mapping from u to x is linear; projective effects do not 
cause any distortion. The error in this approximation is less than 1 percent; small, 
but not negligible. 
The above analysis should also apply, at least approximately, to a sensor 
boresight (pointing) error due to a nonzero satellite roll attitude. Therefore, the 
nonlinearity may be increased by some factor greater than unity. 
2.3 Discussion 
The distortion-producing effects on Landsat imagery of some physical 
processes that can be analyzed easily have been studied. It was found that the 
effects of orbital altitude variations and the projection into the image plane from 
various points along a scan line can be accounted for very nearly by a linear 
transformation, as was concluded In Ref. 1. 
C. 
However, it can be seen that the approximations are not perfect. First the 
effects of altitude variation will be considered. It should be noted that Eq. (6), 
giving du/dH, is a small-angle approximation to the more accurate expression, 
Eq. (5). For the numerical example considered, the discrepancy between the 
two formulas amounts to slightly less than Im - about 1-1/2 percent of a pixel. 
Clearly the small-angle approximation is valid in this case. Another-more 
serious-approximation has been made, however. The right-hand side of Eq. (6) 
(as well as Eq. (5)) depends on H. So the Taylor series giving the change in u 
induced by a change in H contains nonzero terms beyond first order. The amount 
of the nonlinearity is estimated by the next term, which has a magnitude of roughly 
0.2 pixel for the case used as an example. This is small, but possibly of border­
line significance if one is attempting to register images to subpixel accuracy. 
When the same analysis is applied to dv/dH, given by Eq. (8), the magnitude 
of the nonlinearity is smaller. For the same numerical example considered pre­
viously, the nonlinear correction amounts to a fraction of a meter. So it may 
reasonably be treated as negligible. 
The above analysis has considered the distortions in components (u,v) of 
locations on the Earth's surface mapped into given positions in the image, where 
u is in the scanning direction and v is parallel to the motion of the subsatellite 
point. Standard geographic coordinates used, such as the E and N of the UTM 
system, are not parallel to u and v. So both E and N contain contributions from 
u, which the above analysis shows may lead to small but possibly significant 
nonlinearities in the mapping from the ground into the image. 
The other effect considered, the (projective) effect due to varying position 
along a scan line, does not involve changes in altitude. So Eq. (10a) actually 
describes a linear effect. But this equation is a small-angle approximation to the 
more accurate Eq. (9). Differences between the two equations give the sought­
for nonlinearity. As has been pointed out, Eq. (10a) is a very good approximation, 
in error by only a fraction of a percent at the ends of a scan line. However, this 
translates into an equivalent ground distance of about 200 m at these points, a 
significant nonlinearity equivalent to several pixels. And, as discussed above, 
the effect of this nonlinearity is felt in both E and N. 
It has been seen that, while the linear coordinate transformation is a very 
good approximation, the effects considered lead to some possibly significant non­
linearities. And only a few effects have been analyzed. It is possible that other 
causes may lead to even greater nonlinearities. Therefore it appears that a 
nonlinear transformation might be used with profit. 
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- The simplest nonlinear transformation is obtained by adding-terms propor­
tional to the product (EN) to both the x and y equations of the linear transformation 
derived inRef. 1. This simplicity is consistent with the relatively small magni­
tude of the expected nonlinearities. Also, Rifman et al reportdd success in using 
such a transformation with Landsat data. [2] 
2.4 Examples 
Least-squares fits were made to several sets of data resulting from Landsat 
pass~s over the Mobile Bay, Alabama area, using both a linear coordinate trans­
formation and the nonlinear transformation described above. The linear trans­
formation involved six parameters: the four elements of a matrix accounting for 
rotation, skew and scale factors, and the two components of an origin shift vector. 
The nonlinear transformation added two more parameters: coefficients of cross­
product (E N) terms. The program used made several fits for each data set, 
successively discarding fit points possessing fit errors too large to pass a test. 
The same 36 ground control points (GCPs) were used for each data set. 
Table 1 shows a sample of the results, for three data sets. RMS errors are­
given for fits involving all 36 GCPs and fits using 18 points (in some cases, linear­
interpolation was used to obtain the latter). Shown are errors computed at fit 
points only, and for all the points. 
The results show that the nonlinear transformation always produced 'smaller 
errors at fit points. (They can never be larger, since the nonlinear transformation 
was produced by adding terms to the linear transformation.) The situation is less 
clear-cut when errors computed for all 36 GCPs are compared for the 18-point 
fits. In order to clarify the situation, several steps may be useful: 
(1) Recheck the coordinates of all the GCPs. 
(2) Obtain better estimates of GCP image coordinates by first 
making enlargements (using digital resampling techniques) 
of regions surrounding the points. 
(3) Experiment with more data sets. 
(4) Experiment with other nonlinear transformations. 
Because all of these will involve significant effort and time, an estimate of the 
expected improvement over present results should be made and balanced against 
the expenserequired to achieve that improvement. 
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Table 2-1. RMS Errors in Geographic Referencing Fits 
to Landsat Observations of Mobile Bay Area 
6-Parameter 
Linear Transformation 
Date of 
Observation 
Number 
of GCPs* Fit Poin
Error at 
ts All Points 
10/17/72 36 
18 
1.7912 
0.80430 
1.7912 
1.9095 
11217/73 36 
18 
1.3308 
0.73284 
1.3308 
1.4361 
12/5/73 36 
18 
1.3264 
0.58774 
1.3264 
1.4614 
Rms errors are given in pixel units. 
*GCP: ground control point. 
8-Parameter 
Nonlinear Transformation 
Error at 
Fit Points All Points 
1.7831 
0.69475 
1.7831 
2.0202 
1.2320 
0.57837 
1.2320 
1.4444 
1.2970 1.2970
 
0.53989 1.4512
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2.5 Geometric Correction 
In this section we shall discuss a method of applying a nonlinear geometric 
transformation to a large image. 
If the main memory of the computer is large enough to contain all the lines 
of the input image required to compute any one output line, then the implementation 
of the gedmetric correction is a simple matter. But, this is not the case in general. 
A method of handling large images using segmentation of the input image has been 
described in detail in [3] for the case of the affine transformation. This tech­
nique is applicable to general nonlinear transformations, but the computations of 
the number of segments required and the portions of each output record that can 
be computed with the data from an input segment are somewhat cumbersome. 
Therefore, a slightly different approach is employed which will be described in 
the sequel. 
2.5.1 Statement of the Problem 
We are given atransformation of the form 
[x] = L ] + xo]+ V (11)[;]o 
where X, Y are the coordinates of a.point in the input image reference system 
and U, V are those of the same point in the output coordinate system. The input 
image function (say classification numbers or reflected intensity values in a given 
spectral band) is defined for all integral values of X, Y satisfying 
1 !X X; 1!Y:Y (12) 
The output image function should be stored as (U- U + 1) records (lines) with 
(7 - _V+1) samples in each record, the values being computed for all integral 
values of U, V satisfying 
UJUsU;V VV (13) 
where U, U, V, V are the integral bounds on U and V such that (11) and (12) are 
satisfied. 
The following steps are involved in computing the output image function. 
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1. 	 Determination of U, U, V, V. 
2. 	 Deciding whether it is convenient to implement the given trans­
formation or a slight modification thereof. 
3. 	 Computing the input image coordinates for each output point in 
a record. 
4. 	 Finding the nearest integer values to the input coordinates and 
obtaining the output image function by a suitable interpolation method. 
2.5.2 Determination of Bounds on the Output Image 
The values of U, U, V, V should be found such that, for all (U, V) 
satifying (13), the solution (X, Y) to equation (11) satisfies (12). 
If 	 = 0 the values of U, U, V, V are simply found by using 
A-1 [ x 	 (14) 
and finding (U, V) corresponding to the four vertices of the rectangle defined by 
(12). 
However, equation (11) results in quadratic equations for U and V in terms 
of X and Y. The equation for U is: 
(all1 -a 2 1 a)U 2 + [a1 a2 2 -a 1 2 a 2 1 + a(Y-Yo)- (X-Xo0 JU 
+ [a1 2 (Y-Yo)-a 2 2 (X-Xo)1=0 (15) 
This yields two solutions for U. 
A choice is made of the sign to be used in the formula for the solution of 
the quadratic equation (15) based on the absolute value of the solutions for the case 
(X, Y) =(1, 1). The sign yielding the smaller absolute value is chosen for con­
venience and is used henceforth. Given a U, the solution for V is unique. 
Due to the nonlinear nature of the transformation, the four vertices of the 
rectangle defined by (12) do not necessarily yield the extremal values of U and V. 
However, an examination of the quadratic curves represented by the equation (11) 
in the (U, V) domain for various values of (X, Y) reveals that the sides of the 
rectangle defined by (12) should map into curves bounding the output image. 
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Therefore, U, U, V, V are obtained by finding the extremal values of U and V 
over the sets 
X=1; 1 y YY 
XX, t Y Y (16) 
1 X :5X; Y = 1 
1 2C S ; Y'=1 
2.5.3 Modification of the Transformation 
It is sometimes convenient to implement a modified transformation and 
generate an image which is equivalent to the desired output image from the point 
of view of resampling (that is, integer coordinates in the generated output image 
correspond to integer coordinates in the image desired). The permissible modifi­
cations are interchanges of the U and V axes and/or changes in the signs of U and/ 
or V. 
The maximum number of input records required to compute an output record 
is given by 
R1 = Maxjj1a12 + alUlj (V-) a,, + alj(VYj 
if the given transformation is implemented. If U and V axes are interchanged, 
this changes to 
R= Maxf[Jlj. a V(U) all + aV (UU)] 
If R1 R2 ,._then U and V need not be interchanged. Otherwise, the columns 
of A, (_U, V) and (U, V) are interchanged. 
Also, it is desirable to have the output record and sample numbers increase 
with respect to those in the input image. Since a and p are generally much smaller 
than the elements of A, all 'a0 and a22 >_ 0 imply that the above requirement is 
met. If all < 0, then the first column of A, a, P, U, U are negated and U, U 
are interchanged. If a2 2 < 0, then the second column of A, a, , Y, V are 
negated and V, V are interchanged. 
2.5.4 Computation of Input Image Coordinates 
For each line in the output image (that is, for a given U) there are V-V+ 1 
output pixel values to be computed. The (X, Y) coordinates for each of these 
points are computed and stored in two arrays. Also, some of the computation is 
saved by checking whether the computed value of X is between 1 and R. If not, 
the Y value is set to 0 without any computation. 
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2.5.5 Computation of Output Pixel Values 
Suppose JXili=1, 2, ... , NJ and {Yili=1, 2, ... , NJ are the coordinate 
arrays with (Xi, Yi) cooresponding to (U, i =V- 1) and N=V-V+1. Also, when­
ever 1 >Xi orX i > X, Yi= 0. Then, the input records needed to compute the 
current record of output range from R1 through R2 where 
R1 = Min x i -5;N; Y i / 
R2 = MaxX i 11 i N; Yi / 0. 
Now, if the storage available for the input image can contain R2 - R1 + 1 
records, it is possible to compute the entire output record by reading the appro­
priate input records into storage. However, if only a part of the records needed 
can be held in core at a time, the data handling becomes more complicated. The 
method employed here is iterative. 
Assume that records S1 through S2 are available in core at a given stage 
and R 1 through R2 are needed for computing the remaining part of the current 
record.' Then, all the output pixels that can be computed using Si through S2 are 
computed, a code array indicating the computed pixels is updated, as many as 
possible of the new input records in the range H1 through R2 are read into core 
and $1, S2 are modified to reflect the present state of the storage. This procedure 
is repeated until all the output pixels of the current record have been computed. 
The above method works employing a circularly addressed input buffer to 
avoid unnecessary movement of data within the core storage and assumes that the 
input image is available on a direct access device so that the updating of storage 
can be performed using both forward and backward reading of input records. 
2.5.6 Experimental Comparison of Transformation 
An experiment was performed using both the affine and the above 8-parameter 
transformation on a six class classification map of the Mobile Bay, Alabama region 
obtained by using a Linear Sequential classifier. The transformations used here 
were both obtained such that the mean squared errors over the same set of ground 
control points were minimized. The resulting output images were overlaid and 
their joint histogram was found. This is shown in Figure 2. 1. The "similarity 
measure" between the two images, defined as in [41 is seen to be 84.6 percent. 
Also, as expected, most of the deviations occur at boundaries between classes. 
In fact the differences occuring at locations interior to the classes in the output 
of the affine transformation amount only to 2.79 percent. 
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3. PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 
3.1 Introduction 
In this study, three classification techniques in addition to those described' 
previously [1] were employed. These additional techniques are supervised, in 
that a set of training samples, whose classification is known, is input to the sys­
tem. These samples are then used to evaluate the required parameters of the 
classification algorithm, such as the Gaussian parameters of the distributions or 
the coefficients of linear discriminant functions, for use in a table look-up classi­
fication scheme. 
The next step is the table formulation phase, which consists of creating 
the table or array of class labels corresponding to the set of all the independent 
feature vectors expected in the data environment. In the approach considered 
here, this effort is limited to generating the cluster or class labels corresponding 
to a smaller set of prototypes only instead of all possible feature measurements. 
The prototypes are defined here as the centroids of the contents of all the occupied 
cells resulting from a multidimensional histogram analysis. When being deployed 
with the HINDU [2 ]system, there is no additional effort needed,for identifying these 
prototypes as these are already available being the output of the histogram gener­
ator. 
The classification, or table'lookup, phase requires the use of the incoming 
measurement vector to locate the proper element of the table, which contains the 
class number to which the pixel is assigned. 
In the approach developed here for use with the HINDU system, each input 
sample has already been flagged during the histogram analysis with an index. 
number which identifies its address on an address array, this address denoting 
the cell corresponding to the input sample. This information being available on 
external storage is read in (instead of the feature vectors themselves) during 
the table lookup phase and the entries in this array are replaced by the corres­
ponding entry of the label array or table. Hence, no additional searching of the 
array is involved in this phase (equivalent effort having been expanded earlier in 
the learning phase). 
3.2 Resource Requirements 
The computer resources employed by these classifiers are similar to those 
given previously for the HINDU system, viz. a core memory requirement of 
150K bytes, two tape drives for input and output, and external storage for the 
histogram cell addresses. An additional input requirement is a set of labeled 
training samples. 
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3.3 	 Supervised Nearest-Neighbor Establishing Histogram Approach (SNEHA) [3] 
3.3.1 Analysis Process 
In this method, each class is represented not by a single description (e. g. 
its centroid), but by a set of descriptors. Here, the centroids of all the histogram 
cells within each class are identified and designated as the descriptors of the 
corresponding clusters. The prototypes are then classified on the basis of the 
label of th6 nearest descriptor (cell centroid). 
The steps in the analysis are as follows: 
(i) 	 Training Set Definition: This phase is common to all supervised 
classification techniques and accordingly details of these efforts 
are omitted here, except to state that training samples corres­
ponding to all of the pattern classes expected in the data environ­
ment are selected through ground truth and/or photo-interpretation 
techniques, These samples along with their labels form one of 
the major inputs to the ensuing phases. 
(ii) 	 Prototypes Identification: Through a multidimensional histogram ­
analysis of the entire data set, the centroids of all the occupied 
histogram cells are extracted. These centroids then represent 
a set of prototypes of the given unclassified data set. These 
prototypes are treated as a pseudo sample set to be classified 
according to the nearest neighbor rule. Further, each input 
sample is also identified during this process by the relative 
address of the multidimensional histogram cell occupied by the 
sample. This information is stored for all samples externally 
for later retrieval. Here, the computational effort is a function 
of several variables: The dimensionality and size of the data 
set, the grid size of the histogram. While the first two are 
dictated by the data set, the latter is an option available to'the 
user. This has been discussed at length in the HINDU System 
wherein a similar histogram analysis is performed prior to 
unsupervised learning. The grid size is therefore chosen in 
accordance with the guidelines and empirical relationships de­
veloped for the HINDU system. It is to be noted that in general, 
the computational effort increases inversely with grid size and, 
hence, a trade off study between computational effort and accuracy 
may be necessary. 
(iii) 	 Label Table Formulation: The training sample set along with its 
labels forms the data base for the nearest neighbor classifier. 
The prototypes, i.e., the centroids of all the occupied histogram 
cells are classified on the basis of nearness to one or the other of 
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these 	training samples, and the corresponding labels are stored 
in the 	form of a table or array of labels to be used in the table 
lookup phase. The computation involved in this phase is pro­
portional to the size of the training sample set as well as the 
size of the prototype set, but is independent of the size of the 
total data set to be labeled. This independence is the key to the 
success of this approach in the processing of large data sets. 
(iv) 	 Table Lookup and Labeling: In this phase, the relative address 
of each input sample is retrieved from the external memory 
(wherein it was stored during the histogram analysis process) 
and the corresponding entry in the label table is looked up to 
identify the label of the input sample. Repetition of this opera­
tion for the entire data set leads to the output label set corres­
ponding to the input unclassified sample set. 
3.4 	 Parametric RecognitionImparting Trained Identification (PRITI) [41 
3.4.1 Analysis Process 
The classical maximum likelihood method is used to classify the centroids 
of the occupied histogram cells. The steps in the analysis are as follows: 
(i) 	 Training Set Definition: This phase, being common to all supervised 
classification schemes, is not discussed here at length. The approach 
is, of course, based on the availability of well defined ground truth 
(i.e., labeled training sample set) and a knowledge of the probabi­
listic description of the pattern classes (i. e., distributions under­
lying the data). These form the input to the next phase. 
(ii) 	 Parameters Estimation: This is the so-called learning phase, 
wherein the Gaussian parameters of the distributions underlying 
the different pattern classes are estimated using the labeled 
training sample data. 
(iii) 	 Prototype Identification: The input data set consisting of all the 
unclassified samples is processed through a multidimensional 
histogram analysis package to identify the centroids of all the 
occupied histogram cells. These centroids are then considered 
as prototypes of the incoming data set to be classified by the 
classical parametric recognition method employing the maximum 
likelihood classifier. During this histogram generation, the 
relative address of the histogram cell corresponding to each in­
put sample is developed and stored externally for future retrieval. 
The computations involved in this phase are proportional to the 
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size of the data set and represent the major part of the total 
computational expense. However, the histogram grid size has 
an equally significant effect on this computational load. This 
size is presently dictated by certain semi-empirical considera­
tions developed earlier in the HINDU system of unsupervised 
learning. 
(iv) Table Formulation: The prototypes of the data set as discerned 
I 	 by histogram analysis are classified here using the classical 
maximum likelihood classifier with the estimated parameter 
values. The labels corresponding to the prototypes are stored 
as a table or array of labels for the ensuing table lookup phase. 
The computations involved in this phase are proportional to the 
number of prototypes (and hence the grid size and spread in the 
sample set), square of the dimensionality of the data, and the 
number of pattern classes. 
(v) Table Lookup and Labeling: Here the relative address of each 
sample in the histogram space is recalled from external memory 
(where it was stored earlier in the histogram generation phase) 
and used to lookup the table entry to identify the label of the in­
put sample. This process of table lookup is repeated for all the 
input unclassified samples to derive the output label set. 
3.5 Piecewise Linear Classifier 
3.5.1 Analysis Process 
The occupied cells are classified on the basis of their centroid positions 
by a set of discriminant hyperplanes. The parameters of the discriminants are 
determined by the set of training samples. Otherwise, the procedure is identical 
to that described in the preceding section regarding parametric recognition. The 
positions of the discriminant hyperplanes are computed by the Discriminant 
Hyperplane Abstracting Residuals Minimization Algorithm (DHARMA).[5J which has 
been described in conjunction with the HINDU system. Consequently, the analy­
sis process is not repeated in detail here. 
3.6 Performance Assessments 
The CPU time required is divided between the histogram analysis time and 
the table creation and lookup time. Typically, processing a four-dimensional 
data set consisting of a quarter million pixels required 84 seconds for identifying 
the significant clusters in terms of their centroids. 
The CPU time required for creating the table containing the class numbers 
of the prototype cells is on the order of a few seconds, with a maximum of 
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approximately three seconds for the piecewise linear method. This is due to the 
longer time required to determine the linear discriminant functions, when com­
pared td the other methods. 
The table lookup phase is very rapid. The computational demands of this 
phase, in terms of CPU time, are only nominal with most of the effort being 
I/O operation (which is proportional to the number of records or scan lines of 
data being processed). Even compared to other table lookup approaches, the 
savings achieved here is significant as the number of prototypes which are 
classified by the classifier is still much smaller than the number of nonidentical 
feature vectors one comes across in a large Landsat scene. Approximately 1 1/2 
seconds of CPU time is expended in looking up the table to identify the class 
labels of the quarter million pixels. 
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4. CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUE ASSESSMENT 
4.1 Introduction 
The approach used in this report for -assessing the classification methods 
closely parallels that of [1]. The data sets'used here are much larger in size, 
with approximately 1.4 x 106 pixels compared to 51000 in [1]. The details of 
the data sets are given in the next section. 
The ground truth map (GTM), supplied by the U. S. Geological Survey* is 
a second level classification map in which -each region is denoted by a two digit 
number. For the purposes of the present work this map was converted into digital 
format with only the first level classifications. The details of rendering the GTM 
to a digital form are presented in Section 4.3. 
Various tests have been applied to the classification maps described in 
Chapter 3. The similarity measures relative to the 'GTM, typical contingency 
matrices, X2 - tests and inventory comparisons are shown in Section 4.4. 
The description of the data sets given below include tape numbers containing 
the data. These refer to the IBM 360 tape library in Building 4708, Marshall 
Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, and are provided only for the sake of 
completeness of the record. 
4.2 Description of Data Sets 
The data sets used here were obtained from the computer compatible tapes 
of the following six Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) images, each with four 
bands of information: 
Table 4.1. Landsat Scenes of Interest 
Tape Number ID Date 
A0769 1086-15562 Oct. 17, 1972 
A1469 1482-15541 Nov. 17, 1973 
A1459 1500-15535 Dec. 5, 1973 
A0691 1626-15510 April 10, 1974 
A0484 1698-15490 June 21, 1974 
A1310 1896-15420 Jan. 5, 1975 
*This map was preliminary and had a disclaimer indicating that it was not 
ready for public release. 
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The geographic region covered by the data sets is the Mobile Bay area in 
Southern Alabama. 
From each of the Landsat images, a 1200 by 1200 image was extracted to 
cover this region. Also, the "synthetic" pixels (SI) were removed after the ex­
traction resulting in slight reduction in the number of pixels per line of the images. 
The coordinates of the top left corners of the data extracted relative to the 
corresponding Landsat images (before removal of SP's) and the image sizes (after 
removal of SP's) are shown in Table 4.2. 
These data sets were classified using various classification methods. Both 
the data sets and the classification maps were geometrically corrected to the 
UTM coordinate system using the affine transformations defined by the parameters 
shown in Table 4.3, and using a scale factor of 20 pixels per kilometer. Also, 
to register the geometrically corrected images with respect to the GTM prepared 
as described in Section 4.3, it was necessary to extract subsets of the images 
starting at the locations shown in Table 4.4. Finally, the registered images 
were all 1624 ines by 866 pixels in size. 
The tape numbers for the geometrically corrected data and the classification 
maps (GC) and the corresponding 1624 x 866 data sets overlaying the GTM (dV) 
are shown in Table 4.5. 
4.3 Preparation of the GTM 
The goal in preparing the GTM is to generate a digital data set consisting 
of the class numbers at each point of a rectanguldr array matching the UTM 
2

coordinates with 20 pixels/km (That is, each sample representing a 50 x 50 m
area). Table 4.6 shows the various stages involved in the preparation of the 
GTM. In the following description GTMi -will be used to denote the ith stage 
GTM. 
A preliminary map, GTMO, was supplied by J. R. Anderson, U. S. 
Geological Survey (with a disclaimer indicating that it was not ready for public 
release). It consisted of interclass boundaries with the class identification 
numbers (CIN) written inside the respective regions. Being a level II classifi­
cation map it was very detailed. Each CIN was a two digit number representing 
the level I land use class and the level II subclass. 
The portion of 	interest in GTM0 was photographically copied and the 
annotations were masked out manually. The resulting image was photographically 
reduced to 4" x 3" (GTM1) for digitization on a microdensitometer. The image 
was digitized at a scanning interval of 25 microns to ensure that the boundaries 
were recorded properly. The part of interest in the map, designated as GTM2, 
has 4000 x 2100 pixels. 
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___ ___ _ ___ _____ 
Date 
Oct. 17 , 72 
Nov. 17, 73 
Dec. 5, 73 
Apr. 10, 74 
Jun. 21, 74 
Jan. 5, 75 
Date 
Oct. 17, 72 
Nov. 17,73 

Dec. 5, 73 

Apr. 10, 74 

Jun. 21, 74 

Jan. 5, 75 

Initial 
Row 
156 

7 

62 

84 

148 

7 

No. of 
GCP's 
18 
20 

25 

17 

24 

24 

Table 4.2. Subsets of Landsat Scenes 
Feature Vector
 
No. of Initial No. of Tape Numbers
 
Rows Column Columns
 
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ ___ ___ __ Bytes Floating Point 
1200 551 1194 A0923 A0198 
1200 665 1193 A1048 A0787
 
1200 751 1194 A0052 A0454
 
1200 788 1194 Ali19 A1235
 
1200 900 1193 A0872 A0705
 
1200 836 1193 A0906 A1347
 
Table 4.3. Affine Transformation Parameters 
PARAMETERS RMS 
all a1 2  a2 1  a22  R0 CO Error 
-2.4037 -12.2023 16.6449 -4.2916 42758.3 8863.9 0.80 
-2.3846 -12.2867 16.6352 -4.2836 43098.4 8838.8 0.74
 
-2.3416 -12.3164 16.6034 -4.2711 43192.2 8798.4 0.88
 
-2.3816 -12L1802 16.6193 -4.1945 42790.4 8541.5 0.83
 
-2.4133 -12'2759 16.8070 -4.4704 43138.9 9376.3 0.79
 
-2.3975 -12.3053 16.5819 -4.2947 43199.3 8939.1 0.78
 
Table 4.4. Information for Registration w. r. t. GTM 
Coordinates Matching (1, 1) on GTM* 
Date 
Row Column 
Oct. 17, 72 248 605 
Nov. 17, 73 336 577 
Dec. 5, 73 345 564 
April 10, 74 430 553 
June 21, 74 431 514 
Jan. 5, 75 396 615 
*The GTM here refers to GTM10 described in Section 
4.3 (Tape Number A0944) 
Table 4.5. Registered Data Sets 
Tape Numbers 
Date Raw Data 
GC 
HINDUCM 
GC OV 
SNEHACM 
GC OV 
PRITICM 
GC OV GC 
LCM 
OV 
PCM 
GC OV 
ETCM 
GC OV 
L 
Oct. 17, 72 
Nov. 17, 73 
Dec. 5, 73 
Apr. 10, 74 
June 21, 74 
Jan. 5, 75 
A0620 
A0671 
A0063 
A1325 
A1287 
A0828 
A0869 
A0784 
A0286 
A0966 
A0868 
A0109 
A0969 
A1209 
A0200 
A0197 
A0846 
A0016 
A0557 
A0335 
A0676 
A0259 
A0626. 
A0279 
A0912 
A0492 
A0633 
A0495 
A0374 
A0287 
A0575 
A0894 
A0820 
A0209 
A0440 
A1388 
A0147 
A1437 
A0822 
A0438 
A0331 
A1368 
A0528 
A0219 
A0798 
A1434 
A1457 
A1315 
A0517 
A0202 
A0790 
A1423 
A1464 
A0535 
A0390 
A0085 
A0865 
A1222 
A0573 
A0498 
A0413 
A1498 
A0831 
A1352 
A0340 
A0402 
A1152 
-
-
A1153 
-
-
Now; GTM2 had boundary lines with thickness greater than one pixel. (While 
thinner boundary lines could have been obtained by digitizing at 50Ff resolution, 
undesirable discontinuities would have resulted in that case). The boundary lines 
in GTM2 were thinned by a "peeling' algorithm which removes outer layers of 
"thick" lines while ensuring that connectivities are preserved. The resulting 
image, GTM3, was stored using the "scan line intersection code (SLIC)"wherein 
only the column coordinates of the intersections of each scan line with the boundary 
image are recorded. 
The information in GTM3 was converted into a Region Identification Map 
GTM4 wherein unique numbers (RIN) were used to identify each connected region, 
the boundaries being denoted by 0. A table of correspondences was established 
manually between the CIN's of GTMO and RIN's of GTM4. It was found, however, 
that there were some small discontinuities in the digitized boundaries which 
caused some large distinct regions to be merged. Therefore, the discontinuities 
in GTM3 were automatically sensed and patched by generating straight line seg­
ments. The result, GTM5, was converted into a Region Identification Map GTM6. 
The regions which were in error in GTM4 were now corrected, as far as possible 
by a new table of RIN to CIN correspondences. The two correspondence tables 
were used on GTM4 and GTM6 to get a map GTM7, storing the CIN's at all the 
points in the properly identified regions, O's at the boundary points and -1 at all 
the points in the regions still in doubt. The percentage of -l's in GTM7 is 2,8. 
These points represent locations in the image which, due to errors in GTMO, 
indicated nonunique or unavailable assignments of CIN's. The corrections to the 
GTMO were received, but not in time to be incorporated into the present work. 
Next, GTM7 was corrected to UTM coordinates using an affine transfor­
mation determined to minimize the mean squared error over a set of ground 
control points. The resulting imagej GTM8 was arranged to have 20 pixels/km 
inboth coordinate directions. The GTM, at this stage, was still a level II 
classification map. For the present analysis, a level I map was required. There­
fore, GTM8 was modified by table look-up to GTM9 with only 6 classes (1-Urban, 
2-Agriculture, 3-Forest, 4-Water, 5-Wet land, 6-Vacant, 0-Boundary, Unknown 
or exterior of the image region after geometric correction). Next, each of O's 
in GTM9 was replaced by CIN occuring most frequently in the 3 x 3 region centered 
at it. Thus, O's representing the boundaries between subclasses of level I classes 
were eliminated while retaining the O's representing the unknown and exterior 
regions. The image, GTM10, is shown in Figure 4.1. 
4.4 Comparisons With the GTM 
The -map GTM10 was used as the standard for evaluating the classification/ 
cluster maps produced by the various methods. Only the points in GTMl0 with 
class numbers 1 through 6 were used for determining the similarity measures. 
The following definitions of similarity measures parallel those in [1]. 
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Table 4.6. GTM in Various Stages of Preparation 
Stage Description 
0 Preliminary map (with disclaimer) supplied by 
U. S. Geological Survey. 
1 Annotations removed and photographically 
reduced. 
2 Digitized at 25 1J scanning interval. 
3 Boundary lines thinned. 
4 Regions identified by unique numbers (RIN) 
based on connectivity. 
5 Discontinuities in boundary lines patched. 
6 Regions identified by unique numbers (FUN) 
based on connectivity. 
7 RIN's replaced by CIN's using a manually 
determined correspondence table with regions 
in doubt flagged with CIN=-1. 
8 Geometrically corrected to the orientation of 
UTM coordinates with 20 pixels/km. 
9 Reduced to Level I map by modifying the 
CIN's. 
10 Boundary points replaced by CIN's occurring 
the largest number of times in their immediate 
neighborhoods. 
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All the supervised classification maps (CM) have 6 classes - Urban, Agri­
culture, Forest, Water, Wet land and Vacant - with the exception of ELLTABCM
 
which has a seventh "reject" class.
 
With A defined as the joint histogram between the GTM (rows) and a CM
 
(columns), the similarity measure is defined as
 
Tr (A) /S (A) 
6
 
where Tr(A)=S a
 
and S (A) = Sum of all elements of A. 
In the case of unsupervised CM's, the columns of A are interchanged and/or
merged according to a reassignment rule and then the above definition is used to 
find the similarity measure. 
Due to uncertainties in registration and determination of geometric correction 
transformations, it is likely that the locations of the boundary pixels between 
classes in the GTM are unreliable. Therefore, the errors at the boundary and 
interior pixels are reckoned separately and similarity measures considering
only the interior pixels are shown in addition to the "normal" similarity measures 
which consider the entire map. Also, "inventory" similarity measures are shownin each case indicating the closeness of the estimates of percentage occupancies 
of each Land Use Class in the CM's and the GTM. As in [1, this similarity 
measure is defined as [1-Elpli-p2il /2r pli] 100 percent. In the case of the 
unsupervised maps the similarity measure is based on the same measurements 
as for "normal". 
In the following subsections, the CM's and the similarity matrices are pre­sented for each of the algorithms discussed in Chapter 3. With the exception ofELLTAB, the classification methods have been applied to all six data sets 
described in Section 4.2. However, in each case, only one typical CM and a 
similarity matrix are shown, with the similarity measures tabulated for all six 
cases. 
4.4.1 HINDU Classifier 
This histogram dependent unsupervised method generated classification 
maps with different numbers of clusters for the six data sets. The map for the
January 1975 data set, consisting of 8 classes, is shown in Figure 4.2. The joint histogram of GTM v/s HINDUCM for January 1975 is shown in Table 4.7. 
This being an unsupervised map, the class numbers were assigned to numbers1 through 6 of the GTM classes and the similarity measures were evaluated. The 
similarity measures for the six HINDUCM's are shown in Table 4.8. 
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Table 4.7. Joint Histogram Between GTM and HINDU Cluster Map 
-CLASS.NO. . 
- 2 -._6 4 5 _---7 8 
lZIA&15f.__L..2679 38L.. _4 _ 28!14 1567 237 5C93___ 
20.... 81189 . 81745 203 31_-- 6634 _, 845 _ 11401 1742 . . 
3 -- - 464658 47892--, - 300 ----- 367 -,_2315. - 3562, ..1632 . 1652 . . 
4 44 L6.3__ 1C25C -184327 
_ 62 1220_JQ._J 230 
I 78792 3436 3656 _ 5C2 42_ 8899._...25-9 . 297 - 6_ 
_- 4856& .2C06 400 84 
- 331 ... 100 100 . 1912 
_ 
______~ STVIAiLDUCPJ(010575) 
Table 4.8. Similarity Measures of HINDUCM's w. r. t. GTM 
I Date No. ~ Smlrt~~~Similaajt Meses M% 
_____ 
of Classes easures )Normal Boundaries Inventory 
I Ignored 
Oct. 17, 72 9 67.42 69.90 76.15
 
Nov. 17, 73 8 
 70.96 73.54 90.45
 
Dec. 5, 73 9 73.37 76.08 83.82
Apr. 10, 74 8 69.67 72.39 78.80
 
June 21, 74 
 10 69.06 71.65 83.63
 
Jan. 5, 75 8 
 71.36 74.06 
 85.78
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4.4.2 Table Look-up (ELLTAB) 
The classification map using this table look-up implementation of the 
maximum likelihood method for the December 1973 data set is shown in Figure 
4.3. It has 7 classes, the last being a "reject" class. The joint histogram of
this map with the GTM is shown in Table 4.9. This method was used for the 
classification of only the December 1973 data. The similarity measures in this 
case were found to be: 
Normal: 73.48% 
Boundaries Ignored: 76.51% 
Inventory: 98.28% 
4.4.3 Linear Sequential 
The output, LCM, of this classifier is shown in Figure 4.4 for the April
1974 data set. The joint histogram with GTM is shown in Table 4.10, and the 
similarity measures are given in Table 4.11 for all the six data sets. 
4.4.4 Piecewise Linear (Histogram based) 
This supervised classifier is implemented using a table look-up approach 
wherein, for a given grid size, the histogram cells corresponding to each of the 
feature vectors in the data set are identified first, a table of classifications of 
the occupied histogram cells is formed using training samples and a piecewiselinear classification rule and, finally, the entire data set is classified by table 
look-up. The result, PCM, of applying this method to the October 1972 data 
set is shown in Figure 4.5. The corresponding joint histogram is shown in Table
4.12 and the similarity measures are given in Table 4.13. 
4.4.5 Nearest Neighbor (Histogram based) 
This is a supervised classifier similar in implementation to the piecewise
linear classifier above. The table of classifications of the multidimensional 
histogram cells is produced using training samples and a nearest neighbor rule 
of class assignment. The result, SNEHACM, of this method is shown in Figure 
4.6 for the November 1973 data set. The joint histogram and the similarity 
measures are shown in Tables 4.14 and 4.15 respectively. 
4.4.6 Maximum Likelihood (Histogram based) 
This classifier differs from the conventional maximum likelihood and 
ELLTAB in that it uses a multidimensional histogram with a specified grid size 
as in the case of PCM and SNEHACM. The resulting histogram cells are classified 
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Table 4-9. Joint Histogram Between GTM and ELLTAB Classification Map 
CLASS Nu. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 
1,.. _39 6 1 r 26C65 4'534 2111 7151 2582 2982
 
2 37C3G 97570 39733 15 6414 185 2d39 
3 28758 47'29 £C9922 391 32377 19T 3311 
. 4 1592 342 915 393754 5394 13 9 3796 
5 8263 4384 35277 2753 43%7 27 1890 
6 2456 1596 221B 35C 846 1039 1404 
GTM V/S ELLTABCM(12C5731 
C i 
to 
I: ii:!i~~iiil i ,
I i ~
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Table 4.10. Joint Histogram Between GTM and Linear 
Sequential Classification Map 
CLASS NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 2 3 4 
4324( 47t76 21118 312; 
23872 133C34 22448 31 
41336 1C5547 359656 564 
1183 564 1199 3BE163 
5991 3239 47C75 399 
1957 3526 2589 521 
GTM V/S LCMP(41774) 
5 
4462 
3445 
14984 
5664 
35515 
622 
6 
1411 
9611 
291 
1353 
92 
564 
Table 4.11. Similarity Measures of LCM's w. r. t. GTM 
Date 
Oct. 17, 72 
Nov. 17, 73 
Dec. 5, 73 
Apr. 10, 74 
June 21, 74 
Jan. 5, 75 
Normal 
65.77 
72.00 
73.85 
72.15 
65.35 
71.02 
Similaritv Measures %)Boundaries Inventory 
Ignored 
68.57 85.75 
74.95 96.99 
75.81 97.22 
75.14 91.75 
67.88 85.99 
73.90 93.94 
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Table 4.12. Joint Histogram Between GTM and Piecewise 
Linear Classification Map 
CLASS 
. 
2 
3 
-­ 4-
5 
6 
..... 
. 
- -
1 2 3 4 
52834 'CC19 16241 34C6 
61697 92C98 115.7 2e82 
97128 I1CS87 2f9307 7941 
2430 !173 869 376362 
1882T 16C7C 2E693 523C 
2385 3887 IC3E 54j 
GTM V/5 PCP IC1772) 
5 
6316 
$699 
E107 
5878 
18C23 
48Z 
6 
2143 
61C7 
8908 
19554 
7605 
1613 
Table 4.13. Similarity Measures of PCM's w. r. t. GTM 
Date 
Oct. 17, 72 
Nov. 17, 73 
Dec. 5, 73 
Apr. 10, 74 
June 21, 74 
Jan. 5, 75 
Normal 
60.45 
70.08 
73.42 
70.91 
68.41 
69.76 
Similarity Measures 
Boundaries 
Ignored 
63.15 
72.65 
76.32 
73.69 
71.00 
72.52 
M 
Inventory 
81.30 
87.37 
97.34 
87.55 
96.19 
90.02 
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Table 4.14. 	 Joint Histogram Between GTM and Nearest I 
Neighbor Classification Map I 
CLASS NO* 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 18113 21173 6C411 2!3C 6416 12832 I
 
2 32216 63575 E8213 17 4572 14907
 
3 IQ22C 2"-67 463351 345 13918 5177 
4 1294 1519 1721 387SP2 11437 2358 
5 21 4 227C 5-547 4110 37179 525 
6 1819 11W7 4108 5%C 69' 2228 I 
GTM V/S SNEhACM(111773)
 
I 
Table 4.15. 	 Similarity Measures of SNEHACMts w. r. t. GTM 
Similarity Measures (%) I 
Date Normal Boundaries Inventory 
Ignored 
Oct. 17, 72 59.27 61.97 80.78 
Nov. 17, 73 72.56 75.51 88.55 
Dec. 5, 73 66.22 69.00 87.39 
April 10, 74 55.28 57.74 73.36 
June 21, 74 58.71 60.65 82.36 I 
Jan. 5, 75 55.18 57.31 78.02 I
 
I
 
I
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using estimates of means and covariance matrices for the various classes based 
on training samples. The result of this method is called PRITICM. Figure 4.7 
shows a PRITICM of the June 1974 data set, the joint histogram of which appearsin Table 4.16. The similarity measures (w.r.t. GTM) of the PRITICM's corre­
sponding to all the six data sets are presented in Table 4.17. 
4.5 	 Comparisons Between Classification Maps 
It can be seen from the joint histograms in Section 4.4 that, in many cases, 
the off-diagonal elements are larger than the corresponding diagonal elements, 
particularly in the case of classes other than forest (3) and water (4). This is 
due to the fact that forest and water classes have large homogeneous regions 
while the other classes have relatively large numbers of boundary pixels, and 
errors in registration of the GTM and the Landsat images have the most signift­
cant effect near the boundary regions. To support the conclusion that the dis­
similarities found between the GTM and the CM's are attributable to registration 
errors, several of the CM's for the December 1973 data set were compared
relative to each other. The corresponding similarity measures are shown in 
Table 	4.18. These numbers should be compared with the "normal" columns in 
the previous tables. It can be seen that these are much larger than the similarity 
measures relative to the GTM. Also, the joint histograms (not shown here) are 
all found to have dominant diagonals. 
4.6 	 Chi-Square Tests for a Typical Case 
Chi-Square tests were applied to test several hypotheses in the case of the 
comparison between the GTM and the LCM for the October 1972 data set. Starting 
with the joint histogram (contingency table) the X2 values were computed as de­
fined in [2) for nine different hypotheses listed below: 
1. 	 The distribution of the classification inventory agrees with the 
distribution of the ground truth inventory. 
2. 	 The distribution of the correctly classified pixels agrees with 
the distribution of the ground truth inventory. 
3. 	 The distribution of the number of correctly and incorrectly 
classified pixels is optimum with respect to the given in­
ventory and without regard to class. 
4. 	 The correctly classified pixels are randomly distributed. 
5. 	 Each ground truth feature is randomly distributed among
 
the classification features according to the ground truth
 
inventory.
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Table 4.16. Joint Histogram Between GTM and Histogram-based 
Maximum Likelihood Classification Map 
NO ..... 1 ..... 2 3 4 5 6 
S2-7876__ 9586 68571 1893 8735 4380 
2 27822 63236 84C56 82 7368 1226. 
3 21806 24030 428624 2726 37259 7933 
4 ,074......73 1651 373E63 9604.. 1019 
5 _....2692 858 47654 4666 39343 522 
6 2402 732 3446 446 1591 1179 
GTM V/S PRITICM(062174) 
Table 4.17. Similarity Measures of PRITICM's w. r. t. GTM 
Similarity Measures (%) 
Date Normal Boundaries Inventory 
Ignored 
Oct. 17, 72 62.98 65.88 88.68 
Nov. 17, 73 71.22 73.80 91.49 
Dec. 5, 73 73.45 76.31 93.68 
April 10, 74 70.75 73.60 90.39 
June 21, 74 70.77 73.45 90.44 
Jan. 5, 75 69.01 72.00 92.82 
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Table 4.18. Similarity Measures between CM's for Dec. 73 
Map 1 
ETCM 
ETCM 
ETCM 
SNEHACM 
SNEHACM 
Data Set 
Map 2 
LCM 
PCM 
PRITICM 
LCM 
PCM 
Similarity 
Measure (9) 
89.07 
85.78 
86.07 
82.09 
85.44 
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6. 	 Each classification feature is randomly distributed among the 
ground truth features according to the classification inventory. 
7. 	 The distribution of the number of correctly and incorrectly 
classified pixels is random without regard to class, 
8. 	 The numbers of correctly and incorrectly classified pixels 
for a particular class are randomly distributed. 
9. 	 The distribution of the classified pixels is independent of
 
the ground truth.
 
The 	results of the test are shown in table 4.19. Here, the test numbers corre­
spond to the hypothesis numbers above and D. 0. F. is the number of degrees 
of freedom. It is found that the x2 values are all large and the corresponding 
probabilities are very close to zero indicating that the above hypotheses are 
false. However, these tests are too stringent 123. 
4.7 	 General Remarks 
4.7.1 Qualifiers 
The following qualifiers are necessary in drawing the conclusions from 
the data presented in this chapter. 
* 	 The GTM used here was a preliminary draft accompanied by a 
disclaimer stating that it was meant only for field checking and 
review. However, it was used in the comparisons here and 
this step should therefore be considered preliminary. 
* 	 The UTM coordinates of the control points needed for the slight 
correction in orientation of the GTM were obtained from a map 
of scale 1:125000 with a similar disclaimer. 
* 	 The Landsat data were corrected using affine transformations 
to UTM coordinates, the parameters being obtained based on 
several ground control points. While the GCP's were chosen 
sufficiently scattered over the scene and the rms errors were 
smaller than one pixel at the GCP's, the peak errors were of 
the order of 2 pixels at the GCP's and could be 3 to 4 pixels 
elsewhere. 
4.7.2 Conclusions 
* 	 It was found that the point by point ('normal") similarity measures 
w. r. 	 t. GTM in the case of the data sets considered here are in the 
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Tabte 4.19. Results of the X2 Tests 
CLASSIFICAriCN ACCLtACY (FERCLPTJ: 
*. RANDOM ____ 24.26 
ACTUAL £E5.77 
OPTILN (IYENT(RY)
*PERCENT OF £JPTWKUP AZCLAACY = 85.7561. -
Ck-I-SCUtME TESTS 
TEST FEATLkE P.C. ChI-SCLARE FRCEAEILITY 
1 5 2.5C7L41EEE C5 C.C 
2 5 E.5C451250E 04 0.0 
3 5 4.2is4E5L 3E C5 C.C 
4 5 5.242S6C41E 04 C.C 
5 1 5 9.76o24375E 04 0.C 
5 2 5 2.4935 5E75E C5 C.C 
5 3 5 3.31S5bo63E 05 O.G 
5 4 5 E.3756C315E C5 C.C 
5 5 5 1.4136C-I5E C5 C.C 
5 6 5 S.3631047E 03 0.0 
6 1 5 I.G5C4C4E C5 C.C 
2 5 2.74882063E 05 CoC 
6 3 5 3.225713!5E C5 0.0 
6 4 5 E.336C2--5E C5 .C 
C 5 5 I.I1SSC43SE 05 0.0 
6 6 5 I.F21255CEE C4 C.0 
7 1 1.24712CCE 06 C.C 
8 - 1 1 5.7S363o72E 04 0.0 
8 2 1 2.14iCsCCe C5 C.C 
8 3 1 2.4902G875E 05 0.C 
E 4 1 .CE2 75CCE C5 0.0 
8 5 1 I.CE2J.6EI2E CS C.C 
E 6 1 5.51351553E 03 0.0 
9 25 .4-iE!7CCE Cf C. 
OF TUS 
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same range as those for the Bald Knob, Tennessee data set [1]. The 
results for mINDUCM, LCM and ETCM are slightly better than in [1]. 
These are the only techniques common between the present case and 
[i] and they support the intuitive conclusion that large homogeneous 
regions tend to increase classification accuracy. 
* 	 The data sets from the November and December 1973 scenes result 
in higher similarity measures than the others in the case of most of 
the techniques considered. Also, the October and Jane scenes seem 
to result in lower similarity measures in all cases. It is found from 
the classification maps that these scenes have more cloud cover than 
the others and, since the cloud pixels are not identified and removed 
from consideration before finding the similarity measures, they con­
tribute to misolassifications. 
* 	 The similarity measures between classification maps of the December 
data set are significantly higher than those between the CM's and GTM. 
This could be due to the fact that the CM's are perfectly registered 
relative to each other while the registration errors contribute to 
disparities between the CM's and GTM. 
* 	 The percentage of boundary pixels is smaller in the present data 
sets compared to that in [1] and the increase in similarity measures 
when the boundary pixels are ignored is not as significant. But, 
when registration is improved, it is expected that there will be 
greater increases in these similarity measures. 
* 	 In [i] it was seen that the similarity measures based on inventories 
only were very close to those when the boundary errors were ignored. 
It is found in the present case that the inventory similarities are much 
higher. This, again, points to registration errors. 
* 	 The results of the histogram-based, supervised, table look-up tech­
niques (SNEHACM, PRITICM and PCM) depend on the grid-size 
chosen in deriving the histogram. Here the same grid-sizes as 
obtained in the case of HINDUCM's of the corresponding data sets 
were used for the supervised CM's. Whether higher similarity 
measures can be obtained with finer grids (i. e. higher radiometric 
resolution) needs further examination, From the point of view of 
computation time, however, it is not feasible to use these tech­
niques with grid size unity (i.e. full resolution that is available in 
the data). 
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4.7.3 Suggestions for Further Work 
It is clear that an improvement in registration of the GTM and the Landsat 
data sets is needed before further comparisons are made. When the final version 
of the GTM is received, the changes, if any, should be incorporated and an up­
dated digital version of the GTM produced. 
The classification maps in the present work have been at level I. It is 
difficult to obtain reliable training samples for a level II classification. There­
fore, it seems unnecessary to have a GTM at level If. A significant reduction 
in the manual effort involved in establishing the correspondence between the 
region numbers and class numbers on the GTM would result if a level I GTM 
were available. The present digital GTM is at level fl and, since much of the 
manual work has already been done, it seems appropriate to finish further 
corrections of it at level I. These corrections should include modifying the 
locations presently having -l's (confusion due to missing boundaries between 
distinct ground truth classes) and 99's (indicating that labels were unavailable 
on the GTM supplied). 
The GCP (ground control point) coordinates should be determined more 
accurately and a nonlinear (instead of the affine) transformation be found for each 
of the data sets. It may not be sufficient to use just the EN term. Better results 
could be obtained (when the GCP's are accurately located) with all the quadratic 
terms included in'the transformation. It is desirable that the error in registration 
be less than one pixel throughout the image. 
The reasoning behind obtaining similarity, measures with the boundary 
pixels ignored is that the boundary pixels tend to be mixtures of classes and 
hence errors in classifying them should be "excused". Thus, only the errors 
in classifying the interior pixels of a homogeneous region are attributable to the 
defficiencies of a classification technique. This argument can be extended to the 
case where there are uncertainties in registration. If the maximum error is 
known to be N pixels then the subset of the image to be considered for comparison 
should consist only of the points farther than N pixels from the nearest inter­
class boundary. If such a subset is large enough to be statistically significant, 
it will prove to be useful in comparing the classification techniques. 
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5. TEMPORAL CHANGE DETECTION 
5.1 Introduction 
The repetitive, eighteen day cycle in the coverage of each Landsat satellite 
was planned in order to have the capability of examining changes in the same scene 
as a function of time. Hence it is advisable to examine some concepts and metho­
dology for defining and detecting temporal changes through processing of multiple 
data sets collected in different Landsat passes over the same scene. It is assumed 
in this chapter that the data sets have previously been spatially registered. 
Temporal change detection as a concept is easily defined as the process of 
identifying the changes that have taken place in a scene. However, the method­
ology to be adopted is to be tailored to meet the needs of the user in terms of 
what precisely is the change the user is looking for. For example, the user 
could be looking for a change in the shape of certain features in the scene, like 
a body of water, or the emphasis may be just on the inventory of certain classes, 
say, forest acreage. Thus, different view points and needs of users have to be 
accommodated in an automatic information processing system. It is therefore 
desirable to first establish the identity of each individual pixel in all the data 
sets uniquely which may then be further processed to delineate the type and 
extent of change the user is interested in. Further, the correspondence between 
the clusters or classes of the different data sets has to be established through 
inventory/spectral matching or manually through supervision. 
Once the pixel identity in each image is established and a correspondence 
between the labels in the two images is derived, the problem is then reduced 
to overlaying the two images and flagging the pixels appropriately to identify 
the nature of change occuring at each pixel as well as whether the pixel is in 
the interior or boundary of a region. The details of the processing involved 
and the methodology developed to cater to this need are presented in the following 
sections. 
5.2 Overview of the System 
The information flow in the system, schematically represented in Figure 
5. 1, can be briefly described as follows. With the two data sets representing the 
two temporally separated images of the same scene as input, the preprocessor, 
consisting of a classification/clustering package (depending on whether the environ­
ment is supervised or unsupervised) and a registration and geometric correction 
package, produces two classification maps GCIi and 2 which are geometrically 
corrected and registered with each other. The first image is then processed by 
the software subsystem FLGBDIES to identify and flag the interior and boundaries 
of clusters, leading to what will hereafter be referred to as the reference map. 
Either manually or through automated inventory/ spectral (e. g. MXSMLRTY) 
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matching schemes, a cluster or class correspondence list correlating to two 
classification maps is derived. This list along with the reference map and the 
second map is then input to the MASKER subsystem. Here, a difference image 
of the two input images is produced which will have in coded form all the infor­
mation (concerning each pixel) necessary for recognition of all possible types of 
changes occuring in the scene. In addition, the coded difference image has also 
the necessary information to determine whether a given pixel is an interior or 
boundary pixel in the reference map. With this coded image as input, the CHange 
Recognition And DEpiction (CHARADE) Systeiis now ready to process the user's 
input request for detection and depiction of any particular type of change in the 
scene, as for example, change in the boundary of a certain class, say, the water 
bodies in the scene, etc. 
5.3 Description of the Change Detection System 
As described earlier in the overview of the system, and portrayed in Figure 
5. 1, the change detection system consists of three major components (subsystems) 
* A preprocessing subsystem 
* A difference image producing subsystem 
* A change recognition and depiction subsystem 
The preprocessing subsystem in turn consists of several smaller packages. 
The first significant constituent of the preprocessing subsystem is a classification/ 
clustering scheme (depending, of course, on whether the environment is super­
vised or unsupervised) which, given the two temporally distinguished data sets 
(images) produces two classification (cluster) maps. The classification tool 
could be one of the several evaluated and reported elsewhere. These classifi­
cation maps are then registered either relative to a common reference such 
as the UTM coordinates or with respect to each other. This is done by identify­
ing several ground control points and finding appropriate geometric transfor­
mations (using the program GEOGREF). The transformations are applied to 
the two images using the program GEOCOR and the resulting images are shifted 
relative to each other to ensure proper overlaying. 
The registered maps are then compared by using either automated inven­
tory matching scheme such as MXSMLRTY or spectral matching or through the 
available supervision in the environment to derive a class (cluster) correspon­
dence list correlating the class (cluster) number in the two maps. Thus, the 
output of this preprocessing system will be the two geometrically corrected 
maps GCM1 and GCM2 and a class correspondence list LCC. 
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The difference image producing subsystem consists of two components: 
a boundary flagging'scheme which identifies and flags the boundary pixels (a 
boundary pixel being defined as a pixel with at least one neighbor different 
from itself) and a difference image coding scheme which produces a difference 
image coded so as to label uniquely the type of change occuring at the pixel. 
In addition, the code also identifies the pixel either as interior or boundary 
pixel. This code can be written as 
IPIXEL (.) = (IX (.) -1)*M+ LCC (IY(.)) 
where IX (.) is a value ranging from 1 to M for interior pixels and M+2 to 2M+1 
for boundary pixels, depending on the class to which the pixel is assigned in 
Map I with M as the number of classes in Map 1, IY (.) is a value varying from 
1 to N depending on the class to which the pixel is assigned in Map 2 with N 
as the number of classes in Map 2, and LCC (-) is the class correspondence list 
with numbers ranging from 1 to M designating the equivalence between the classes 
in Map 2 and Map 1. 
Thus the coded difference image represents a completely processed infor­
mation encoded image which can be employed to determine and depict the type 
of change of interest to the user. 
The CHAnge Recognition And DEpiction (CHARADE) subsystem essentially 
consists of a process designed to cater to the user's requests for depiction of a 
particular type of change. The user's input request code is decoded and the coded 
difference image is scanned to identify and categorize the pixels belonging to the 
class(es) of interest according to whether they are 
* Pixels undergoing the type of change of interest to the user 
* Pixels undergoing no change 
* Pixels undergoing changes, but not the type specified by the user. 
In addition, the rest of the scene of interest is flagged to distinguish it from the 
areas outside the image. The inventory of the different categories as well as 
a coded map depicting the pixels belonging to these different categories are pro­
duced and recorded. The output images are written out on tape and, in addition, 
printer plots are also displayed. 
Thus, the change detection system, given the two multispectral data sets 
corresponding to two temporally distinguished images of a single scene, leads 
to change depiction maps of interest to the user. 
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5:4 	 Experimental Results 
The change detection system was implemented on IBM 360/65 and tested 
using the multispectral data sets corresponding to the three passes of Landsat 
over Mobile Bay area on December 5, 1973; June 21, 1974 and January 5, 1975. 
The change detection scheme was applied to identify the changes from December 
to June and December to January. The classification maps were produced by the 
linear sequential method. Depiction of six different types of change was requested: 
* 	 total changes in all classes. 
* 	 changes in only the interior regions of all classes. 
* 	 changes in only the boundaries of all classes. 
* 	 additions (or gross growth) to class 1 (identified manually
 
as Urban,
 
* 	 deletions (or gross reduction) from the interior region of class 3 
(identified manually as Forest) 
* 	 changes in the boundaries of class 4 (identified manually as
 
water).
 
The statistics of these changes are given in Table 5.1 
Change depiction maps are shown in Figures 5.2 - 5.6 for the December-
January pair of classification maps. 
5.5 	 Discussion of Results and Concluding Remarks 
As can be observed in Table 5. 1, more of the changes occur along the 
boundaries than in the interior regions. This is only to be expected as boundary 
pixels are not only more susceptible to changes but also likely to be mixtures 
of more than one land use class or category. The figures for inter-seasonal 
and intra-seasonal changes have to be compared and interpreted in the light of 
the fact the intra-seasonal case deals with winter season data sets only, al­
though involving a temporal separation of 13 months. On the other hand, the 
inter-seasonal case while involving a temporal separation of 6 months only, deals 
with winter and summer data. The statistics reported in Table 5. 1 confirm that 
the inter-seasonal changes are far more significant than other temporal effects. 
This is especially true in the case of Forest, for example, where the change from 
December 1973 to June 1974 is significantly higher than the change from December 
1973 to January 1975 although the temporal separation is a lot more. Though only a 
few particular types of changes were looked into in these experiments the system 
has considerably more flexibility in depicting various other types of changes as 
discussed earlier. 
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.Table 	5. l.__Temporal-Change-Detection-ResuIts 
DATA SETS CONSIDERED 
Type bf 
No. Chinge December 5, 1973 Vs. June 21, 1974 December 5, 1973 Vs. Jan. 5, 1975 
INTER-SEASONAL 	 INTRA-SEASONAL 
No. of pixels changed Percentage change No. of pixels changed Percentage change 
1. 	 Total changes 
inall classes 442013 	 31.99 322484 23.24
 
2. 	 Changes in
 
interior regions 
and all 	classes 158100 18.22 73566 8.42
 
3. 	 Changes in the 
boundaries of 
all classes 283913 55.24 248918 	 48.44
 
4. 	 Additions to 
class 1 
(URBAN) 80745 	 5.84 67516 4.87
 
5. 	 Deletions from 
the interior of 
class 3 
(FOREST) 112692 33.49 37738 11.22 
6. 	 Changes in the 
boundaries of
 
class 4 
(WATER) 4500 40.77 4938 44.60 
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Figure 5. 5. 	 Additions to the urban class (black change to urban, gray =no change, 
white = change to other than urban) 
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Figure 5.6. Deletions from the interior of the forest class~from (black=deletionforest, gray -no change, white= pixels other than interior 
of forest) 57 
6. DATA COMPRESSION 
6.1 Introduction 
Remote sensing by means of multispectral scanners such as those employed 
on the Landsat program and those planned for the Earth Observatory Satellite can 
result in extremely large quantities of data. The Landsat scanner, for example, 
could generate approximately 125 reels of 1600 bpi magnetic tape per day. It is 
apparent that data compression would yield benefits in the recording, transmission 
and storage of this information. Some of the more obvious benefits are reduced
 
on-board storage, simpler data transmission, reduced ground data recording,

and fewer data tapes to archive.
 
Data compression is accomplished by exploiting the structure or redundancy
which exists between data samples. This means that the data does not take on
 
all values with equal probability or that the value at any point is not totally in­
dependent of the data at every other point. It is apparent that spatial correlation
exists, due to the extension of generally well defined regions on the ground over 
several neighboring pixels. Hence, the purpose of data compression is to trans­
form the image data in order to reduce the degree of correlation between the 
samples so that redundancy in transmission is minimized. 
6.2 The Karhunen-Loeve Transform 
The Karhunen-Loeve [1, 2] transform (also known as the eigenvector trans­
formation, the principal components transformation, or the Hotelling [3 trans­formation) results in uncorrelated transform samples, thus minimizing redun­
dancy. This transformation is optimal, if the criterion used is the mean squared 
error between the original image and the reconstructed image. The matrix re­quired for implementing the KL transform has as its rows the eigenvectors of the
 
covariance matrix of the data. 
 It then follows that the principal components are 
uncorrelated (the covariance matrix of the principal components is diagonal), 
and the variances are the elgenvalues of the original covariance matrix. 
Disadvantages are that the correlation matrix of the image must be known,
necessitating two passes through the data, and a time-consuming matrix multi­
plication must be performed. 
In order to describe mathematically the transform process, an image is 
modelled as a sequence of discrete data values with certain statistical properties. 
Experimental evidence indicates that a large variety of imagery data can be re­presented by a so-called markov sequence of variables having correlation de­
creasing exponentially with distance between terms. The autocorrelation matrix 
R is then given by 
Rij =pli-il , 0<p<1. 
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For a sequence of N samples, the elements of R range in value from unity topN-1. The correlation between neighboring samples is shown in the following
 
definition:
 
i= P Xi-1 + i-i' 
where the sequence [e i I has zero mean and variance 1-p 2 . The KL transform of 
the sequence [.xii is defined as the transformation that diagonalizes R, with 
elements the eigenvectors k i of R. Thus the transformed sequence [x i ] has un­
correlated samples with variances given by the eigenvalues. 
The KL transform of the sequence [kiI is given by [4] 
N r2 sin +N+I w.+j] xj
xi = ; N+X in + ­
j2 
w o e -- 1 - p2 
where X. 2 = -p and1- 2p cosi + 2 
[WjJ are the positive roots of 
(p2 -1) sin wtan Nw 

Cos W -2p+p 2 cosw
 
Since the values of w are so defined (by a transcendental equation), the transfor­
mation is defined by nonperiodic sine functions, and no computational simplifi­
cations are possible. 
6.3 A Fast Karhunen-Loeve Transformation 
The KL transformation may be obtained'from the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) if a proper modification of the data is applied. [5] This is the minimum 
variance or interpolative representation, which is defined as 
x, i =x i + v i 
where x. is a linear combination of the remaining terms in the sequence, i.e.,[xj, j /i j . If the variance, (x, _xi) =vi is minimized, the definition of xi
reduces to 
Il p2 (xii++ xpl")+ v1 . 
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Since this definition involves terms x 0 and XN+1, the boundary -orend conditions 
must be defined: 
x0 = px I + V0 
XN+1 = PXN + vN+1 
The minimum variance, sequence does have nearest-neighbor correlation, and 
hence its correlation matrix (NX N, tridagonal) has the form B2 Q where 
2 
B2 1p= 
1 :1p2 
1 _P 0 
Q = -p -p 
=+p 2 +p21 0 
1-- -p 
1+p 2 1+p 2 
0 _ 
1+ p2 
The minimum variance representation may be written in the following 
manner: 
-p _p
- XiI+xi + p xi+ = Vi
 
2
l+p +p2
 
x I + 
-+p2 x2 = Vi -P x0 =Vi + b 1
-P + +p2= = 
-p 
1+p2 ~~~ N+~x+---- =N-N+x 
+p2 xN1 N vN i+p 2 XN+ vN+bN 
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The coefficients are the elements of the rows of matrix Q, and so the equations 
may be written in matrix form as 
QX = V+B 
where B is an NX 1 vector containing only the information at the end points, b 
and bN, with all other elements zero. Thus there is established a correspondence 
between the original sequence fxid and the minimum variance sequence fvi• 
Furthermore, the eigenvectors of Q are [6] 
W 2 sin 
and the eigenvalues are 
1- cos jXj = 
N+1l+p2 
The W form the KL transform matrix of the sequence [v.1 (being the eigenvectors 
of Q, the correlation matrix), and are periodic sine terms, and thus computable 
by an FFT algorithm. 
Applying W to the matrix equation for (xi], we obtain 
WQX = WV + WB,
 
V B
 
or X = - + 
using WQ XW and denoting the KL transform WX by X, etc. For zero mean 
data, the boundary conditions may be approximated by zero, and the KL trans­
form becomes 
S vi 
xi i
 
Extension to two-dimensional image data is readily obtained. E5] The repre­
sentation 
xi - lpP 2 (Xi+1 + xi~l + vi , 
which defines xi in terms of its two nearest neighbors, is extended to include its
 
eight nearest neighbors, as shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1. Coefficients of eight Nearest Neighbors, 
Pwhere c 1±p2 
6.4 Implementation of the Algorithm 
The steps required for coding a data compression program via the KL trans­
form are as follows: [7] 
(i) 	 Calculate the statistics (i.e. mean, variance, horizontal and 
vertical correlation parameters) of the source image. 
(ii) 	 Create a zero mean image, by subtracting the image mean 
(or mean of the image block in the case of block by block 
coding) from each point in the image. 
(iii) 	 Use the equation involving the data sample and its eight
 
nearest neighbors to compute vij.
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(iv) 	 Take the two dimensional- sine transforms of vij to obtain v 1 . 
(v) 	 Calculate xi = vi. ij" 
(vi) 	 Quantize x- using niu bits to obtain the values to be used for 
transmission. The number of quantization levels required for 
transmission is proportional to the transmitted value, x-,, and 
hence proportional to 1/Ai ( ij being relatively small and 
constant). The number of bits required to transmit I/xij is: 
log 2 (1/xi) logX ij.0-
Hence, the number of bits to be assigned to the component (ij) varies according 
to 
nij = b - b2 log2 Xi. 
In terms of the,number of bits assigned to the major component, n1l, and m, 
the average number of bits/pixel, nij is given by: 
N2 . (nlI- m) log ij/k 1
nij =nulN N
 
Z Z log Xij/X11

i=1 j~l 
Since this expression must be converted to an integer for each nij, the actual 
bit rate obtained varies somewhat from the predicted value, m. 
6.5 Results 
Two computer programs described in reference [71 were implemented on a 
255 x 255 segment of Landsat data covering the city of Mobile. The programs 
were an image analysis program and a Fast KL transform coding program. As 
supplied, the IBM 360/65 CPU times required were 6 1/2 minutes and 3 1/2 min­
utes, respectively. 
The image analysis program performs the following tasks: 
(1) 	 Compute and print the histogram and statistical parameters 
of the image 
(ii) 	 Calculate the horizontal and vertical correlation parameters 
over all image blocks. 
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(iii) 	 Compute and list a desired bit rate constant (m) versus actual bit 
rate table. 
The Fast KL transform coding program does the following jobs:
 
() Create differential image [vij) of a 15 x 15 image block.
 
(ii) 	 Apply Fast KL transform to [viji . 
(iii) 	 Calculate bit assignments to different elements in the transform 
domain. 
(iv) 	 Perform quantization. 
(v) 	 Apply inverse Fast KL transform. 
(vi) 	 Store final result as a 255 x 255 image on magnetic tape. 
(vii) 	 Compute and print histogram and statistics of the encoded image. 
The total run time of 10 minutes for a 255 x 255 image is long, but is readily 
reduced by adjusting the quantization of the desired bit rate table, and by saving 
the image analysis parameters required in the transform coding program. 
The statistical parameters of the original image and the reconstructed image 
are given in Table 6. 1. The histograms of the input and final images and of the pixel­
by-pixel differences are given in Figures 6.2, 6..3, and 6.4. The original and re­
constructed images are shown in Figure 6.5. 
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Table 6.1. Statistics of the Input and Output Images 
Input Image Output Image 
Minimum 13.00 10.07 
Maximum 82.00 67.01 
Range 69.00 56.94 
Mean 20.63 20.50 
Standard 
Deviation 4.00 4.03 
Mean Squared Error Between Images 2.34 
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PART II
 
1. INTRODUCTION
 
This part of the report is a formal documentation of the programs devel­
oped for the analysis and evaluation of multivariate decision methods for classi­
fication of remotely sensed data and change detection. 
There are ten sections in this part, each section documenting one major 
software element. The programs are not detailed at the subroutine level, but 
are explajned in terms of the inputs and outputs that one needs to know as a user. 
The subroutines needed for satisfying the external references are tabulated in 
each case. 
The programs and most of the subroutines are in FORTRAN IV and are 
implemented on an IBM 360 with the H compiler. They are all available as load 
modules on a users' library. The names of the data sets on which the programs 
documented here were located at the time this report was prepared are: 
SMART.DASARATY. LIBRARY
 
SMART.RAMPRIYA. D091576. LIBRARY
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2. GEOMETRIC CORRECTION 
2.1 NAME 
GEOCOR8
 
2.2 PURPOSE 
To apply geometric correction using nearest neighbor rule to a large rec­
tangular image. The transformation from the output to input coordinate system 
can have eight parameters, six of them accounting for rotation, scale change, 
and shift and two providing a second degree term with the product of the output 
coordinates. 
2.3 CALLING SEQUENCE 
This is a main program. It is on a partitioned data set as a load module. 
The member name is GEOCOR8. 
2.4 INPUT-OUTPUT 
2.4.1 Input 
The following input parameters should be supplied in data cards according 
to the formats and read statements indicated below. 
READ 100, NREC, NEL 
READ 200, A, XO, YO, ALFA, BETA, SX, SY 
100 FORMAT (216) 
200 FORMIT (6F12.3) 
where 
NREC, NEL are the number of records and the number of pixels per record 
in the input image; 
A is a 2x2 matrix accounting for rotation, scale change and slkew;
 
XO, YO are the shift parameters;
 
ALFA, BETA are coefficients of the product term; 
SX, SY are scale factors. 
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The transformation applied would then be 
AFXP1 + IXIOi + FALFA XP*YP[X1l 	 [YOJJ [BETA] 
fXPl = XPP/SX1
 
IYPJ LYPP/SYJ
 
where 
XPP, YPP are the coordinates in the output image and
 
X, Y are the coordinates in the input image.
 
Note: Generally, this program is used with A, XO, YO, ALFA, BETA 
found using a mean squared error minimization process with ground control 
points (e. g. GEOGREF [1]). The units of A are input pixels per km. Then 
SX ahd SY will indicate the number of output pixels desired per km in the XP 
and YP directions respectively. 
The input image data should be as unformatted FORTRAN records with 
NEL words per record and one pixel per word. 
2.4.2 Output 
The output image data will have NRECO records (unformatted FORTRAN) 
with NELO words per record and one pixel per word. The values of NRECO and 
NELO are printed along with the coordinates of the top-left and bottom-right 
corners of the image. (see Section 2.9, Method). Also, some details about the 
implementation of the program are printed. 
2.4.3 File Storage 
This program requires a direct access file of 1500x1500 bytes for Inferme­
"diate storage (NIREC< 1500, NEL 5 1500; for larger values of NEC or NEL, 
the DEFINE FILE statement and the space allocation for unit 90 should be changed). 
2.5 	 EXITS 
Not applicable 
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2.6 USAGE 
The program is in FORTRAN IV and implemented on the IBM 360 using the 
H compiler. The program is in the users' library as a load module. 
'2.7 EXTERNAL INTERFACES 
This program calls several routines. The linkage is indicated in the 
following table. 
Calling Program Programs Called 
GEOCOR8 	 SAfRN 
DAWN 
GEOMM 
GEOMM 	 GEOMI
 
DARN
 
VNATS
 
GEOM2
 
GEOM3
 
SAWN 
GEOMI 	 VMOV
 
GEOM1B
 
XCHNGE
 
GEOM3 	 GEOM4
 
GEOMIB 	 GEOMIA 
GEOM4 	 DARN
 
2.8 Performance Specifications 
2.8.1 Storage 
This program is 192680 bytes long, mainly due to an array IX dimensioned 
48000 words. This array can be reduced in size, but the cost is an increase in 
direct access reading. Including the external references and buffers this program 
needs 256 K bytes of storage. 
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2.8.2 Execution Time 
The time required depends largely on the output image size which in turn 
depends on the input image size and the transformation parameters. The time 
needed to correct a 1200x 1200 Landsat image to UTM coordinates to produce 20 
pixels per kin, thus generating approximately 2150x185pixeis of-oitput, is about 
14 minutes on an IBM 360/65. 
2.8.3 I/O Load 
None except as specified by Section 2.4. 
2.8.4 Restrictions 
NREC < 1500; NEL <1500 (See Section 2.4.3). The numbers on the input 
image should be between 0 and 255. 
2.9 Method 
The details of the method are presented in Section 2.5 of part I. These 
steps are implemented by the routine GEOMI. The main program GEOCOR8 first 
reads the input data from a sequential data set (unit 10), converts them into bytes 
and copies to the direct access data set (unit 90). The processed image will 
appear as a sequential data set on unit 8. The main feature of GEOMM is that 
it requires only one work array IX which it allocates for various buffers de­
pending on the computediale of the output record length. The details of the 
subroutines follow the description in section 2.5 and are also apparent in the 
comments in the attached listing. 
2.10 Comments 
This programis designed to handle resampling with the nearest neighbor 
rule but can be modified easily to perform bilinear or bicubic interpolation. 
The present method of data handling involves considerably more I/O than that 
described in [3] which used segmentation, but was designed because computations 
needed for the nonlinear transformation would be complex under that approach. 
2. 11 Listings 
The listings of this program and the associated routines are attached at 
the end of this section. 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
76 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
2.12 Tests 
The program has been checked out using a test pattern, applying a 450 
rotation to it and printing the results. Also, a transformation with a small non­
linear term added to the 450 rotation has been tried. The program has been 
used to correct a classification map of the Landsat data of the Mobile Bay, Ala. 
test site to UTM coordinates using a nonlinear transformation. 
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------- 
LEVEL 21.8 1 JUN.-. -.- /... FORTRAN H ._DATF 76,253/21.f5.49,,36 ., 
ISN 0002 

[SN 0003 

ISN 0334 

ISN 0005 
is N 00 0-
ISN 0.37 
ISN 008, 
-. 
ISh 0009 
ISN 021. 
[SN 1111 

ISN 0112 

ISK 0013 

= IS 14N-A 
ISN 0n15 

........ 

__ _S Nn I h 
-o ISN 0017 
SOURCE, EBCDICNOLIST.NVDECKLOADMAPNEDIT,!D,NOXREF
 
.__lHM ON/GE /AoXO.YOoALFA,BETAOETIoDEr21LOtIut.JLOtJHIBNRE pD....
 
DIMENSION A(2,2),812,2)
 
.. ..- DIMENSIONAX(4,2.C) .....
 
___..
. 
C 
_C_ 
C 
. 
...... 

pfl 
10 

C 

EQUIVALENCE(IX(4Onll,LXII))
 
I n _LC.AL2J._LJt1.5nf I 
DATA MAXC/4SB'n/

DEFINE-.fILE 9011509,I15Ql.ULIAL._
 
READ-INPUT. IA G E IZE.__-
READ IC,NREC,NEL 
COPY INPUT IMAGE TO DISK.
NEL4-NEL.4... . .. 
00 10 IsI,NREC
 
C LL .SARN.( r_tI1X,,NEL_).
 
DO 20 J=1lNEL
 
I y[ 11=1yf I) 
CALL DAWN(9P,ILX,NEL I
 
READ TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS.
 
____T HIE...------ IGHT _.ARAM EIERSA ,.XO Yfl, ALFA, BETA-ARE _THQSE__EOUND_ BY._.G.EGRELF_,
* C 

C 
C. 
ISN-0IL -_. _ 
ISN 0019 

W ?Lflf20-

[SN r21 

IS N.D ZZ0fl --
C-

C 

ISN 0023 

I5 q - .2 
SX AND SY ARE SCALE FACTORS IN THE E AND N DIRECTIONS IN PIXELS/KM. 
RFAD 2rAx.ylvnv.AIA ,RFTA.SvSY 
M--OD.IFYJHLE..RAN.SaERiAAlrN-ACLUNTINGEnRsCALE.ALrRS.., -_ _AII,1J=A(1,1I/SX
 
A1-2, 1.1=A ( 2 U.1/S X 
A(1,2)=A(1,2/SY
 
AL2, ZL=AIZ,.211/-.Y 
ALFA=ALFA/SX/SY
 
ET=RE.TALSX/S.Y . ... 
APaLY-J-ETRASEORMATUD t _ _ 
CALL GEOMM(IX,MAXCNREC ,NEL,8I 
TnP
 
13N 0025 10) FORMAT(I216I

-.. JSN 00262OflEO---LELASLZ, .____.____ _____________________________________ 
-
ISN 0027 END
 
0'~t~r 
..
LEVEL Z1 . JU N A J_ - . . . 05/ 360 _ OP TRAN H . . . . . ..... .T-. . ,._5_ ._ __5 
SOURCEEBCDICNOLISTNODECKLDADMAP,NOCEDIT.IDNOXREF
 
IS 0002 ___ SUBROUTINE. GEOMM(lkHAXCNRECNEL,NTAPUI . ...........
 
ISN 0003 DIMENSION IXIMAXC)
 
__15 N010.4--_--_ rMONZ.EM/AXO,.YO.ALF-A.rTA.,DEL1DET ZILO. L JLQ.JHI.NqREAD
 
tSN 0005 DIMENSION ACZ,2),B(22)
 
C PURPOSE: TO APPLY GEOMETRIC TRANSFOfMATION TO A LARGE IMAGE STORED 
C ON-A-DIRECT.. ACCESS DATA._SETIUNIT__C). - THE OUTPU_ -WILL APPEAR ON 
C SEQUENTIAL ACCESS DEVICE NTAPO. 
. .C ONLYDNE ARRAY. IXLQF. MAXC WORDS_-S SUPPLIELE AS_AWRKARE E _Rf
 
C ALLOCATIONS FOR VARIOUS SUBARRAYS IS HANDLED INTERNALLY.
 
C INPUTS: A. XU, YO, ALFA, BETA ARE EIGHT PARAMETERS DEFINING A
 
. . .ANSt QRMALIONOFTEFRM:.. . .
 
C (X Y) IXP YP)Al + IXO YO) + (ALFA 8ETA)IXPYPl
 
CJ.IHERE .THE y DENOTES TRANSPOSITION, XY ARE THE_COORDINATE$ IN TH_
 
C INPUT IMAGE, XPYP ARE THOSF IN THE OUTPUT IMAGE. 
r THE AGE (INUNIT 9r SHIIIn BF IN BYTESt I 8YTEIPIFL I, 
C 
_ __...U'L_As-_XOL_.,YD,_ALFA, BE A__ARE MODIFIED- LTHE_OUTINt GE)Mj_ _ _ 
C FOR CONVENIENCE OF IMPLEMENTATION. BUT. FIRST, A IS TRANSFFRRED
 
C TOLSQSTH0IT__ISlNIVENRANSFORATICN CAN PFJRfCOYERED. IF..NEED.
 
C ILO, IHI, JLO, JHI ARE THE COORDINATESI IN THE TRANSFORMFD
 
C IlAHE)_.QF.THE JOP-ND.BOa MWKAn LJEFT.ADRllHLr2C.LLS OF
 
C THE OUTPUT IMAGE.
 
EI1LMVTPUTAMAGF WILL .MAVk._JIjILI+1 EOOlI4IJQL.. ______________________ 
C WORDS PER RFCORDIONE WORD PER PIXELI. 
_____.__ 
C DEFINE FILE 9rINREC,NELL,IAVI
 
C FIRST, COMPUTE THF OUTPUT IMAGE SIZE AND MODIFY THE' SUPPLIED TRANS­
.... . _OR~1 AO.TION._fOR.CVENIENCE OFI?_RLEMENTATIN,..... . .....
 
ISN 0006 CALL GEOMI(NRECIEL,NRECO,NELO) 
ISN 0007 .. ITIE,I00IRE.,NFL,NReC.O, ELP---_ 
C 
C .. INSDkET_LIIcLALOUIIIW RFCC-RD.WE NFlEn TOALkfW FOR_ 2 NFLO WORDS 
C FOR COMPUTING COORDINATES IN THE INPUT IMAGE CORRESPONOING TO EACH 
C . 
C 
POINT OF OUTPUT, NELO WORDS FORSTfRING THE OUTPUT. VALUES AND NELO ............. 
WORDS FOR A ,CODE ARRAY--. THUS, MAXC-4*NELO WORDS ARE AVAILAtLE 
C FORACIRULAR UFFERFOR HE INPUT! RECORDS AND2 A. BUFFER _POINTER _ _____________________ 
C ARRAY. 
ISN 0008 4MAXCP=HAXC-NFLOt4
 
IS\ 07)'9 __ N-R=M 4/N E L±AI _B~C 

ISN 0310 WRITE(6,2CI)MAXCMAXCP,NR
 
FIND STARTING ADDRESSES FOR WORK AREAS.
C 

C 
 X COORDINATES 
ISN 0311 .... IADI=MAXCP+l .... . .. . ... . . . .. . .. . 
C
 
CN X -ARDINATS.....
 
ISN 0012 IAD2=IAOItNEiO
 
PAGE _I'2 
r 
C CODES INDICATING WHICH PARTS OF AN OUTPUT RECORD ARE TO BE COPPUTED 
ISN 0013_..... . IAD.4 IAO2+NELO .........
 
C
 
. . . C UTPUT_ RECORD.----_ -_- --	
_ _............
 
ISN 	0014 IAD4=IAD3+NELO
 
BUFFER POINTERS
 
ISN.001% 
C lADSlfLNR ..........
 
C 
.. ... .C- NIT.IALIZtE.CICULARAUEF.ER--AN.fJi)FFER POINTERARAY.,.... 
ISN 0316 IRI=1 
__JlN_O317 IRE=I 
ISN 0319 CALL DARN(9clIXNEL I 
. .I[ N 0119._._ _ REA =I-........... . ... . . ....... 
ISN 0)21 CALL VNATS(IX(IADS),NR) 
C COMPUTE OUTPUT RECORDS.
 
___.I" _n 21 NE.L=4-NFI 04P
 
ISN 	0022 DO I0 IjI,NRECO 
C FIND X, V COORDINATES IN THE INPUT IMAGE CORRESPONOING 10 EACH OF I 
....-. C THE -OUTPU T _RO INTS IN .THE I TH. RECORD. -

ISN 0123 CALL GEOM2IIX(IADI),IX(IAD2I,.NELCNRECNEL)
 
C COMPUTE ITH OUTPUT RECORD.
 
ISN D-24. CALL-GEO 3[.IXIX(.IA0II,.IX(IAD ),IX(IAD31,IXIADl.,IX.(IAP5),NgNR-FC_
 
. tNFL.NFLOIRIIRF)
 
- 1ASN 0O25 IH. 1 .-INREAD .. .I...LEJCtRITE.[ 
ISN 0127 10 CALL SAWN(NTAPOIXIIAOD4,NELO4)
SIL01 ?R RREAf-E.FIALINRJADI ATIJJJREILU___| 
ISN 	0029 WRITEI6,3rr)NREADRREAD
 
---- I SN_0331 RFTJJRN
 
1SN 0031 100 FORMAT($ INPUT IMAGE SIZE - 915,1 BYI15/

S OUTPUT-_IMAGEIZE !_.I5,I.YIS__ '
 
200 FORMAT(' BUFFER SIZEo'61 I NUMBER OF WORDS AVAILABLE FOR INPUT RE
 
.____S11/__RUEOF_ 	 P___JLEMS_______A BF HFIn IN CORE AT A 
* TIME =4, 1)
 
15N00f3 f FLRMAL!.NUMO ER ff. C-ALLS -TC- IBECLA.CCES& -REAOSOUTIN&M .1.5/ - ___________________________
 
I AVERAGE NUMBER OF TIMES EACH INPUT RECORD WAS READ=IF9.2)
 
___ISN023 	 4ADOn FORLLLI.I FINI5HIWDfClDPUIING2!6±.-gECRS OFQUTPfJRA0-'I7I_ 
ISN 0035 END 
--J ILi.= ... 
LEVEL 21.8-( JUR-7 4 ... - . 05/36C FORTRAN H -ATF *7 23772-r6. = 
COMPTIFR flRDflNLJIAIA- .JIIN..3J..flELMEL.I56.,51E 000'.=.-____________E.______.____________=____________ 
SnURCFEPCOICNDLISTNP'ECK,LCAMAPNOFDIT,IDN,]XRfF
 
ISN 0002. SUBROUTINE CEOMI(tRECNEL,NnECCNELI
 
[SN 0133 COMMON/GECM/A,XOYOPALFA,rETADETI,DET2,ILIHIJLOJHIBNPIFAD
 
.... D15NO-- E DMENSIONAD(E2NS2 12 - ­4 p1A(2,2 
C THIS ROUTINE MODIFIES THF GIVEN TRANSFORMATION FOR CONVENIENCE OF 
aHnUTLLION.
 
C IT IS ARRANGED SUCH THAT THE NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS TO BE HELD IN
 
r C 0REEOR._COMPUT INGONE__UTPUT-RECORb'.IS..MINIMLEIL .ND...X,.A INCREASE
 
C WITH RESPECT TO XP, YP RESPECTIVELY.
 
C PRINT THE INPUT PARAMETERS.
 
r 
- ­
[SN 005 WRITE(6,110)
 
...I N O) 3 6....- - I - RI.E.(.62.C.])I IA[IL,JI sJ . ,2 1 , t-I. Z) 
ISN 0317 WRITE (6,3P3IXO,YO,ALFABETA
 
....ISN 0O0. CALLHOV4,B)....
____ _V M......... .. ....
 
ISN 0009 D)ET1=A|It| A(2,2)-A(II? A(2,II 
. ISN D1 IFT2=A-I_LtEA=AI .. tAII FA 
ISN 0111 CALL GEOM1B(NREC,NELI 
* C FIND MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS NFEOED TO PRODUCE A RECORD OF
 
S-OUTPUTLRI.THE.GIVEN TRANSfORMATION IS USED; .2-_f..EHE ROLESOF
 
* C XP AND YP ARE INTERCHANGED).
 
... ISN 0012--_ _ RI5ABSLIA(1,2)ALFAOILO)O(JHL=JLO)........ 
ISN 0013 Rh*AMAXI(RIABS((A(1,2ItALFA*IHI)&(JHI-JLO)I) 
ISN 1014 R 2=US((AIt,Il+ALFAOJLOI*(IHI.,ILU)) ...... ..... _ 
ISN 0115 R2=AMAXI(R2,ABS(A(,I It ALFA*JHII(THI-rLrn))I 
ISN 0016.. -L-.------- ILERJGOT.__J_ ...... --
C 
C.. MOf-lFY--BE-XRANlOR TIJN 10 INTERCHANGE THE RLES OF X ANO YP. 
ISN 0118 CALL XCIiNGE(A(1,IIA(I,2)) 
ISN 031____CALLXCHNCE(A(21 ,2) ........................ 
ISN 0)20 CALL XCHNGE(IL,JL)I 
ISM 032L - - CALL._XCHNGE(IHI_,Jh ) .... . .. ---------
ISN 0022 In CONTINUE 
C MODIFY THE TRANSFORMATION, IF NECESSARY, TO ENSURE THAT X INCREASES 
C. HITH XP. 
15N 0323 IF(A(I,I.GE. IGO TO 2
 
ISN 0025 -- II,II =-A(1,I I ... .
[--A .......... . . . . ........... . 
ISN n126 4(2,lI)=-A(2,1I) 
-15N.127 ALE =AL± &_ 
ISN 0128 BETA=-BETA
Is N 312 . CALL_ XCUN tEA..LQit MT _ _ ... . ........ .. . ................ ______
.____ 

ISN 1)33 L=-ILfL
 
ISN CO3. .. IHh-I HI ............ .. . ...... ....... 
ISN 0132 20 CONTINUEC
 
C MODIFY THF TRANSFORMATION, IF NECESSARY, TO ENSURE THAT Y INCREASES
 
C WITH VP. 
[SN 03.I((,IG..G O3 
ISN 0035. Ajt,2) _-A(1,?) . -............ . . .. .. ... .. 
ISM 0036 AI2,2)t-A(2,2) 
- ----. ~ - ~. ,*PAGE Or2 
ISN-037 
ISN 0138 
15N 0039 
[SN 0140 
ISN 0141 
ISN 0T42 
- N 0041 
ISN 0144 
.-
30 
ALF-LA_ 
BETA'-RETA 
CALL XCHNGE(JLOJHI) ...... 
JLO=-JLO 
JHI=-JHI-----------------...----
CONTINUE 
NRECOSI DLL 
_I 
NELO =JHI-JLO t 
___ 
. .... 
ISN 0245 ... 
ISN 0346J.-LSR n47 
ISN 0348 
. ISN 0049.... 
ISN 0251 [SN 0351-
ISN 0252 
[SN 0153 
ISN .00 5 ...4-
C PRINT MODIFIEO TRANSFORMATION 
.WRITE6,4C0) ..------ -
-__............ 
WRITE(6,20 [I((A(IJ),J=1,21II=l2)
U R TEA 6 . OQixafFAE.-B-E A 
WRITE(6,5eOIILOJLOIHIJHI 
...-..-.RETURN...... 
100 FORMAT(///@ GIVEN TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS:4I 
20.._FORMATI/L'-MATRIXI/IX2E15. 71 -
309 FORMAT(/' SHIFT VECTOR:'2E15.7/ 
I CIFFFLCItFNT5 1iF P&UtlT TFRMlf'ISFlja[ 
400 FORMAT(/,/ MODIFIED TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS:t)
5 QG0 .IR--..--LlQP. LEFT- CC&NE 8 L! 1,') .B0 TTO III GHI COR NE R=. . 
- I5N.09215 
__ N 
. . . 
LEVEL ZL,8 .1 JUM 1JTAA=... *. OS/36 FORT RA14 H '3AT '76-s3,1r6.jr I- ___ __ 
1*IN 0002--
[SN 0)03 
I5N C ')4... ----
SOURCE , FBCD'ICNf.1IST,IWNflECK ALOA ,MAP,NDEOIT, 1.0,Nf1XRFF 
jU UINE GEC14tA(Ix,;y . prYP,IS[IONI) -.-
COHMON/GEOM/A,XO,YO,ALFA,RETA,DETI,OET2 ,IDHhJLO],JHURB,NREAO 
D IMEWS[ION 4(12. 2,62 -B. 12 -2------_________________ 
. _____________________ 
IN0005 XXO=X-XO 
ISN 006. _____YYflYmYO.-
[SN 0137 B8=DET1+ALFA0YYQ-I3ETA0)XO 
- SN 0)38.........C=YYD'A.2)XXA22). -__-- - ----­
[SN 0009 IF(ABSCO)ET2).GT. 1.E-8[XPt(-BB+I5IGh*SQkT(BB*fl8.46DET2*CC)I3/ 
_____________________ 
_________ 
Ish Jail 
* SN 9013-
[SN r))14 
. 
IECABSIOET2).LE .1.E-33XP=-CC/88 
YEitYI-AL2t.l.±XPJLIAl22±DETA.XP) 
RETURN 
-- --. .. _________________ 
IS .0 5 -- - N 
56URCE ,FBCD ICqFL IST, NODECK LUD 14AP, NOE DIT, ID NdQREF 
ISN 0002 SURRPUTINF GE0Ml (NRECN L) ...... ... . .... . . . 
ISK 0103 COMMON/GEOM/A,Xg,Yr,ALPA,BFETA,DET1,DET2,1L ,.IHT.JLO,JHI,U,IREAD 
...... -_ D I-ME.NS ION..A.(2, ),#B( _ . . . .15 N 0306 -	 2,2L -,..... ... 
C
 
c -.IN- IN-AtID-MAX-V-kLUES.-OF--XP- -VP-ECE...Y.,RAHGI.Nr)._UO4 I._TQ-49EC ...
 
C AND I TO 
NFL RSPECTIVELY;
 
_ 15N 00)5 CALL_GEOMIAII,#Io._XP,YPol) -...........
 
ISN 030q6 CALL GEOMIA(l,,IoXPMYP.4,-I)
 
_ ISN 000 7.. . SI = . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . ' .. . . .
 
ISN 03-18 IF(A8S(XPM),GE, BS(XP))GOTO 10
 
TSN 3)11 XP=XPM 
...5IN 50 12 ------ -. YP=YPM .. . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . .
 
IS% 0)13 10 XMIN=XP
 
....ISN 3,114 _ XMAX-iXP .-. . .. .. . . .. .. ... . . .
 
ISN 10 15 YMIN=YP
 
__15h .0016 YMA sP
 
ISN 0117 NRECI=MAXlNREC-ItI)
 
...1 N 0O)I9... . NELI MAXC (NEL-I,1 ......... ... .. ............. . .. ...... . . .
 
ISN 0119 DO 20 K-1,2
 
:=. 15N 301 . .- ... . . . .. . . .. .
?9 __ IRFCjI . . . .
 
ISN 1121 IEL=NELI
 
_. ISM 03 22.-- - If (K, Q .JG _ _ . ..
 
ISN 024 IREC=NRECI
 
oo ISN 0326 30 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0)28 DO 20 J=INELIEL
 
15-I - - - - -X-= .
N 002.1-
ISN 10 30 Y=J 
------ISh 0)31 _ - - CALL GEOM 1A{IX, Y ,XPf X,.YP I . .. . . .. . . ..I.$I .. .. 

ISN 0132 XHAX=At4AXI(XMAXXP)
 
0-133. XMIN=AMIN . . . . . . . . .
...ISN __ I(XM IN XP$... ... . . . . .. . . . .. .
 
ISN J134 YMAY=AMAXIIYMAXYP)
 
_I15 N 0335-._........_Y I]h= Aftm _.I4LN,YP)
 
ISN 0336 20 CONTINUE
 
, ISN 1.)37 ILQ=XMIN-l,. .. ... . . . . . .. .. .. .
 
ISN 0138 IHI=XMAX+1.5
 
I	SN 0)40 JHI:YMAX 4.,.
 
__ __S
..] lRETURN
 
ISN 0142 END
 
* LEVEL 21.8 L.JUN L .. ... 05/360 FOQTRAN H . j)Ai _j53f 
flPTIlUiSAME.JCfMPlI FR lK. _IN,0pT..,it.fCNT=5h.11LErrfl 
SOUCEEBCOICNQLIST.NODFCKLOAOMAPNOED!TID,NOXREP
 
.ISN002 - --.. SUBROUTINE CEOM2(XY,,NELENRECNEL) 
!SN 0003 COMMON/GECM/A,XO,YO,ALFA,BETA,VETI,DET2,ILO,IHIPJLO,JH1,B,NREAD 
ISN 0004 - DIMENSION A(2,2),B2,2) . ...... ....C 
r F IN D_.A R R AYS.U X-_ANr ._Y- CO R[ I.NA.IE -E 0 R_.I 1F I 1T4 n 1T11 l P -. .9C OR.nf -
ISN 0035 DIMENSION X(NELOIY(NELO}

ISN P1)O T. I .I LO--l...... 

15N 0007 00 1. J=1,NELO
 
ISN 0008 __- J - J+-JtL0.-
_­
[SN 0009 X(J)=A(LI)!11+A1,2| JJ+XC+ALFA4-!!*JJ
 
ISN 0311 IFI1.GT.X(J).OR.X(JI.GT.NREC)GG TO I. 
ISN 03 13 -Y..JI-=A LZ,,1.1
ALIA(I.2,2 -oJJ+Y0,-RETAOI1JJ ......
 
ISN 0014 IF(1.GT.Y(J).OR.Y( J)GT.NELIY(J)rC.
 
5 ..- . .... ...
ISN 0fl16- L-INUEL 

ISN 0017 RETURN
IcRN nnl I 'I ~ f 
.1 y lli 
__ 
-LEVEL 21. ( JUN .7L..LS/36C FCRTPAN H QDATE 76 -2 51/_2.fl 6 4. __._ ..
 
SOURCE, ECICNfLIST.NOOCK,t nADPAP,NOEDIT.IO)NPXRFF
 
ISN OOO _. --..SU -SUBRO UTINE ECI_ FI
 
_NfXiY,IRECICICBt_ _FC,NELtLOIRIt 

C 
__ 
. ....... . - COMPUTE ONE RECORD OF RESAMPLED.JUTPUT BY READING. THE NECESSARY
 
C INPUT RFCORDS FROM THE OIRFCT ACCESS DEVICE (UNIT 9").

S TH15.- PRO GRAM-.1-ES IGNELfI-UtLANDLE fEARE5ft JEICUBf-AD.BfiLINEAR"
 
C, INTERPOLATION FOR RPSAMPLING. THE COMPUTATIONS OF JAI, JpF SHOULD
 
C. BE.CHANCED IN.THE CASE OF BICUBIC INTEPPOLATION.__
 
ISN 0903 COMHON/GEOM/A,XO,YO,ALFA,ETA ,DETI,OFT2,ILO,IHI ,JL0,JHI, ,NREAD
 
....IN tOC4DIMENSION.A12,21,8(2. .............
 
ISN 0305 LOGICAL*I IN
 
-SN tlfl A TtRCNR.TIAMCNFINl.aWFIYLhIv{NELII N(NFL -NIUJfLIMLO)
0nIlEnSION 

C DEFINE FILE ,90(NRECNEL,L#IAVI
 
.....- INIJ.ALILE IRE C.....- . .... . .. .............
 
15N '3107 DO I I1,NELO
 
- 15N .0OO..... .___ !REHC(l)51 . .. ... .. .... ...... ..-
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
 
ISN 0009 IOII=r
 
J 5.Np 1.1 In I FLy f l. Kl.JfI I ?
C 
C 
AND-MI._.ERECORDNUHfLRSN CDfEUTf._HEC 1IND-NAXND EDEQ._TO $EMAtNINI._ 
C PART OF THE OUTPUT RECORD.
 
_15N 0012 IPASSDa.-
ISN 3013 -30 JRI=IOcflOq
 
..ISN .031[ JRE ..----------.......-
_______ 
_________________________ 
ISN 0315 IPASS=IPASSl 
== .ISh 01I6. DO.ZO.ieI.,NELO 
0, 1SN 0117 IF(IREMC(IT.NE.I)GO TO ?' 
C IREMCII).FQ.I INDICATES THAT 10{11 HAS NOT BEEN COMPUTED YET.
 
ISN 0120 JRJ=MINr(JRItIWx)
 
15N 0!21---___ JRFaMAXu.JRF,IX1-_.
 
ISI 0322 20 CONTINUE
 
- ISN 0a23 .. . _JREMING(JRN J. 1,NAEC ......... , - - --
 -
ISN 0124 IF(JRI.GT.JRF)RETURN
 
C NOW, JRI, JRF ARE THE MIN ANn MAX RECORD NUMBEkS NrEDF FOR
 
---------- t£OIPUTING THE REIrAINING PART OR.THE OUTPUT RECORD.
 
C [RI THROUGH IRF ARE ThE RECORDS IN CORE. EXCEPT IN THE CASE
 
... LPASS5=IAS MUCH AS POSSIBLE OF THE OUTPUT RFCORD WILL HAVE FEN .....
 
C COMPUTED USING IRI THROUGH IRE BEFCRE EACH CALL TO GEOM4.
 
C
 
C IF(IRI.LE.JP!.AND.IRF.GF.JQFf TPE FNT!PF OUTPUT RECORD CAN BE
 
. .......---- ---­-- SOt.UTED. 
___________________ 
iN 06i IOIR=O 
C IF IRF.LT.JRF READ FORWARD AND COMPUTE PART OF THE UUTPUT RECORD.----

O !FI!.LTjJRFIQLR51I 
_______1__________________________
 
C
 
C.__ IF IRF.GE.JRF.AND.IRI.GT.JRI READ BACKWARD AND C PUTf PART OF . ...........
 
C 
 THE OUTPUT RECORD.
 
ISN 1129q 1FtIRF-.GE.JRFAN).IRI.rT.JRI)ItI-
- - -- - -

C
 
PAGE 0O2 ­
r I I IF 
C T F 1RA €..SEO LT'IHEJ.A...M E.E, i- C A.LL-T.._ 11M C PS JI.!.R 1NGA
 
C THE PRESENT RECORD. THER FORE, COMPUTF AS MUrH AS POSSIBLE WITH­
. ...... C...O .OUT.READING ANY NEW RECORDS. - --
ISN 0131 XFtIPASS.EQ.I)10R=,C 
ISN 0033 CALL GEOM4(IDIR,NLFFT,IRKIRFNR,JRI,JRFIN,NELtICBIREICNELO.,
 
ISK 0134 TF(NLEFT.GT.n)GO TO 3C
 
ISN 0036 RETURN -...
 
ISN 0937 END
 
O0 
LEVEL Z1. -I JUN L_ A . - O5/36r FORTRAN H -.. . . TE 76,2 32n. ,.29.... 

?.....F.. RPT.I ON 5- N A ME AIN,OPT= 21L.INECNTt55 t 5S IZE '6 ... . 
SOURCE,FdCIC NDLLISTNODECKLFA3,)PAPNOFlITIDtfJLJY IF 
.. [N_))12 ... .... ESUROUTINE GEO 41DIRNLEFToIRIIRFNRJRI,JRF,INNELI.cI,RE PC, 
NELOTCX, l 
ISN Q003. LUGICAL! IN
 
|SN 0304 DIMENSION IN(NELNR),ICBNRIIREMC(NFLOIX('JELOhYINELI,n ELnI
 
ISN 0)06 CONMON/GEOH/AXOtYlALrAEETACETIDET2[ILOIHIJLQJHIB,NREA D
 
C COMPUTE A PART OF OF THE OUtPUT RECORD BY READING AS MANY RECORDS 
-- _C__ ASPOSSIBLE..OFTHEAINPUTIMAGEIMMEDIATELY AHEADOFOR PEHIND
 
C THOSE ALREADY IN CORE.
 
_ T__ GR A_tLS_.FfIlFLEflF t .STJ.lffl&JJiP.tILAT.O|,.idF
 .....

C
 
ISN fJO8 IRIO=IRI
 
ISN 0109L..... -_ IFIIDIR)112,30... .........
 
C
 
S[A IRF TO READ RACJAZQ. -_
 
ISN 0 1 IRI=MAX-IIRI-NR*IJRI -10 

.ISN 0 11 . .. . IRF= MIN IIR I+NR I IRF I-... .... . .. ... 
ISN 0012 IRI:IRI
 
ISN 0314 GO TO 40 
C IDIRGT,. FIND I[I, IRE TO READ FCRWARD. 
.[ISN 0015- __3__.IRFOIER __ - ...- .. -... . . -.. 
ISN 0316 [RF=HINCIIRF*NR-1.JRF) 
-_ ISN 0 17. -RMAX(IRE-N L.---t .........-......
 
ISN 0118 IRI=IRFOI
 
_ISN_4OD19- /P,2=IRF
 
C
 
-.... LM POaIFYICB SUCHTAT, ICBII).GIVf.E_AODRESS OF .ILH..LNPUT. RECDR.-. _____ 
ISN n)23 40 INCtIRI-IRIO +NR21 ,
 
[SN 1)21 00DQ50Ay1,INR -- ___~~--.-~.
 
ISN 3022 50 IC6III-MOr(ICBII)INC, NR)+1
 
C REAC THE NECESSARY INPUT RECORDS.[SN 3123 ... ... 0 60 [:lR1,IRZ - ..... .. ____.__ 
ISN 0)24 NRFAD=NREAD+'
 
[SN 0)25--E6,Ql ML D40 (,[,T N(1oIEp ( I -I qI1±.L_, NEL I
 
C
 
- ---- C CQMJUERAL~JJLQIQ ARRA THCN~ OPTE. -___ ___________________NLEFT=A
20
ISN .326 

[SN 5'2T. ___iF.0IEQ
 
ISN 3128 IFIREMCI)INE.1.... TO 7n
 
ISK 0133 _ _ J R X(I),t 5 - - _ _.. . . . . .. . .-.. ........ -

ISN 1331 IF(IR.LT.IRI.OR.IR.GT.IRFIGO TO 75
 
__.ISN 9'UR. TIRTCLLtR.R+I+.L 
ISN 0)34 IC=Y(I+.5 
ISN 3035 IQI)=XN(ICIRI ... 
ISN )136 IREMCII12 
ISN 0)37 . . TO 7 .. . ...... . ..... 
ISN 0139 75 NLEFTtNLEFT+1 
1..N 3037- . 7 f NINUE .­
[SN A'41 RETURN 
1SN 0S41 EIJED -. 
o 
LEVEL 21.8 1 JUN 7AJ ...... S13tC tOUTRAN H . 0 AT F.._76,.25.3 t. 3.­
CQE.Pl FR-n!I IM 5-N--AM E _ AIN , PI.n 2 ,LINECN T=-56 rST11E: nKj_ _ 
SOURCEE6CDICNOLISTNODEC<,LOhPQAP,NDFDITIn,i:'XlFr 
IS 0302 --SUBROUTINE VNATS(IX.NI 
ISN 0)03 DIMENSION IX(N) 
ISN 0J04-.l-LIN...--------
- .- - --- - -_____________ 
ISN 0305 In IXII)lI 
'- -ISN 023A NFTII 
ISN 0007 END 
0T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - . . 
, C... . . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.LEVEL 21.8 .1JUN..-)....__ ... E5/360 FGRTRAN H ........ .ODATE..7,.25a.2,CL.. .
 
CUMiEI~tR OPL1fT IO~NAE... A1,P.f2.ILCt5 _SIZES-zLCC Kt, 
S0URCE, PCDIC4fLIST,NODECKXLIDMAPNlEDITIDN'1WREF
 
ISN 0302 _ SUBROUTINE XCHNGE(XY)
 
ISN 0903 W=X
 
ISN 0004 . . .... . .... ' _...
_  . - ... .......... ... 
ISN 0)05 Y=W 
ISN 0307 END 
.. . o. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
3. THINNING OF BOUNDARY IMAGES­
3.1 NAME 
PEELS 
3.2 PURPOSE 
Starting with the output of a microdensitometer digitizing a boundary image, 
to apply a given threshold of density and reduce the thickness of the boundary lines 
by "peeling" their outer layers while preserving the distinctness of regions separated 
by them. 
3.3 CALLING SEQUENCE 
CALL PEELS (NTAPI, NTAPO, NREC, NEL, IT, MPASS, MDEV,
 
NDEV, LX, LY, IBDY)
 
where 
NTAPI, NTAPO are the logical unit numbers of the input and output sequen­
tial data sets; 
NREC, NEL are the number of records and the number of pixels (bytes) 
per record in the input image; 
IT is a threshold on density; if IT is positive (negative) all points with 
densities IT ( IT ) will be regarded as boundary points; 
MPASS is the maximum number of iterations permitted (see Section 3.9, 
Method); 
MDEV, NDEV are logical unit numbers of two direct access scratch 
data sets defined as indicated in the listing of PEELS; 
LX, LY, IBDY are scratch arrays with LX, LY dimensioned as indicated 
in the listing and IBDY dimensioned NEL. 
3.4 INPUT-OUTPUT 
3.4.1 Input 
The input image should be on a sequential data set with unit number 
NTAPI and consist of NREC records and NEL bytes per record, each record 
corresponding to a line of the digitized image and each byte, to a pixel. All other 
inputs are as indicated in the calling sequence. 
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3.4.2 Output 
The output of this program will be on unit NTAPO as a sequential data 
set with NREC records. The records will be in SLIC (scan line intersection code) 
format. That is, the first word of the I'th record indicates the number of words 
that follow and each subsequent word is a column coordinate of the intersection 
of the I'th scan line with the boundary image. 
3.4.3 File Storage 
This program requires two direct access scratch data sets to handle the 
intermediate iterations of the boundary data. The sizes of these data sets are 
indicated in the listings attached. 
3.5 EXITS 
No nonstandard exits. 
3.6 USAGE 
The program is in FORTRAN IV and implemented on the IBM 360 with the 
H compiler. The program is in the user's library as a load module. 
3.7 EXTERNAL INTERFACES 
This subroutine calls several subroutines and the linkage is shown in the 
following table. 
3.8 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
3.8.1 Storage 
The subroutine PEELS is 1458 bytes long. However, including a driver 
(whose size depends largely on the dimensions of LX, LY, IBDY which are 
functions of NEL), the required subroutines and the buffers the program needs 
approximately 70K for handling NEL =2100. 
3.8.2 Execution Time 
The execution time is highly dependent on the size and complexity of the 
boundary image, the thickness of the boundary lines and the maximum number 
of passes (MPASS) requested. In the case of the Mobile Bay GTM (a 4000x2100 
level H map with boundaries 3 and 4 pixels thick) the initial thresholding, and 
reformatting took about 10 minutes and the subsequent interations about 6 min­
utes each, with a final reformatting and copying step taking about 7 minutes. Thus, 
with MPASS=4, it takes about 40 minutes of CPU time to process the image. 
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Calling Program Program Called 
PEELS 	 PET
 
SARN* 
VLTHR
 
CMPRES 
DAWN* 
PEELER
 
DARN 
EXPBDY
 
CMPRES 	 ISTORE + 
,PEELER 	 SVSCI 
PEELR1
 
PEELRO
 
DAWN* 
EXPBDY 	 ILOAD+ 
PEELRI 	 DAIN
 
BLSFTV 
BRSFTVQ
 
PEELIRO' 	 "O -

IAND+ 
BLSFTV 
- --BLSFTV ILOAD+ 
-... ] ISTORE + 
BRSFTV 	 ILOAD+
 
ISTORE +
 
* 	 Entry under DARN 
+ 	Logical function available in the user's 
library under a main member name LOGFUNC 
* 	 Entry under BLSFTV 
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3. 8.3 Restrictions 
None 
3.9 METHOD 
The program has three major steps: 
() Thresholding, compressing and writing on a direct access unit. 
(ii) Iterating to "pee. boundaries. 
(iii) Changing to SLIC format and writing on output sequential data set. 
3.9.1 Thresholding and Compressing 
The routine SARN reads each record (of NEL bytes) of the input data set 
into the array LX. The routine VLTHR thresholds each of the NEL bytes in LX. 
A logical vector LY is defined as follows: 
IF (IT.GE.0)LY(I) = LX(I).GE.IT 
IT (IT. LT. O)LX(I) .= LX(I). LE .IABS(IT) 
for I=1, NEL. 
The routine CMPRES is then used to pack the information in LY into the 
first NEL bits of the array LX. The Ilth bit of LX is "set" if and only if LY (I) 
is .TRUE. 
The compressed boundary information is then written on the direct access 
unit MDEV using the routine DAWN. 
3. 9:2q-Iterating to Peel 
The main peeling routine is called PEELER. The input to this routine is 
from MDEV whenever IPASS, the iteration number, is odd and the output then will 
be written on NDEV. When IPASS is even, the input and output designations are 
interchanged. One call to PEELER removes one "layer" of the thick boundaries 
from top, left, bottom and right. 
To decide whether a particular boundary point should be deleted (i. e. the 
bit corresponding to it changed to 0), we examine a 3x3 neighborhood centered 
around the point. Consider the array 
a b c 
d e f 
g h i 
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where each letter represents a binary pixel. It is to be decided whether e, which 
is presently equal to 1 should be changed to 0. The conditions for a 'top peel' will 
be derived below and those for peeling from the oth6r directions foll6W by symnmeti . 
First of all, e should be a top boundary point. That is, there should be 
no boundary point directly above e and there should be a boundary point below e. 
Therefore b=0 and h=1 are necessary conditions. Suppose bh=. (Here, b de­
notes the complement of b). Then, we need only check whether e is a nonessential 
boundary point, that is, whether two O's in the 3x3 array which are disconnected 
will stay disconnected where e.is made 0. Connectivity, in this context, is defined 
as the existence of a path not including l's and consisting only of horizontal and 
vertical segments. 
Now, it is easy to see that e is essential if and only if ad = 1 or cf=1. 
Therefore, the condition for a top peel is that 
bh (a+d) (c+f)=1. 
Equivalently, to perform a top peel we set 
e=e (b+h+ad+cf). 
It is convet_'tY- fijl.efnent the above equation by employing bit manipulation 
routines operating on pairs of 32 bit words, thereby performing the top-peel 
operation in parallel on 32 pixels. This is done by using the "current" array 
in place of e, the "previous" array for b, the "next" array in place of h. Also, 
the previous, current, and next arrays are right (left) shifted by one bit and­
used for a, d and g (c, f and i) respectively in the peeling formulas. 
The routine PEELER minimizes the movement of data in core by using 
circular buffers for storing the "previous, current and next" arrays. An array 
J dimensioned 3 is used to store the indices pointing to these arrays (J(1) ­
previous, J(2) --. current, 3(3)-- next) and after finishing each record, 
only the array J is updated. 
Also, top, left, bottom and right peels are performed one after the other 
by just one pass through the data (thus minimizing I/O) by storing the intermediate 
results in core and operating with a phase lag. 
When the I'th record LX is read from the input data set (see PEELR1), 
BLSFTV and BRSFTV are used to generate arrays LXL and LXR with the bits 
in LX shifted by one bit to the left and right, respectively. Next, the (I-1)th record 
is peeled from the top. The top-peeled output of the (I-2)nd record is peeled from 
the left. The top-and left-peeled output of the (I-3)rd record is peeled from the 
bottom. The top-, left- and bottom- peeled output of the (I-4)th record is right­
peeled and written on the output data set. Also, whenever any peeling is done other 
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than from the right the output is shifted to the left and right by one bit and the 
results are stored in the appropriate core locations pointed by J(3), K+ 1. 
The routine PEELRO with the appropriate ISIDE will perform the peeling 
of one record. The above operations performed for I=1, NREC+4 will complete 
one iteration of peeling, constituting one call to PEELER. The number, NP, of 
words of input that were changed is counted during each call to PEELER. If NP=0 
or the number of calls to PEELER has been MPASS, the iterations are stopped. 
3.9.3 Converting to SIC 
Each record is read from the last scratch unit on which the output image 
was created. The routine EXPBDY is used to sense each bit in the record. The 
bit number of each 1-bit is stored in IBDY. The total number, N, of 1-bits 
followed by N words of the array IBDY are written on unit NTAPO. 
3.10 COMMENTS 
On large images this program takes a long time to execute. To avoid loss 
of data on long runs it is suggested that the direct access data sets be saved 
so that, with slight modifications, the routine PEELS can continue where the last 
run stopped due to insufficient CPU time. 
3.11 LISTINGS 
The listings of PEELS and most of the associated routines are attached at 
the end of this section. The routines not included are: PET, a routine used for 
printing time elapsed between sections of a program; SVSCI, a routine which sets 
all elements of an array to a given constant; DARN and the associated entry points 
for array read/write and the logical functions under member name LOGFUNC. 
3.12 TESTS 
The program was tested on a small portion of a boundary image, the image 
printed before and after peeling and was found to work satisfactorily. 
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VtL el.1 

ISN (002 

ISN 0003 

ISN 0004 

ISN 0005 

ISN 0006 

ISN 0007 

ISN 00V8 

ISN 0009 

ISN 0020 

ISN 0011 

ISN 0012 

ISN 0013 

ISN 0014 

ISN 0016 

ISN 0018 

ISN 0019 

ISN 0020 

ISN 0022 

ISN C023 

ISN 0024 

ISN 0025 

ISN 0027 

ISN 0028 

15N 0029 

15W 0030 

ISN 0031 

ISN C032 

ISN C033 

ISN 0034 

I JAN fi I 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 76.114/19.11.32 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME" MAIWOPT=O2,LINECNTES6,SIZEzOOOOK, 
SOURCEEBCDIC,NOLISTNODECK,LOAD,HAP;NOEDIT,1U;NJXKEF 
SUBROUTINE PEELS(NTINTONRECNELITMPASStMOEVNDEVtLXLYIbDYI 
DIMENSION LX(IfLY(1),IdDY(I) 
C 
C DIMENSION LX(36*(INEL-1)/32+1I),LY(INEL-I/4+i 
C DEFINE FILE MDEV(NREC,(NEL-1I/32+1,UIAVI ............................ 
..... 
C DEFINE FILE NOEV4NREC#(NEL-1./32+IUIAVZI 
C 
N-(NEL-It'32+1 
CALL PET(21 
DO 10 [ElNREC 
. - CALL SARN(NTI.LXtNEL) 
CALL VLTHRILXNELITLYI 
..... LX(N)=O 
CALL CMPRES(LYNELLXI 
10 CALL DAWN(MDEV,I,LXN*41 
. 
CALL PET(2) 
DO 20 IPASS= ,MPASS 
IFIMOD(IPASS,2I.EQ.1ICALL PEELER(HDEV,NDEV NRECNLXLX12*N.i, 
* LXt24*N+ILYNPI 
IFUMOD(IPASS,21.EU.OICALL PEELER(NDEVMDEV.NRECNLXLX(12*N+1It 
* LX(24*N+I ,LY.NP) 
PRINT IOtIPASSNP 
CALL PET(2) 
IF(NP.EQ.O )GO TO 30 
20 . CONTINUE 
IPASS=MPASS 
30 ...JDE VNOEV 
IFIMOD(IPASS,2I.EQ.OIJDEV-MDEV. 
DO 40 I=INREC 
CALL DARN(JOEV,1,LXN*41 
CALL EXPBDYILXNNELIBDYJ) 
. .......... 
40 WRITEINTO)J,(IBDY(L).L-IJI 
CALL PET(21 
RETURN 
100. .FORMAT(SXODURING PASS NUMBER1I30 THROUGH PEELER'I6,l WORDS OF COf .. 
-PRESSED BOUNDARY INFORMATION WERE CHANGED.41 
END 
H~~~~ ~~ ~ ~~---'. . ----.. - --... . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 
LEVFL 21.7 1 JAN 73 1 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 76.114/19.16.48 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- MAI'N,PT-02,LINECNT56,SiZE0OOOOK,SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NOECK LO AD, APtNO I|TlO NOXREF, 
ISN ON02 SUBROUTINE BLSFTV(IXNIYI 
ISN 0003 DIMENSION IXIN) PIYCN) 
ISN 0C34 NI=N-1 
ISN 0005 Do 10 TIfNI 
ISN 0006 IY( )=ILOAD(IX(I+ 
-s32,I) 
1SN 0007 10 IY((1=ISTORElIX(1)#IY(1),32,3I) 
ISN 0008 1YiNIO . . 
ISN 0C09 IY(N)ISTOREIIXNIIY(NI,3231) 
ISN 0010 RETURN 
ISN 0011 ENTRY BRSFTV{IXtNIYI 
ISN 0012 . . . IY(I)=ILOAOIX(1I,32,31-)- ............ . . . - - - - - - . - - - ... 
ISO 0013 DO 20 I=2,N 
ISN 0014 IY(IIrILOAD(IX(II1,3231) 
ISN 0015 IYIIIzISTGREIIX(I-1,Iy4I.13291) 
[SN 0016 - RETURN 
ISN 0017 END 
co 
to 
C 
LEVFL 21.7 1 JAN 73 ) OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 76.114/19.10.57
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- MAINDPTeO2,LINECNTa56tSIZE0060Ok
 
ISN 0002 
SOURCEvEBCOICNULISTNOBECKLJADtMAP NOEDIT,IuVNJXREF 
SUBROUTINE BPKINT (LXN.NELLYtLOLI) 
ISN O003 DIMENSION LXtN) 
ISN 0004 
SN 0005 
LOGICAL [LOAD 
LOGICAL*1 LY(NEL),LOLI 
ISN 0016 JWRD=I 
ISN 0C37 
ISN COOS 
JBIT=33 
DO 10 Il1NEL 
ISN 0009 LY(IH=LO 
ISN 0010 JBIT=J8IT-1 
ISN 0011 IF(JBIT.NE.0IGO TO 20 
ISN 0013 ... J...8 1 TF32-
ISN 0014 JWRO=JWROt1 -
ISN 0015 20 IF(ILOAD(LX(JWRD),JBITIhLYI)SLI 
ISN OPI7 10 CONTINUE 
ISN 0018 PRINT 100.LY 
ISN 0019 100 FORMAT|IX4(SZAItX)) 
15N 0020 .. RETURN 
ISN 0021 END 
2.7" 1 J0AN737 7/360 FORTRAN H DATE 76.114/19.11.01 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- MAINOPT-02LINECNT-56,SlL-OOOOK,-

SOtRCE,EBCOIC,WOLISTNODECK,L'JAD,MiAP,NOEO IT,I0,NJXREF -
__ 
ISN Cr02 UBOUTINE CMPRES(LXNELLY) 
ISN 00n3 LOGICALeI LX(NEL) 
ISN 0004 DIMENSION LY(I) 
ISN ocos JWRO:] 
ISN n006 JBIT:33 
. .-. . 
ISN 0C07 DO 10 1=1 NEL 
ISN 0008 J8ITUJII[T-1 
ISN 0009 IF(JBIT.NE.OIGO TO 20 
1SN 0011 - J6IT=32 
ISN 0012 JWRO=JWRD.1
 
ISN 0013 20 IX=LX([I...........................:
 
ISN 0014 LYI JWRD)=ISTORE(1X.LY(JWRDIJBIT1--

ISM 0015 10 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0016 RETURN
 
ISN 0017 END
 
-
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE .. . 
ORIMAL PAGE IS POOR 
LIVEL 21.7 ( JAN 73 I 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 76.114/19.11.05
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - WAMEb MAINUPT02,LINECNT56,SIZE CCOOK,
 
SOURCEEBLOICNOLISTNODECoLdAMAPIdOEDITuIDNJXKEF 
ISN C(02 SUBROUTINE EXPBDY(LXNNEL,IbDYJI 
ISN 0003 DIMENSION LX(NIID0YIII 
ISN 0C04 LOGICAL ILOAD 
ISN 0n5 JWRO=1 
ISN P006 JBITr33 . 
ISN 0007 J=O 
ISN ()0 DO 10 Il1NEL 
ISN 0009 JBIT=JBIT-1 
ISN 0010 IF(JBIT.NE.O)GO TO 20 
ISN CCH2 JBIT=32 
ISN 0013 - JWRO=JWRD .-. 
ISN 0014 20 IFL*NOT.ILOAO(LX(JWRDI,JBITII GO TO 10 . 
ISN 0016 JJ+l. 
ISN 0017 IBDY(J)=I 
ISN 0018 10 CONTINUE 
. 
ISN 0019 RETURN
 
ISN 0020 .. fENQ.... . - - - - - - - - - - - - --... . ...
 
H 
/ FURTRAN H DATE 76.114/19.11.08LEVEL 21.7 1 JAN 73 05 360 
COMP ILER OPTIONS - NAME' MAINUPTaO2,LINECNTaS6,SIZEZOOOOK. 
SOURCLEtCDICNOLISTNODECKLIADMAPNOEDITIDNJXREF 
ISN C002 SUBROUTINE PEELtRPVDEV#NOEVNRECNLXtLXRLAL#LYNPI 
ISN 0003 DIMENSION LX(N,3,4),LXR(N,3,41.LXL(N,3g4),LY(N),J(31 
ISN 0004 NRECINREC+1 
ISN nLO5 NREC2=NREC+2 
ISN C006 NREC3=NREC+3 
15N 0007 NREC4=NRECt4 
ISN 
ISN 
0008 
0009 
JUl):t 
J(2)2 
ISN 
ISN 
0010 
0011 
J(3)=3 
CALL SVSCI(LX,N*12,01 
ISN C012 CALL SVSCI(LXR,12*N,0I -. ... ...... 
ISN 0013 CALL SVSCI(LXL,12*NO) 
ISN 0014 NP-O 
ISN 0015 DO 10 1s1,NREC4 
ISN 0016 DO 20 K-1,4 
ISN 0017 IFCI.LE.NREC+KIGO TO 20 
ISN 0019 --. CALL SVSCI(LX(I1J(31,KhO) .... ...... 
ISN 0020 CALL SVSCI(LR(1,J(3hKb N,0O 
ISN 0021 CALL SVSC1(LXLC1,J(3,KI,N,O) 
ISN 0022 20 CONTINUE 
ISN 0023 IFII.LE.NREC)CALL PEELRIIMDEV,,LX,JNLXR,LXL 
ISN 0025 IFII.GT.I.ANO.I.LE.NRECI) 
- ._ .CALL PEELRO(LX(1I,IILXR(It1,1ILXL(IlIJN1, . . 
LXIIJ(33,2),LXR(IJ(3) 23 LXLIIJ(31,21.NP) 
H ISN 0027 "IF I.GT.2.AND.I.LE.NREC2) 
o CALL PEELRO(LX( I123 ,LXRIIv1,21LXL(I1,12IJ,N,2, 
.* LX(I,J131,3),LXR(IJ(31,3),LXL(1,J(3)t3.NP) 
ESN 0029 IFfI.GT.3.AND.I.LE.NREC3I 
CALL PEELKO(LX(1,1,31,LXR{II131,LXL(l.1,3#JN,3,. 
LX(IJ(31,4),LXRt1,J(31,4)*LXLIIJI33,41,NP) 
ISN 0031 IF(I.GT.4) 
CALL PEELRO(LX(1,1,41,LXR(1,1,41,LXL(1,1,41*JN,4. 
* LY,O,O,NP) 
ISN 0033 IFII.GT.4)CALL OAWN(NDEV,1-4,LY,4*N) 
ISN 0035 DO 30 K-1,3 .. o... . 
15N 0036 30 j(KI)=NODIJK),3)+1 
ISN 0037 10 CONTINUE 
ISN 0038 RETURN 
IsN 0039 END 
C') 
LEVEL 21.7 1 JAN 73 1 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 76.114/19.11.18
 
ISN OCO2 

ISN C003 

ISN 0004 

ISN 0C05 

ISN 0006 

ISN 0007 

ISN 0008 

p.
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- MAIN 0PT=O2ILINECNT56,SIZEOOOOK,
 
SUURCEEBCDICNOLIST WbECK,LOADHAP#NOEDITIDNJXREF
 
SUBROUTINE PEELR1(NOEVILXJNLXRLKLI
 
DIMENSION LX(N,3ILXRCN,3),LXL(N,3I'j(3)
 
CALL DARN(NDEV,ILX(IJ(3)|tN4)
 
CALL BLSFTV(LXC1,J(311,NLXL(IJ(3111
 
CALL ERSFTV(LX(1,J(C3flNLXRIIJ(3) .
 
RETURN
 
END
 
LEVEL 21.7 1 JAN 73 3 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 76.114/19.11.22 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINtfPTtO2LINECNT:56,5IZE.OOOOK, 
SOURCE,EBCUICNULISTNUDEC4,L3A0,MAPNOEDITIVNUXNEF 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE PEELRO(LXLXRLXL,J,NISIDELYLYR,LYLNP 
ISN 0003 DIMENSION LX(N,31,LXR(N,31 LgL(N,31,LY(NI J(3),IW131,CYRIN),LYL(Nl 
ISN 0004 DO 60 1 1#N 
1SN 0005 LYIII.LX(IJ(2)3 
ISN 0C06 IF(LY(II.EQ.O)GO TO 60 ...... 
1SN 0008 60 TO (10,20,30,401,ISIDE 
ISN 0009 10 IW(llzIOR(LXII,J(I)),ICDMPI(LXIIJ(33)1,32,32). 
15N 0010 IW(23=IAND(LXR(I,JII),ICOMPI(LXRfIIJ(2I,32,321 
ISN OiI I( 3)cIANO(LXL(ItJ()I ,ICOMPI(LXL(IJ(21),32,32). 
ISN 0012 GO TO 50 
ISN 0013 . 20. [..--[W(I=IOR LXR(IJ(2)) ICOHPI(LXLII,J(2I ,32,321I_........................... ....... 
IS 0C14 IW(2)=IANO(LXR(IJ(13IICOMPL(LX(IJ(1I1,32,321) 
15N 0015 IW(3)=IAND(LXR(IJ(313,ICOMPI(LXIIJ(322,32,32)3 
ISN 0016 GO TO 50 
ISN 0017 30 IWKI I[OR(LX(I,J(33),ICOMPI(LX(I.J(1II,42,32. 
ISN OCIB liW(2)IANDILXRI IJ(31),ICUliPI(LXR(IJ[211)32,3232 
ISN 0019 IW(31=!ANDILXL(IJ(3),t[COMPI(LXL(ItJ(211,32t3211. . 
ISN 002f) GO TO 60 
1SN 0021 40 IW(l)IORILXLII,J(211,ICOMPI(LXRIIJ(2)1,32,32|1 
ISN 0C22 IW(21=IANO(LXL(IJ1i23,[COMPIILX(ITJ(I1,32,3223 
ISN 0023 . IWt33=IAND(LXL(IJ(3)),IC0MPI(LXtlJ(3)),32,32)) 
1SN 0C24 50 IW(I)=IOR(lw12 ,IW(l2) 
ISN 0025 
ISN 0C26 
IW(I=IORIIWII),I-(3I
LY[ I)=IAND{LY(II IW(II) 
H ISN 0027 IF(LXIlJ(2)).NE.LY(I)NP=NP­
o ISN 0029 60 CONTINUE 
ISN 
ISN 
0030 
0032 
[F(lISIDE.EQ.4)RETURN 
CALL BLSFTV(LYNLYLI 
1SN 0033 CALL BRSFTV(LYN,LYR) 
ISN Or34 RETURN 
ISN 0035 END 
LLVLL 21.7 1 JAN 13 1 OS/360 FURTRAN H DATE 76.114/19.11.38
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- AINOPT.02,LINECNT=56,SIZE.OOOOK, 
SPQRCFEUCOICNULISTNDECKLJA)IiAPNUEDITIO.NJXREF
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE VLTI-R(LXNITLY)
 
ISN 0003 LOGICAL*I LX(N tLY(N)F/.FALSE./,T. TRUE./
 
C
 
C THRESHOLD A VECTOR LX OF 8 BIT INTEGERS TO GET A T-F VECTOR.
 
C IF IT.GE.n, LX(II.GE.IT IMPLIES LY(IIT. IF IT<O LXIII.LE.IABSIITI-...........
 
C IMPLIES LY1I)=T.
 
c
 
ISN 0004 ITT=IA8SITI 
I'SN 0005 IF(IT.LT. Q)GO TO 10 
ISN CC07 D0 20 I1=1N 
ISN 0008 . ...... FLYCI):? 
ISN 0009 20 IF(LX(I).GE.ITT)LY(II'T 
ISN COl RETURN 
ISN 0012 10 DO 30 ItIN 
ISN 0013 LY(I)=F 
ISN 0014 30 IF(LX(II.LE.ITTILY(I|)T 
ISN C016 RETURN ..--------. . 
ISN 0017 END 
I ­
. .. .. . . .... . .. ... --.... .. .
 , . . . .. . ..- . . . .... . .... .... .... . 
4.! 	 FINDING DISCONTINUITIES IN BOUNDARY DATA 
4.1 	 NAME 
BOUDIM 
4.2 	 PURPOSE 
To find the discontinuities in digital curves stored in SLIC format. 
4.3 	 CALLING SEQUENCE 
CALL BOUDIM (IBDY, NTAPI, NREC, NEL, IRC, ND, NDIS) 
where 
IBDY is a scratch array to be dimensioned NEL*3 where NEL is the 
maximum number of boundary points in a given line;
 
NTAPI is the logical unit number on which the input boundary data
 
are stored;
 
NREC is the number of lines (records) in the input data set;
 
IRC is the output array of coordinates of the discontinuities;
 
ND is the maximum number of discontinuities expected [IRC
 
is dimensioned (ND, 2)];
 
NDIS is the output integer giving the actual number of dis­
continuities found. 
NTAPI, NREC, NEL, ND are inputs to this routine IRC, NDIS are 
outputs. 
4.4 	 INPUT-OUTPUT 
4.4.1 Input 
The input data should be on logical unit NTAPI as a sequential data set 
consisting of NREC records. Each record should consist of the coordinates of 
the intersection of the corresponding scan line with the boundary image written 
as 
J, (X(I), I = 1, J) 
where 	J is the number of such intersections and IX(I) are the coordinates. 
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4.4.2 	 Output 
The output of this program is only through the calling sequence. 
4.4.3 	 File Storage 
None 
4.5 	 EXITS 
No nonstandard exits. 
4.6 	 USAGE 
This program is written in FORTRAN IV and is implemented on the IBM 360 
with the H compiler. It is available on the users' library as a load module. 
4.7 	 EXTERNAL INTERFACES 
The linkage with other subroutines needed with this routine is indicated in 
the following table. 
Calling Program Program(s) Called 
BOUDIM 	 BOUDIS 
BOUDIS 	 JCOUNT 
4.8 	 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
4.8.1 	 Storage 
This program is 834 bytes long. Including the external references listed 
above, the storage needed will be 2578 bytes (excluding the calling program which 
should provide storage for the arrays IRC and IBDY). 
4.8.2 	 Execution Time 
TBD 
4.8.3 	 I/O Load 
None 
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4.8.4 	 Restrictions 
None 
4.9 	 METHOD 
The routine BOUDIM' simply handles the I/O needed for finding the discon­
tinuities. Connectivity, in this context, is defined in terms of the eight nearest 
neighbors of the point under consideration. Therefore, while examining the ith 
record of data, it is necessary to have the (i-1)st and (i+l)st records in core. 
The movement of data in core is avoided by using a circular buffer IBDY dimensioned 
(NEL, 3) and indexed by the pointer array IND dimensioned 3. Initially, IND is 
set to f1, 2, 33 . Always, IND (2) points to the current row. The numbers of 
boundary points in the three rows stored in core are in (NB(IND(J)), J=1, 3). 
The routine BOUDIM starts by reading the first record into IBDY (*, 2). Then, 
for I=1, NREC the (I+l)st record is read into IBDY (*, IND(3)). The (NREC+1)th 
record is undefined. Therefore, in that case, NB (IND(3)) is simply set to 0. 
The routine BOUDIS is called to determine the coordinates of the discontinuities 
on the Ilth record. Then the pointer array IND is updated. 
The functioning of BOUDIS is as follows. Each of the boundary points in 
the current record is treated as the point e in the following array. 
a b c 
d e f 
g h i 
The number of boundary points in this array excepting e is called the connectivity 
count of e. The connectivity count is calculated by examining the arrays IBDY 
(*,, IND(2)), IBDY (*, IND(1)) and IBDY (*, IND(3)), stopping the calculations 
when the count equals 2. If the count is smaller than 2, then the point e is a 
discontinuity. The row and column coordinates of e and the continuity count are 
then stored in (IRC(NDISK), K=1, 3). 
4.10 	 COMM_.ENTS. " 
None 
4.11 	 LISTINGS 
The listings of this routine, with BOUDIS and JCOUNT are attached at the 
end. 
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4.12 TESTS 
. This program has been tested in conjunction with SMOB2, a smoothing" __ 
routine documented in the next section. 
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C 
LEVEL 21.8 ( JUN 14 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 76.159/10.56.14 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- MAIN.APT'02.LINECNT'56.SIZEOOOOK
 
SOURCEECDICNOLISTNO0ECKLUAD.MAPJNOEDITIDNJXREF
 
_ 5N" 0002 SUBROUTINE BOUDIMIIBDYNTAPI.NRtCNELIRCNDNOISI
 
F1 D)ilCl_0.NTINuiTTFS flN antfNnAR IF qGIVFN THF INFn. n NTAP t IN SL IC 
C FORMAT.
 
r 
ISM 0003 DIMENSION IBDY('NELt33,IND(3INB(31
 
-1 SN..OOD4 nr iES-nL marC8Jfl;
 
ISN 0005 00 10 I=1,0
 
SlAf 6 INDI|I.
 
ISN 0007 10 NBIt1=O
 
U N 0019 AF AD ITAP I I NB2 1IHOY1 1II .I jHB I 
ISN 0009 NB(2f=NB2
 
_a. NDII5=n 
ISN 0011 DO 20 I1,NREC 
IiN poip TFII.IT.NRFCIRFADNTAPIINB3.(IBDY(J.IND(311JI.NB31
 
ISN 0014 IF(I.EU.NREC)NB3-O
 
IJ AulO NRI NAI I INRl
 
ISN 0017 CALL BOUOIS(IBDYINDNBNELINDISIRCNDi
 
J N.op I A nn inA 1,
 
ISN 0019 30 IND(J)-MOD(IND(JIS3I+1
 
_____jj-flfln 7nl CnNTihilW 
15N 0021 RETLRN 
!-shl.o z - I0ND 
6d 
IV 
LEVEL 21.8 ( JUN 74 3 0S/360 FORTRAN If DATE 76.159110.56.29 
_____flf4JMjTLER fIDjS-2!--NjE-.JAMOP.T.!!OZLMECNT5*sSIF'flOOOK. 
.­ _ ISN.OOL 
SOURCEEBCDICNDLISTNODLCKLCAD@HAPNOEDITI),NJXREF
CUIROLUTfJb .SOUDIS£1BDt.1NUNBNLIRD-IR--N)D---.­
[SN 0003 DIMENSION IBDY(NEL,3),IND(INB(3) 
,J3N 00(14 ni8E-NSt-ONLLRC-L4 3 1 
C. 
C a thiCtil1 In'."(IN(I 11 AO5 TUE PflINDARY CORDINATES 'N TH' 
C PREVIOUS, CURRENT AND NEXT LINES FOR 'It1,2,3 RESPECTIVELY. 
C FIN0-THE-SC-0NT4-NUIT6S AT -H --RRt4U--LNE--A---GQCN-T-U-I-T V 
C IS DEFINED AS A BOUNDARY POINT NOT CONNECTED TO AT 
BflINDRY--flLTL, 
LEAST TWO'OTHER 
C IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE BOUNDARY POINTS IN EACH ROW ARE IN ASCEND-
SiFmr. flpflFU 
C 
ISN 0006 NB2=NB(IND12))
 
J5}JflQA7 NB1N.-a- Is4~I 
ISN 0008 IFINB2.EQ.OIRETURN
 
ISN 0011 ICOUNT=O
 
* ICOUNT+1
 
I N IFI.I.L. . TAfY.I .1+1INfi|I-IRAYV .Nnf2)) -O.II ICANT.nr)I4 LJA2S 
* ICOUNT+I
 
T~wf~nI CE F-ltf in
Ai~rgrrNlJt Tfl 
ISN 0018 IFINBI.NE.OIICOUNT"
 1-1*FI liINnfl-I I|Cl.A-LCOlUNLL!RUyl D121-11010 +.1,(1NDlIt 1, 
. ONEL+NBI)
 
b [SN ?n IFnIACflJNiL-GF.f TO i0
 
[SN 0022 IF(NB3.NE.O)ICOUNT'ICOUNTt
 
ISN_ P4 IF ( njf NT-Cr-?Ifl TO If
 
[SN 0026 NDIS=NDIS+1
 
5IN 0207 WRITFIAIOOINOIS,IR,IBDY(AIND(2) ,ICOUNT
 
ISN 0028 IRC(NOISI=)IR
 
ISJ lQ IR 1llS.) I)iIDf I.INg2kI
 
[SN 0030 IRC(NDIS,31ICOUNT
 
2AN (n101 in crINTINIiF 
ISN 0032 RETURN
 
____.__Qr)I0; I f00 FORMAT I DISCONTINIlITV NO, IS.1 AT 1 14.. 14,*3. ICaUNT-S12,I,
 
ISN 0034 END
 
L&EV'L. 21.) C JAN-7-)- F ur4-~4T-A&& DA-___ 
--------- e4JP-I-L e-P-TI; --­ 1 -L _ ____ __.____--___-___-____ _ __ ____.___-__ 
S 
t. 
IISh urJ3 
I5N' 0-.,4 
1I'SV ! I$(o
1SJN 'f-7 
.7 
C, 
c 
-
SJUKCE .CD,NUJLi$Tt4uULCkOLU)ADt iU TPouEVTpIDpNUXKt, 
f5NU. Itj I NCIJCUU.4TII XJ,JI',J2) .. . ... ... .-... 
r il hasJItNIlXc I 
JC.u?,T- hu. -I. VALUi-b OF-JJ SUCH -IHAT--JI.LE.JJ.Le.J2--. . 
Mtii) IAVS(iX(J)-IX(JJ)).Lt.1 
- -............................................ . . . ...........---- -----
IF I. .J21-ETU. N -ill .Lr 
K -----­=-"----- --
00GOG0 
OoGcxo 1 
..V000630 
CQCLC-eA0 
-C,3C'.)kGO 5­
( ", 
70-- - .. 
1*.4 0" *i 
1 5Itj U -
IS' ::';:1 
ut, IcP JJ JIJ2 
JX IIF IXI JJb ft JXA L'N-11 uf- Tt .. 
If-tt^(JJ}-IX(J).,;T.I)GG TO 2r -.--.-.-
,.ocb t)C. 
( t (-" C1.( I lC n 
1 5 NI U 1N03-
1SN., ^ I -
,.v N0bj,1 
ISN Of 17 
- :- K+ L 
If, C ,NT IN. E 
.- 2G'---JCut r=K30 
L EN' 
f[K-.... 
*i 
.I 
CC ( idC 
UvC' 
'C 1 5G 
... - jf. 
5. 	 SMOOTHING BOUNDARY DATA 
5.1 	 NAME 
SMOB2 
5.2 	 PURPOSE 
To patch discontinuities in a digital curve. 
5.3 	 CALLING SEQUENCE 
CALL SMOB2(IRC, MDIS, IDIS, NDIS, NDEV, IBDY, IWi, IW2, INREC, K) 
where 
IRC is an input array dimensioned (MDIS, 3) with IRC(I, 1), IRC(I, 2)) giving-the
 
row and column coordinates of the Ilth discontinuity and IRC(I, 3) giving its
 
connectivity count for I=1 through NDIS;
 
IDIS is 	the discontinuity number at which the patching should be started (only
 
the discontinuities corresponding to I =IDIS through NDIS will be patched);
 
NDEV is the logical unit number of a direct access device on which the
 
input boundary data set is located; the output after smoothing is written
 
back on NDEV.
 
IBDY, 	 IW, IW2 are work arrays to be dimensioned as indicated in the
 
listing 	attached;
 
NREC is the number of records in the boundary image;
 
K is maximum coordinate difference over which the nearest boundary points
 
are checked for patching a discontinuity. (See 5.9, Method).
 
All parameters except the work arrays are inputs. 
5.4 	 INPUT-OUTPUT 
5.4.1 	 Input 
The input data should be on the direct access unit NDEV, consisting of 
NREC records, the I'th record readable by 
READ(NDEVI)N, (IBDY(J, 1)), J=1, N). 
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5.4.2 	 Output 
The output data will be on NDEV in the same format as the input. 
5.4.3 	 File Storage 
None. 
5.5 	 EXITS 
No nonstandard exits. 
5.6 	 USAGE 
The program is in FORTRAN IV and is presently implemented on IBM 360 
using the H compiler. It is available on the user's library in the form of a load 
module. 
5.7 	 EXTERNAL REFERENCES
 
The linkage is indicated in the following table: 
Calling Program Programs Called 
SMOB2 PATCH3 
PATCH3 SVSCI 
PATCH1
 
SORT 
ELIRPT 
PATCHI 	 CONTEL
 
PATCH4
 
PATCH2
 
PRTVEC
 
SORT MVMRMR 
ELIRPT VMOV 
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5.8 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
5.8.1 Storage 
The size of SMOB2 is 1068 bytes. Including a main program to supply the 
arrays required to handle a maximum of 2100 boundary points per record with 
K= 20 and the buffers, this program needs approximately 114K bytes for execution. 
5.8.2 Execution Time 
Highly dependent on the image size, complexity and the number of dis­
continuities to be patched. In the case of the Mobile Bay, Alabama level II GTM 
which had 4000 records with 728 discontinuities of which about 530 required patches 
to be generated, the execution time on IBM 360/65 was about 9--minutes. Since 
there is a considerable amount of I/O involved on the direct access unit NDEV, a 
significant improvement in execution time can be achieved by using the array 
read/write routines DARN and DAWN wherever implied DO loops have been used 
in the subroutine PATCH3. 
5.8.3 I/O Load 
None 
5.8.4 Restrictions 
None 
5.9 METHOD 
The routine SMOB2 simply consists of a DO loop which calls PATCH3 to gen­
erate the patch points needed for the L'th discontinuity and prints the details of the 
patches produced, with L ranging from IDIS through NDIS. 
Consider the routine PATCH3. Suppose (I, J)-is the address of the discon­
tinuity at which a patch is to be produced. Then, the records I-K through I+K 
(bounded, of course, by 1 and NREC) are read from NDEV. While each record is 
read one row of a 2K+1 by 2K+1 binary matrix IWI is defined. The elements of 
the row are initially set to 0 and whenever the (J-K+L) t th column in the present 
row of the input image has a boundary point, the (L+l)st element is set to 1. 
After defining IW1, the routine PATCH1 is used to check the array IW1, 
.. 
eliminate the l's contiguous with the (K41, kY1)ffeleet,-fi
n d the nearest 1 
among the remaining and join it to that element by a straight line and store the 
row and column coordinates of the points so produced in an array IW2. Further, 
if the contiguity count of the point of interest is 0, then the l's contiguous with 
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the point joined to the point of interest are also eliminated and a straight line patch 
is produced to the nearest remaining 1. 
The addresses in IW2 are then merged with the data on the input direct 
access data set by reading the corresponding records of input, sorting the column 
coordinates in each record using SORT, eliminating repetitions of column coor­
dinates using ELIRPT and writing back on NDEV. 
5.10 COMMENTS 
The routine SMOB2 can be used in conjunction with BOUDIVI or indepen­
dently. If used independently, the coordinates of discontinuities may be supplied 
by reading a sequential data set produced by a separate run of BOUDIM. If the 
program terminates due to lack of time, the execution can be continued by a sub­
sequent run with an updated value of IDIS provided the output data set on NDEV is 
kept. 
5. 11 LISTINGS 
Listings of SMOB2 and the important routines called by it are shown at 
the end of this section. 
5.12 TESTS 
This routine has been tested by using the coordinates of the discontinuities 
produced by BOUDlVI on the Mobile Bay GTM. The first 40 discontinuities were 
examined in detail by printing the arrays IWI. The performance of the routine 
was found to be satisfactory. 
OF THE 
,,pRODfCIBlTy
OR1GINA pAGE I po09 
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LEVEL 21.8 1 JUN 74 1 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 76.159110.57.02
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINOPT02,LINECNT-56,SIZE=OOOOK, 
SOURCE,EBCDICNOLISTNODECK,LOAD,MAPNOEDITIDNOXREF 
15L.L1D.S2 SiB RO UTLkh~[i±1I JL~ i 10_IS, I±±OIDEV I BO0Y, IW1 I W2, NKEC RI 
ISN 0003 COMMON/PTCHAD/IIJl ,1J2,NP 
ISN__0004 DIMEN5jfLNIRCIMDI 2)o IBDY(i) ,iwJ fj,1W24II 
C DIN IBOY(MAX. EXPECTED NO. OF BOUNDARY POINTS IN A LINE AFTER SHOOTHINGI 
r 
C D'N IhI(K21**2I,IW2(K21**2) WHERE K21s20K01. 
ISN 0005 DO 20 I=IDIS.NDIS 
15SN-_0016 CALL PATCH3 8IDiY.IRC(I.1,IRC(I.21,I RCI 1,31,K IWIIW2,NRECNDEVI 
ISN 0607 IF(12.NE.OPRINT 100,1IRC(lItlhIRC(I,28.I1,J1.12tJ2 
ISN nOO9 TFl IIAF. 0ANI).12.FQ0 IPRNT 101 .IIRCI I,. .IRCE I,I,J} 
ISN 0011 IFtIl.EQ.O)PRINT 102,lIRC(1,11.IRC(I,2) 
I.s oNA01 ;10 ClNNTINtIF 
ISN 0014 RETLRN 
..SN O15 100 FfRMAT2XI5.0: (II5.,,I5.1I JOINED TO I15..15,.1 AND V15., 
15,'I.1) 
ISN 1AC1 in1 FnRMATPXT!.'t *IS.* *lf.*t .l0JINFD TO 1IST14..!S.fl.I 
ISN 0017 102 FORMAT(.2XI5, : NO PATCH POINTS PRODUCED AT 1ISt.'#Z5, .1 
I.SN OUR END 
LEVEL 21.8 1 JUN 74 - OS/360 DATRTRAN IS= 5A16 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- MAINtOPT=02,LINECNTS56,SIZE-OOOOK,
 
SOURCEtEOCDICNOLISTNt]DECKoLaADt MAPpNOEDITrIDNOXREF 
L5N AOflP SI _=OIftlTlj .._NTFIIWIoIW2.M,N) 
ISN 0003 
r 
DIMENSION IWI(MNI,IW2(2,1) 
C 
r 
THIS PROGRAM ELIMINATES ALL IIS IN IWI CONNECTED TO THE 1 AT 
I)~~~~(11 Tw2 qHn AF nTMFt IfnNGn 42,Hi UHFRF R IS TWTrF 
C THE NUMBER OF NODES IN THE PIECE OF DIGITAL CURVE CONNECTED TO THE 
r PITNT OF INTFRFqT. 
isN DniN4 C K-1 
ISN 0005 L=I 
1CN 'nOA &n nn >n KR=lK 
ISN V007 Il2(1,KKI 
.SN QnN =.h1W217,KK) 
ISN 
t 
0009Nl()1n IW1lIIJ)=OT 1 =M/~l I1 -1 ,I i 
ISN 0011 
IC A012 
12=MINO(II+1,)jl=MAVfI1-1.1 1 
ISN 0013 
!- S in-I4 
J2=MINOIJ+1 N) 
no I I I TlI,12 
ISN 0015 DO 10 JJ=Jl.J2 
TiN nnIAhw  l23I flJJJ1IIIlFo.# fln rn in 
ISN 0018 LrL+1 
riN AAl Q TWIII.1=!T 
ISN 0020 IW2(2,LI=JJ 
ISN 0022 10 CONTINUE 
. So N-00' 1 f rON-T NUF 
--­
15N 0024 
14b--0A2b6!J( IF(L.EQ.K)RETURNI 
ISN 0027 LL=O 
tquf ,D2. nn qf k k=gI i 
ISN 0029 LL=LL+I 
4SN Of)Af T lttl llATWfl -KK 
ISN 0031 
TSN 00'' 
30 IW2(2,LLI)IW2(2,KKI 
14L I 
ISN 0033 L-LL 
----- I-S" -34CO TO 40 
ISN 0035 END 
REPRODUCIBILITy OP TH, 
0-91NAL PAGE IS POOT 
.__LV.LL..O ( JUN 74 1 US/360 FORTRAN H DATE 76.159/10.56.40
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- MAINrOPT*O2.LINECNTa56.SIZE*OOOOK.
 
-5 
-
N-OQu 
ISN 0003 
I-jS"C04 
ISN 0005 
tc~ flN pOnIF9I 
C 
r 
C 
C 
SOURCEpEUCOICtNOLISTtNOOECKLOADMAPNOEDITID,NOXREF 
SIJBRflUILNE.-P.ATCHILLR.LiZ4..tN,..U.lOU NTJ. 
COMMONPTCHAD/IIJII2,J2vNP 
nA.AL ASL'/ 
IPASS-IPASSt1 
[AStq~ 4r0) CA]L Rr;VEi(IWl.MN.1) 
CE. R-AT-E--PA-T-C-HP-44-N. T44--S-A-T-NG-4R-OH(is J TO THE-4- E-AREST 
(2-ICOUNTI NONCONTIGUOUS NEIGHBORS. 
C 
C 
SEE CONTEL FOR DIMENSIONING INFO FOR IW2. 
---
ISN 0008 
SN--On 0 q 
ISN 0010 
C 
DIMENSION IWIMN)IW2I2,11 
IW ).-L,,nI 
I12,1=J 
C 
C 
ELIMINATE POINTS CONTIGUOUS WITH 1I,Jb. 
[SN 0011 CALL CONTEL(IWIIW2,HN) 
C 
r 
FIND NEAREST NEIGHBOR OF (IJl WHICH IS SET. 
15N 0012 
!qN nm 3 12=0 CA' I PATCH4'TII M NIP1,11 all 
C NOW (111,) IS THE NEAREST NEIGHBOR. 
o 
ISN 0014 
C 
IF(ICOUNT.NE.O.OR.I1.EQ.OIGO TO 10 
C 
C 
ELIMINATE POINTS CONTIGUOUS WITH (II,JIl 
-
ISN 0016 
I-SN -1o 
ISN 0018 
LS nnq 
i!m on~n 
C 
in 
IW2(1,1lIl 
I!W23'1 =J 
CALL CONTEL(I1,JIW2M,N) 
Ail PIATCH41I41V0HN,I , 2?,I 
NOW (12,J2) IS THE NEXT NEAREST NEIGHBOR. 
rn hT i Nor 
ISN 0021 MP=O 
ISN 0023 IF(II.EO. OIRETURN 
C PRODUCE PATCH ADDRESSES IN IW2. 
ISN 0025 
ISN 00s 
ISN 0028 
S'N 0079 
ISN 0031 
I~Vi~ nlfl 
CALL PATCH2IIW2,NPIlJIIJ' 
IFf1 12..NF.OICAL PATCH2IrW2II.NP+I.HPI2,J2,I.JI 
NP=NP+MP 
IFIIPASS. LF.401CALI PRTVECIIW2,2*NP.23 
RETURN 
LEVEL 21.8 1 JUN 74 2 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 76.159/10.56.45 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- MAINOPT-02tLINECNT=56,SIZEOOOOK,
 
SCURCEEBCDICNOLISTNODECKLOADMAPNOEDITIDNLJXREF
 
.._S .-QO02 
ISN 0003 
SJUafinJNLPRCIIZIrLNkL 
DIMENSION IW(2,11 
IIsJI,l2J __ 
C 
r" 
C 
C 
TO GENERATE COORDINATES OF LINE JOINING (lI,J1I AND (12,J2). 
OIIFNION IWI2.MPI WHRFF HP- MAX. Nn. F PntNTS FXPFCTF) Tfl HE 
PRODUCED. NP= NO. OF POINTS ACTUALLY PROOUCEDBY THIS ROUTINE. 
ISN 0004 
LS..&005 
[SN 0006 
1 - r 7 
ISN 0008 
IMhMINO(I1,lZII 
IX=MAAO(X,11.I)-1 
JMN=MINO(JIJ2I+ 
ANTY=MAYAI I. 1)1-I 
11241-l2 
ISN 0010 R112=112 
JSN-QQII 
1SN 0012 
ISN DI11 
ISN 0015 
___ISN OO'I7 
ISN 0010
__I__5NDl? 
RA12=,12 
NP=O 
fF1 MM-ItNmGTY.My-.lMNIGf 
IF(JMN.GT.JXIRETURN 
nn Nf .IMN.tIMY 
1=1+(J-JIIII2/RJI2+.5
NP=NP+I 
Tn in 
ISN 0020 
ISN r0 1 fl 
IW(1,NP)=I 
T 'i?.NPI= 
ISN 0022 
f 
RETURN 
ISN 0023 
.­±k-LS Nlo p 
ISN 0026 
T N nn?7 
ISN 0028 
ISN 0N) 
ISN 0030IS nlI 
10 
in 
IFI[MN.GT.IMXIRETURN 
nn ~0 I=izNTMX 
hP=NPt1 
.A=1. 114 -lI 1 2)/QoI +,C 
IW(INPIsI 
tUIjPI I I 
RETURNFmn 
LEVEL 21.8 ( JUN 74 I 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 7b.159/10.56.49 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT2,LPINECNTs6,SL zEOOOOK 
SOURCEEBCDICNQLISIWNODCK,14UFAPNOEDITlDtNOXREF
 
Is L.O0C' 'LRULLNLI.NEEA]iCU3AJJZ-i -. ,J.ICfJL, R" .W-L&4U
2N.E,-NI)FV 
15N 0003 COMMON/PTCHAD/IIJII2,J2,NP
 
r DI MEtJSLD2NfLJ4L21*? ;' ±I, MP I J&EACIElNTI
I WI±±.l2 PO I 
C EXPECTED TO BE GENERATED BY PATCH2, DIMENSION REQUIRED BY CUNTEL) 
r PATrNi A!CAmTImIIITv AT i.11 
IS 0004 DIMENSION IWII.IW2(2,1IIBDY(I) 
-_ LSN-005-- --- K2±l 
ISN OC06 KI=MAXO(I-Ktl) 
LSN.lD7 K2=4L .LLJ(Nfl 
ISN 0008 KR21=2-K1+1 
rcN 	 1nAp1 CAl I CUCCIrllf~lml(~I 4I 
ISN 	0010 ICLMMa=J-K
 
ISN 	 0012 DO 10 KK=KIK2 
.	 Smf-pQ1I RF lLNnFV IKKI Na1rt1 rn I 11 NI 
ISN 0014 IF(N.EO.O)GO TO 10 
I4k 0I A nn 2n -1=I '
 
ISN 0017 IF(IBDY(LI.LT.ICLMMKIGO TO 20
 
LSh.-On1 Q 	 PRKI--	 Fri-LD' t l n-lr n In IC 
WITH CILJ'AIEAT T.IAA.&4 -=4XARAl-1J4I.E-NS-WUEDKKZ2' UZ THE POIN 
C AT (I-KIt1,K I *TH LOCATION.
 
r 
]SN 0021 IWI(IBDY(LI-ICLMKIPKK21+KK-KI+l)=l
 
I--N-022--- 1, - -aLIINF
 
, ISN 0023 10 CONTINUE
 
C GENERATE PATCH ADDRESSES IN IW2.
 
ISN 	0024 CALL PATCH1(IWIIW2tKK2tK21,I-KIl1K+IICOUNTI
 
C MERGE ADDRESSES FOUND IN IW2 WITH THE BOUNDARY ADDRESSES ON DISC.
 
ISN O25 IF(NP.EQ.OIRETURN
 
TCN nC,?7 TPl
 
ISN 0028 IPI=I
 
I -Uin TPnlP+l
 
C
 
_ 
_FIND NFT CHANGEF IN TW2LI.*l 	 - -
C 
ISN 0032 IF(IN(I,IP)°EUIW2(1,IP-IIGO TO 30
 
-15N-0034 40l rjFLPlj
 
ISN 0035 KK4IW2(1,IP2)+KI-1
 
I -
.RSN..EP RAANht KIUN. II AYI ,1 I.N)
 
1SN 0037 DO 50 JPSIPIIPZ
 
isN p0C3 NMN+I
 
ISN 0039 50 IBDYtN)=IW2(2,JPI+CLMMK-1
 
ISN 0040 CALL SORT(IBDY.I.NN,.1T,TT)
 
ISN 0041 CALL ELIRPT(NIBDY)
 
45..N 0042 WRITE(NDEV'KKIN,.IBDY(LI.L-INI
 
ISN 0043 IPuIlP
 
ISN 0044 IF(IP.LE.NP)GO TQ 30 
IS 0046 RETURN 
ISN p47 ENO 
LEVEL 21.8 1 JUN 74 I 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 76.159/10.56.55
 
C'MPILER OPTIONS - NLAEt ] jPTSOZ.LUNFCNI!5LSLLE!0 000)K 
SOURCE#EBCDICNOLIST,4ODcCK,LOADMAPNOEDITIDoNOXREF 
ISP 0002 IIBRUULIAELPkTCH(lIWlI.MNLa,.J [-JOI --
ISN 0003 DIMENSION IWI(iNI 
-.ISN-OO04 I=fn 
ISN 0005 JO=O 
Sno&IF I IFn.n RFTIIR 
ISN 0008 IDMIN=Ii*2+NQ62+1 
I- NOa g9 fi 1) i11tnM 
ISN CC10 00 10 JJaI,N 
IS ClI I IF IW1 TI . I..FO. n If TO Ifl 
[SN 0013 
I N r-A. 
IDu(1I-I1**2+(JJ-Jb*t2 
IFs in-r .InMrlolanfl TO IA 
ISN 0016 101[ 
__ tL-SAl 7 .II=I..1 
ISN 0018 IDMIN=ID 
___LIJ 10A1 In CrnNTINIIF 
ISN 0020 RETURN 
?CJ AA71 F NA 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF T&, 
PAGEJ IS.VO 
LEVEL 21.8 1 JUN 74 I US/360 FORTkAN H TE 76. 15 56. '5r-
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- MAIN.fPT02,LINECNT'56,SIZ'EOOOOK,
 
SOURCEEBCOIC PNOLISTNJDr.CKLO1AD,MAPNUEDIT IDU,NJXREF 
1 0 SUBROUTINE PRTVEC( IXNIFMT)(_002 

ISW 0003 DIMENSION IX(NS

ISM 0 04 IFf IFMT,EQ. I IPRINT IDQ.,IX 
ISN 0006 IFIFMT.Ef..2)PRINT 200,IX
 
ISN po8d RETURN 
ISN CC09 100 FORMATt10X41111
 
IS 00o 200 FORMAT(IX4013)
 
ISN n011 END
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6. 	 IDENTIFICATION OF CONNECTED REGIONS 
6.1 	 NAME 
REGIONS 
6.2 	 PURPOSE 
To identify all distinct connected regions in an image given the boundary
 
data in SLIC format and produce a map with a number at each point showing the
 
region to which it belongs. The region numbers will be in descending order of
 
area. 
6.3 	 CALLING SEQUENCE 
This is a main program. In its present version the image size is supplied 
through DATA statements. 
6.4 	 INPUT-OUTPUT 
6.4.1 Input 
The input to this program is a sequential data set on logical unit 8, having 
NREC records stored as N, (lX(J), J = 1, N) in unformatted FORTRAN mode. 
6.4.2 Output 
The output of this program will be a sequential data set on logical unit 12, 
having NREC records with NEL pixels each, with one half-word (2 bytes) per pixel. 
6.4.3 File Storage 
This program requires a direct access data set with NREC records and 
NEL half-words per record. 
6.5 	 EXITS 
Not applicable 
6.6 	 USAGE 
This program is in FORTRAN IV and is implemented on IBM 360 with the H 
compiler. The associated subroutines are available as load modules on the user's 
library. The deck for the main program is available with the authors and needs 
only slight modifications in the DEFINE FILE and DATA statements for use on 
any data set. 
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6.7 EXTERNAL INTERFACES 
This program uses several subroutines as indicated by the linkage table 
below: 
Calling Program 
REGIONS 
RIDER 
SEQLS 

SORT 
RIDERI 
RIDER4 
Programs Called 
PET
 
VMAXI4
 
VMENI4
 
RIDER
 
SVSCI
 
DARN
 
SEQLS 
SAWN 
SVSCI2 
SVSCL1
 
SORT
 
RIDERI
 
RIDER4
 
DAWN
 
VMOV2
 
RIDER2
 
PRTVE2
 
DARN
 
VMAXI2 
SORT
 
FLIPV 
MVMRNIR 
SVSCI2 
RIDER5 
SVSCI2 
PRTVE2
 
RIDER7 
RIDER6 
SVSCLI
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Calling Program Programs Called 
RIDER2 	 PRTVE2
 
RIDER7 	 VMAXI2 
VMINI2 
6.8 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
6.8.1 Storage 
The present version of the main program is 134,436 bytes long. The ex­
ternal references required and the buffers increase this to 192K bytes. However, 
the size is dependent on the data set to be handled and the dimension statements 
should be changed to satisfy specific requirements. 
DIMENSION AX(ZNRt2,N,Th1]ES(MSEG+1)_ 
INTEGER*2 IW1(NEL), IW2(NEL), ITABL(MR*MSEG), IS(MR)
 
INTEGER*2 LW(MR)
 
LOGICAL*1 IDENT(MR, MR)
 
where 
NR Maximum-number-of regions expected 
N - = Maximum number of boundary points expected in a record; 
MSEG = Maximum number of "segments" required to handle the 
image (see 6.9, Method); 
MR = Maximum number of regions identifiers permissible in a 
segment; 
NEL = Number of pixels per line in the output map. 
6.8.2 Execution Time 
The time is highly dependent on the size and complexity of the image. The 
Mobile Bay GTM (level II) resulting in a region identification map with 400x2100 
pixels and consisting of 1742 regions had to be handled in 15 sections and took 
19.5 minutes of CPU time on IBM 360/65. 
6.8.3 	 Restrictions 
- None 
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6.9 METHOD 
This program has five major sections. 
(i) 	 Determination of the bounds on the column coordinates of 
boundaries on. the input data set; 
(ii) 	 Finding a preliminary set of region identifiers; 
(iii) 	 Finding the areas of each of the regions; 
(iv) 	 Generating a mapping such that the region numbers are used 
in the order of decreasing areas; 
(v) 	 Modifying the region numbers by table look-up. 
6.9.1 	 Determination of Bounds 
The maximum and minimum values of the column coordinates of the boun­
dary points are determined. If the minimum is greater than 1, it is set to 1. If 
the-maximum is less than the value of NEL supplied, it is set to NEL. The value 
of NEL is then changed to Max-Min+1. The output image size will then be NREC 
by NEL. 
6.9.2 	 Finding Preliminary Region Identifiers 
This is the most important step in the program. The subroutine RIDER 
is used for this purpose. Its function is similar to.the routine with the same 
name described in [4]. The routine in [4] was designed to print an error 
message and return with NR=0 when the number of distinct regions exceeded 
MR. But the present version can handle up to MR*MSEG distinct regions while 
still using a "region identity matrix ' of size iVfR by MR (rather than MR*MSEG 
by MR*MSEG). 
This routine uses the arrays IWI and IW2 as the previous and current 
records of region identifiers. By convention, region numbers 1 and 0 indicate 
the "exterior" of the image and boundary points. The MR by MR array IDENT 
is used to store information about identity of regions, iDENT(I, J) =. TRUE. 
meaning that region numbers I and J refer to the, same connected region. 
Initially, the array IWl is set to all l's and IDENT is set to all .FALSE.. 
Each of the input records is read and the following operations are performed. 
The boundary coordinates in the input record are arranged in ascending 
order. The routine RIDERi is used to generate, in IW2, the region identification 
numbers corresponding to the present row. First, all the elements of IW2 
corresponding to the boundary coordinates are set to zero; Each interval between 
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the zeros is compared with the corresponding segment of IWl. If there is no non­
zero element in that segment of IWI, a new region number is started and assigned 
to the interval in IW2. If there is a nonzero element, that number is filled into 
all elements in the interval. Finally, IDENT(IW1(I), IW2(I)) is set to .TRUE. for 
I=1, NEL wherever IW1(I) 0 and IW2(I) 0, indicating that IW1(I) and IW2(I) 
refer to the same region. Also, when new region identifiers are to be used, the 
routine RIDER1 verifies whether the number of identifiers exceeds MR. If so, 
the value of NR, the total number identifiers, is set to -NRP, the total number 
up to the previous record and the control goes back to the routine RIDER. 
Now, if RIDER1 returns a positive NR, the array 1W2 is written as the 
I'th record on the direct access data set (unit number IDEVO in RIDER, same as 
90 in the main program) and IW2 is moved into IWI (so that it becomes the 
"previous" record while handling the next record). 
If RIDER1 returns a negative NR, then NR is changed to -NR and the routine 
RIDER4 is called. The set of records handled between any two calls of RIDER4 
will be referred to as a segment. Associated with each segment, a table is defined 
which gives a mapping from the set of region identifiers obtained in that segment 
to a new set reflecting the connectivities discovered up to the most recent segment 
handled. Also, the initial record number for each of the segments is stored in an 
array. The functions of the routine RIDER4 are to: 
(i) 	 Reduce the matrix IDENT (using RIDERS) examining all of the 
available connectivity information in it and obtain a look-up table 
for the current segment; 
(ii)' 	 Modfthe tabl-esfo!r tle-previous segments to reflect the newly 
found cQnnecivities if_any; -... . 
(ii) 	 Find all the distinct -regionnumbers occuring in -the last record 
IW1 of the current segment and change the numbers there which 
are greater than 1 to consecutive numbers starting with 2; Let 
NR be the largest number in IW1; 
(iv) 	 Set up an array IS consisting of the distinct region numbers in 
IW1 and then change IS(I) to ITABL(IS(I), ISEG) where ITABL 
is the look-up table for .the current segment; 
(v) 	 Set all elements of IDENT TO .FALSE. except when IS(I) =IS(J) 
for I, J in the range 1 through NR. 
After 	each call to RIDER4, the segment count ISEG is incremented and 
the initial record number for the next segment (which is really the record number 
at which RIDER4 had to be called) is stored in IRES(ISEG). If MSEG is exceeded 
by ISEG or if NR > MR (which means there are more than MR distinct regions in 
the last record) the routine RIDER prints an error message, sets NR = 0 and exits. 
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Otherwise, RIDER1 is called again, IW2 is found and written on IDEVO' and the 
program proceeds normally to the next input record.. 
After the NREC input records have been processed the routine RIDER4 is 
called to get the look-up table for the final segment. A call to RIDER2 changes 
the look-up tables for all the segments such that consecutive region numbers are 
used. 
Finally, each record from IDEVO is read, the appropriate look-up table 
is used to modify it and the record is written back on IDEVO. Also, NR is set 
to the maximum region number used after table look-up. 
6.9.3 Finding Areas 
A histogram of the region identification maps is found, giving the total 
number of occurrences of each of the region identifiers 0 through NR. These 
numbers indicate the areas of the regions. 
6.9.4 Finding the Final Look-up Table 
A sequence of natural numbers is used as a secondary array with the. histo­
gram as the primary array in a descending sort operation (routine SEQLS). The 
resulting secondary array then gives the sequence of original region identifiers 
corresponding to decreasing areas. An inverse mapping inverse mapping of 
(IX(J) J = 1, NJ is defined as fIY(J) J =1,NJ if IY (IX(J))=J. ] of this sequence gives 
the final look-up table. The actual coding follows these principles but is slightly 
different in detail to preserve the identities of regions 0 and 1 which have special 
significance. 
6.9.5 Deriving the Final Region Identification Map 
The look-up table generated above is used to modify the region identifiers 
on IDEVO, record by record , and write out the final sequential data set on unit 12. 
6.10 COMMENTS 
An approach suggested in [5] can be used instead of the one described above. 
With that method, the processing would be identical, except that the matrix IDENT 
is not defined. Instead, a table is updated -every time a new connectivity is dis­
covered. While this saves storage, it appears to take more execution time than 
the present method. 
6.11 LISTINGS 
The listings of the main program and the associated routines are attached 
at the end of this section. 
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6.12 TESTS 
This program has been tested on the Mobile 'ay GTM both before and after 
smoothing and found to work satisfactorily. Also, the results have been found to 
be identical (on a smaller data set) with those obtained by the earlier version of 
this program. 
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LEVEL 21.7 C JAN 73 I 05/360 FURTRAN H 	 DATE 76.163/18.53.57 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINUPTO0,LINECNTb56,SItZ=OOOOK,
 
5OURCEtEC DICLISTNOOECKLOADMAP,NUEDITID,NjXiEF
 
1SN OC02 DIMENSION IX(4000?,IRES(21) .. .. ........ ........ . - - - - - - - - - -
ISN 0003 INTEGER*2 IWII2100),IA2(2100),ITAtL(82001.IS(400) 
1SN 0004 .---- - - INTEGER*2 LW1400) -------
ISN (C005 ,LOGICAL*1 IDENT(300,300) 
ISN 0026._DE-INL-F.ILE .9G(4OU 042OLIAVL.A 
C 
* .... f--.-lN.IXIMAXCZNRe2,N) WHERE NR=MAX. Nil. OF REG WN$_EXRECTED-AND 
C N- MAX NO. OF BOUNDARY POINTS EXPECTED IN ANY RECORD) 
[SN o007 DATA NREC,MR.MSEG/4000,300,20/ 
... ISN OCV8 OATA.NFL/2100/ ....... 
154 0009 MAXX=-10CO000 
1SN 0010 .- - .-MINX= ICOCOCO----------------... . . .. . ....... .................. . . 
ISN 0011 CALL 5TRTMR 
I SN 0012 -.. CALL PET(O) -.... . . . ...... 
ISN 0f'13 DU 10 I=INREC 
_- ISN 0014 _ - RA___A(8)N,IIX(JI J=nlN-
ISN 0015 IF(N.EU.O)GO TO 10 
. 15N CC17...__ CALL ViAXl4(IX,NMAXXI ....... -
ISN 
-.----.ISN 
0018 
0019 . ­ 0 
CALL VAIN14(I,NtHINXI 
CONTINUE ........ 
ISN 0020 REWIND 8 
[S ...F . --.- IDENTIFY CONNECTED REGIONS- - ..... 
c 
ISN 
ISN 
ISN 
ISN 
(216022 
0023 
0024 
-­___ 
PRINT 600,MINX,MAXXNEL
MINX=INO(MINX, ) 
PRINT 600,MINXtMAXXNEL 
HAXX=MAXO(MAXXNELi 
......-
.. ... 
.--.- ....- - .-. - -
ISN 0025 PRINT 600,aINXMAXX,NEL 
.- ISN 0026 . . . NEL=MAXX-MINX+I ..... . ............ 
ISN .27 PRINT 600,MINXMAXXNEL 
1SN 0020 .600-_FORMAT( MINXMAXX#NEL- '318) .... ...... .. .. . ...... 
ISN 0029 PRINT 100,NREC,NEL 
ISN 0030 . 1.QO .FORMAT(//' IMAGE SIZE-I15.td, 5.'1' ............... __" 
ISN 0031 NDUM=_ - . ___ 
-I ISN 0032 ... __ PRINT 1000,NDUM--
_ 
ISN 0033 1000 FORMAT( NDUM-0153 
ISN 0034 ..--- - CALL PETI21 . - - - - - - .. 
ISN 0035 CALL RIDER(B,NREC,NEL,96,MINX,IX,I1,12,[TABL,IOENT,MR ,NR,LW, 
S......MSEG,IRES,IS)----------- ....... . . -----.- - ... " 
ISN 0036 CALL PETI2) 
C FIND AND PRINT HISTOGRAM OF REGION IOENTIFICATION MAP. Lm 
ISN 0037 PRINT 2CO
 
ISN 0038 ....200- FORMAT(//IOXIREGION NO. ilXINO.-OF PIXELS' ..- ........ ................
-"-----" 
ISN 0039 CALL SVSCIIIX,NR-1,0I
 
.	 ISN 00400___DO_3O_I =1NREC . -
ISN 0041 CALL DARN(90,[,IW1,NEL*2I 
ISN 0042 DO-30 IEL-I NEL . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . ..-
ISN 0043 J=IWI(IELI4 
ISN 0044 __3_.0 IX(.Jl=IX(J)1 -. .. . . "--
ISN 0045 NRI=NR.1 
. . . .. ..PA.....00.. 

I SN C046._ DU 40. 1-1 NRl 
ISN 0047 JI-1 
ISN 0040 . . .IF(IXIII.NE.OIPRINT 
ISN 0050 40 CONTINUE 
ISN 0051 -- ..30a__ FORMAT(11XI66X 
ISM 0052 CALL PET(21 
300,J,IXIII 
.... 
.. 
........ 
.... 
-
C 
. ........ C-
REARRANGE NUMBERS IN DESCENDING ORDER OF POPULATIONS. 
LEAVE 0 AND I UNCHANGED SINC& -THEY CORRESPONO-TO-EXTERIOR AND----
C BOUNDARY POINTS RESPECTIVELY. 
ISN 0053 
. ISN 0054-
ISN 0055 
ISN 0056 . -
CALL SEQLS(IX(31,IX(NRI+IItNR-INR-) 
PRINT.400 ....... 
400 FORIAT(fL REGIONS AFTER REASSIGNMENTS: I 
---PRINT 200 ..... ..--. ----------- - - - - - - -..--... 
ISN 0057 
ISN 0058 
ISN 0C59 
ISN 0061. 
ISN 0063 50 
--- ISN 0064 __..-.-_. S 
ISN 0065 
ISN 0066-----. 
ISN 0067
__1.SN -0068--. & 
00 50 I=1,NRI
J:l-I -. 
IF(I.LE.ZPRINT 3CO,JIX(II 
FI( IGT_21PR INT-350,J-44 - r-N9-4 
CONTINUE 
-FORATIIXI6I6XI9. 7XI61 
IX(1)=O 
IX(2)=l ......... 
DO 60 [=3,NRI
InfLlX_LtNR .L| 2i.I=I 
.......... 
ISN 0069 CALL PET(2) 
C MODIFY REGION NUMBERS ACCORDING TO NEW
---.---C. ---. . . . . - -_ ASSIGNMENTS FOUND IN IX. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
ISN 0070 DO 70 1-,NREC 
ISN 0071------.----CALL DARNL90,lIWINEL*2 
-
ISN 0072 DO sO IEL=INEL[SN 0073 - J IWIIIELI+I- ..... .. . 
ISN 0074 60 IW1IIEL)sIX(JI
ISN 0075 7 ....--- CALL-SA WN112 2..I--
. ......-
-IW1-NEL. ... - -----­
-.. 
ISNI SN 
ISN 
00760C77 
0073 
CALL PET42STOP . -*.-..-
END 
--.-.... .. . . ... . .. 
- -
-~~~~~~ .L {OiIf-
LLCLAL4l 
[-9AN4&44riEC)W,) 4r 
4 )---­
-* - -
-, 
- - -
t',-y LAt( IUJ1V0iNcLe,(h. 
h 1 TH IDLV I I tC) X 
~~~~~NRcdI APU 14 
'.1kw\( A.'J atM U, s----------......... 
L.. I I A (-4IP A 
-----------------------------------­
.. . - --.. .... 
..... - --.... ... . 
I 
. ... ...... 
.. .. .. . 
. .. .. 
I ~~~- - -n-------­
~~- - r - - -~~-- - --------------­
- - -- F -- ---.---- - - - - - -------- ---- -
7 7 
.. .. .. .. ..
 
ItI 
-(7 
SUBROUTINE....... X'rN,Y) 
DIMENSION X(NhY(N) 
C . EQOCE(X,Y) 
N2N/2 
. . ..  . .. 
DO 10 1-1,N2W=X(I) 
I =N I-I 
Y( II ) 
.. . ......... 
_ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ 
t~ 
__ __ _ __ _ __ _ 
i-O-----E N-TI-NUL 
RETURN 
.... ..-.-. ...END .......... ---... . . 
IS?s 
1.S 4 
-
,.3 
{" 
I~is--
. .. . 
S. UKCLu UCU ,NUL trNuDECKLUALI 4AP#pNa ITut IUPNUXREF 
-~,Uhv~t~b1IltbE-VlKMK (ACA~lAt, a AbI A, Is ------
U|II'c N t1614 A( MA. ]tj) L MB J W 
. . 1 P. "J I N ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._"-_:_ 
-~.____ 
N 
LSN 
0S0" --
.C( 7 
. ..---L I...-. .. 
100 
201'O 

Q10 

SUBROUTINE PET(I)
IFt-t.NEgttGU-T0- "
 
CALL TIMER(ITIME1)
 
TTIME=.
 
wRI r(6,200?
 
f R MAT (t-,lX7 EtLNL4GIc4U 
RETURN
 
CALL t IERITIME2)
 
TIML=ITIME-ITIMEL)/I00.

'TI IML=ITIME+TIME
 
ITIMEI=1ITlE2
 
FUkAT( 1)XTIME ELAPzED SINCE LAST PRINTING OF TIHEM'E12.3, 
.SEC., 1IITAL-TIME -EL-APStD.r='E 3TiSeC-r- -

RET UR[N
 
END---------­
-- "PU-T-E-9--&CRACE--S--C-OR4Lg-K)k-T- 'IAR. 12, 1976 
SbBReUTINE PR:FVE2!fXtij 
INTEGER9:2 IX(N) 
P-R-I-N-T l N -Py­
100 FORMAT(IX25I5)
 
^E R-N-
END
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UYflOUTINE RiDEK( tJTACD,tREC ,NZL,I "IO ON IDrIW, AL 
IDENT,MRtNR,LW,MSEGIRES ,I5) 
C TO IDENTIFY ALL DISTINCT CONNECTED REGIONS IN A PICTURE SEPARATE: 
CY 8,YINS-A*YL-NE-5._TFtEBOU+BA-R-E--G-IVEN - R--RNE-G--R 410 
C SEQUENTI4L FILE NTAPB, EACH RECORD BEING WRITTEN AS U 
e N ,( ia E",(( f , I--1, ) ) 
C THE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAR IS AN NREC*NEL DIRECT ACCESS FILE ON 
c I DEVO CEN-5-s--I-NG--6F 0 5 5F-5-ORPt-2-ARt-f-P"TSfADl--ODISIT--EtE-Ij 
C NUMBERS FOR EACH OF THE CONNECTED REGIONS. ICMN= MINIMUMCOLUMN 
C J--R W;IICtl, ON TEE OUT-PUT FILE, WILL COR,,SPO.,, TO T8E FI--5-T--
C CCLUMN. IT IS NECESSARY THAT 
G 1 M .ELE.C1'~L U4AXIDY 
C 
c 
DEFINE FILE IDEVO(NRECNEL*2,LIAV) 
DIMENSION IBDY(1)LOCICALtI IDE-NT-(-MR ,,,,t)n 
b'GICAL 1" LW(MR,MR) 
DIMENSION IRES(MSEG) 
CC INITIALIZE A WORK ARRAY 
IWI WITH 1'S AND IDENT WITH .FALSE. 
CALL SVSC12(IW1,NELI) 
I SEG=1 
(~N) I REZ H-I 
-NR=1 
C 
C LOOP ON RECORDS 
DO 10 IREC=1,NREC 
C READ ONE RECORD OF BOUNDARY INFO. 
READ(NTAPB)N,(IBDY(I),I=l ,N) 
IF(N.NE.8HCALL .. T.., ,1.,N,NI,T,TT) 
C 
US... A"' I--" T- SET ARRAY iW2 ANDMATRIX IDENT 
C 
9e E E NT,-AWE 
CALL RIDER1 (IWI,IBDY, ICMN,NEL ,N,IWZ,IDENT,NR,NR)­
IFCNR.GT.0)GO TG 25 
PRINT 2C'), IRECNR 
2 fl- FCRmArT(--II-R- -, NR) - '216) 
IF(IREC.EQ.IRES(ISEGIIGO TO 40 
NR - N1R 
CALL RIDER4(IDENTLWMR,NRITABL,[SEG, IWlNELI5,.FALSE.)
I XG- I SE6 + 
IF(ISEG.GT.MSEGIGO TO 4C 
I R-E--H-SE-=-IEC 
OF THtRERoDUoBhII 
140 O?1GiINAL l -U 
IF(NR.LE.MR)G0 TO 30 
4 	 PI...T 1CZwIREC 
NR=O 
.EC AT RECORD NUMBER*I6,'. RETURNING WITH N,=O'l
 
R ETURI 
20 	 CALL DA6N(CIDEVOIRECIW2,NELk2) 
EALL V V(~i~~f 
10 	 CONTINUE 
CrAL R I-tf1,-i-& ,RNIT-itfrIWi,NEL,I5, 
CALL RIDER2 (ITABL ,MR ISEG) 
I RES-- 1EG )-lR EC2 I 
PRINT 302 
3 BI- rIhAL TABLES MCDIFYIN6 REGIONFRATUVV 	 Fi3R 

DO 60 	JSEGz1,ISEG
 
PRINT eCe ,J5EG 
400 FORMAT( 'OSEGMENT'NUMBER' 3) 
60 	 CA-lt--PR-Tv-E-----TAI----I4S-E--)-jR 
JSEG=I 
Do 73 IREC-INRE
 
IF(IREC.LT.IRES(JSEG+It|GO TO S0
 
JSCG'-JS£GU
 
50 	 CONTINUE
 
DO 80 	IEL=1,NEL
1IICIIEL)
 
IF(I.NE.0)IWI(IEL)=ITABL(I,JSEG)
 
70 	 CALL DAWN(IDEVO,IREC,IW ,NEL*2) 
CALL VMAXI2 (I TABL,MR*ISEGNR)

RE[T UR M
 
END
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.TRUE. 
5U;ES
 
LEV L' :7" J;N'71 ) ...N. .73 ............ ,.... 
-------­ tt-1r-t-vt--/r-t-u.........rt=-.............r F TI53" h II11i"t70"2C KTF - -'T­ 743 27 ----.TLE'--t7 7 . 
I IsLkCt ,uL jJtLISTturK. LL .1, tA,;.urITiO'AREFK 
c 
.........- ...----C-... 
C 
..... . C-----
r I..lV:t;- (.UH~tr-l -3t I-ll" fUdUrtAY A =U t5' 5 3 i..YM # I -I N) "ANU TH 
LA>r ArnA Y I X, r I w CURnLt f A.mKAY [VY c~tur zNiMv nt3.,ig I[V.TIF ICA-
I ian r U b=KS. 'A* Niur IF* ftit t:UNeUUt-'UA. LL.mtri I S tr LUKKttT* NuW -'-.. . 
AKk CLbiN IUUJUS .ITh AhY iJulwoLWhZA(Y PINTSh.i Tnt LAST Adh, SET 
Int CuL mt3L Nt:UOIN t-LcMtvla IN zvtrl 1,. "..... .. ..... 
. 
-I. SN 0i3 ­............ . tNtinLr-lt uflNI - -.. . . - .. .. .. . ... . ... .. . . . . . .. ....-­ ' 
ISN rto4 
I N OC 
I[P. nC r-6 
-
- i;TLbSRoe IXI..L)PIYIN-EL) 
LLsIAL I luttT t !,) 
1r(IN .;iif. ,jI u Tu 1I 
-------­
-r 
IMJVf0 
1Tit -- --
USN ,ol I 
--.. 
C-Jl ,L1:- N' YCLPtL l 
I r;Ut ... .. .. .. 
a NA 
.. .......... .. . 
C ALL PuLTS T', nri LIFT UF JaDYti) ARE tXTcYTIL PuINT5 (HEGIUN 1) 
I S1
'ISN 0120(lI --.. I=IDLuY(I)-ICMN--(I -T.f CAL- -V-C ( Y l--7 -2 -
C 
... ....... 
- -7t S'r"Dt 1": 
.p.ISN 0016 
C ...... 
C 
ALC-POI;tSt T-THE-R-TGT-TF TBUYTNT"'AR" *EXTiRIUR-'-F".. 
1= tuLSy If;)-I~ , z.. . . ' . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. 
IFt.CL.od.I)CALL SfVCI2IIY(I),NLL-I+I,1j 
. 
-
C Ut St G AIC ALL UUUtDAY PULI.IS AS 't.l1I'fJ ('f, 
ISN 
I'bN 
0018 
;'191 . . 
DU 3' Il IN 
b...- I DY II- I 'r.,i+I . . . . . .. . ...... . .. ... .... 
ISN 
*~ 
C.2u 
--
3C 
c 
C 
C 
-
--
IYIJ)-( 
------- - - - . - - - ----
---- - . 
tLR I1=,N-I1 EAMINE IX(J) FUR IUy(1I.LT.J.LI.IUY(1+1) 
ArD-StT IY ACLURDINbLY. 'A TJIrW-EUIUn IMKT-C" Z-SrAKTto'WHEN" 
U., ' Fw, ALL J 1. T'h. AduVt RAb.L. 
-- - -----
IX) 
L.-
--------­
- - -­ . -- - - - -
1It CC41 
-- IS~~ ~ -vO23----
ISUN )Z24
*[SN C25 
1jN , 2b 
- 1-SN ( 27 . .. .. 
ISN L'2 9 
I.SN Ce.3.' .. . .. 
15N AL32 
[SN L', 3-
ISN 0234 5C 
If1i,.C. 1I6 u iT e 
1N1 
DJ 41' h=l,t0 
LI=ILdYI -ICM ,+Z .... . .. .. .... .. .. . 
L2-IdJY(I* II-ILAN 
I-tLI. T.Lf u'T . 4C -............ .. - - -... ...... . 
DOj 5' L=LiLe 
.L I.t I.,C u ; " U 5 -- ....("7.  .. . 
LL=L 
T -T..... 
Ct= 
.. . ".... 
'.. ... . 
_..... 
I. .J J S 
I~v oLA6Q 
- . 
1 tI~r.:p eA U7 
... .. .. . .... . ... ... . .... ".. . . . .. 
- - - - - - -i m Jlmlm~ . m-m-im - nmm 
I--' 2" l 
INN CC41 
1SJ CV42 
ISN 0C43 
I--[t; ' 
I1S'l'01. 4 5 
ISN UC4o 
-0 -7" - CALL" 5VSC't2(IY(L rt --t1+I.&R10. . ... . . 
- -X41 1v cNIT; , 0. lOk.m 
.. T5 4r 
6C LL=IA LL) 
-44 CALL 5VSl 12I LYI *L2-L+1;L . .. . . .... .. -. -
4' Ca,.I I.,uF 
. 2C C3IITILI E .. .... --------. .. 
C 
-.C . .LT IE;.T MATR[YT0 IO140CAT -RCGTCNr-r;UlBERS-CRRES"PN WO& TO. 
C - IvtA.TILAL HbGILINS... 
. 
- -
. 
- -
15it Ott7,[h 
1SN C'48a. 
* ISN 3r4-q 
15N U 5 .. 
* SN 6C52 
ISN :C54 
1Sh 5 5 
i "SNZ S .. 
bIN C057 
80 
.. . 
d" ILL*1,X ,L 
= XIII.L-..... . 
IP(I.u.( )Gou T 8U 
J=IY( ] LI -.-----. 
iHJ.E4..,Gu Ti dC 
IDrTtI,JI:;TKUE;-" 
CuIV INU­
.E-TU-;,­
thu 
......-...... 
. . 
.... 
" ' 
-
_ 
lp. 
....  T~~....  . . .. .... 
I ­
.. .
. ..  .. .. . .. . .. .. . .2... . .. . .. . .. . ... . . . . . .. . ... .. . . .
 
COUTER...SCIENCES" - ....... MA.12196
TO, 

:U.ROJTIE :.DER-I-TAL,g)
 
C
 
SI'A---
E -R---I-) N-NUMBER-S-uH-- f N5C-Ui1-#,N jB t-&-E-- -
C
 
- IN-T6EIf**t--T-A-Bd- ,-2) 
C 
C FiND THE XT or NUMB.. INITAL...vt.
 
C 
DO 5 I-1,NR 
5 ITABL(I,2)=000 10 I-.-I.-rN-R
 
J=ITABL(I l1}

10.. IFCJ,,.CHT.,.DL (J42)-IT....L,2):
 
PRINT U-0 
CJf. PR-T-V-E-2--I-T-*BL-(--lt R) 
C 
eCHZANG-E---H-*6--e23 TO GET A LOCKUP-TABLE FOR ITADLtt,1l). 
C
 
J -3 
DC 20 1=1,NR
 
J=J I
 
I TADLUf2l-Ji 
20 CONTINUE 
PRltiT 2CC 
CALL PRTVE2(ITABL(1
E 
C CHANGE ITABL *1):.
 
e 
DO 30 IINR
 
RETURN 
100 FO0RNAT -0Nug 5ROF 
21 ,NRI
 
UCCURENCES Or REGIUN -ttMBERSIN TH ABOU-V E T AB -0L2 
200 FORMAT{ 'OLOC-UP TABLE TO CHANGE NU'-ES IN THE ABOVE TABLE(HS 
,END
 
1i44
 
SU3I1UUTIE R! BE2'AID1E4Tr.W, R 7 NR,.TAZISEC,1111, NL,I5,LAZT)l 
LOGICAL LAST
?-i3G-I-GA L- -- f-O& NT( 'AR-, :HM-A 
INTEGERt'2 ITABL(MF R1-),LW( MR),IS(I),IW1(NEL) 
C D'N ITABL(MR,ISEGhIS(MCR) WHERE MSEG IS THE MAXIMUM 
G NUMBER 6F SEGMENTS CEr'UCTED) F R HAN3LIfNG -THE GIV 94 DCU:DARY I: k6&E 
C MCR=MAX NUMBER OF REGION NUMBERS EXPECTED TO OCCUR IN ANY RECORD. 
C 	 THIS ROUTINE 15 CALLED FROM RIDER WHEN ALL RECORDS ARE PROCESSED
 
'(LAST-.TaUE.} GR wHE, T,--NU,-B-ER CF RC-G-B-FR-NU*B,.ir"--Fi,4,B- .,_+- ,-- t-
C 	 ING CTREC+II'TH RECORD EXCEEDS MR. (LAST=.FALSE.). -
C THEN, --
C - 1. THE REGION CONNECTIVITY MATRIX IDENT IS REDUCED TO GET A coki 
UP TAf.E THE 5:FOR CURR-ENi--t-EITT. 
C 2. THE LOOK-UP TABLES CORRESPONDING TO EARLIER SEGMENTS ARE 
C H.IFIE-E . NO , A-Y.BA-s-ED . -N*--IV..ES IF 
C 3. THE DISTINCT REGION NUMBERS OCCURING IN THE IREC'TH RECORDOL 
e ARE FOU --- 6,ESPZSNDENCEEARAY IS BETWEEN4 CUUPENT ANi' HE~T SuEGEi 
C 	 SET UP. THE LAST RECORD(IW1I IS MODIFIED TO MATCH THE NUMBERING
 
THE NEXT SEGMIT. -3 
C 4. THE CONNECTIVITY MATRIX IS MODIFIED TO PRESERVE THE INFORMA-C T0I4--6ZN-T--&CNW4&-T-I -- ET-iEE--R&8t6-5-±N-tS t-'-T-H-REC-aOD. 
C 
C
 DO 50 	 I-1,4R 
DO 50 JtINR
 
ID~E -~T-t-rt I-TN T J, I)
 tt-ti- d-rO 

CALL RIDER5(IDENTMR ,NR,ITABLC1,ISEG) ,LW)
 
I[ET-CSE. - (iMR 
DO 10 	 I=,NR
10 	 IFCIT4DL(I, ISU) 07. I•i, ,ASt- i ,15E0 - iTAB L--i-t-StfI).-,GGT 
IF(MR.GT.NRCALL SVSCI2CITABL(NR+IISEGI ,MR-NRO
PRINT 	 lej,15EG 
CALL PRTVE2(ITABL(IISEG),MRI
 
C 	 SECTION 2.
 
IF(ISEGEQ.1)GO TO 60
 
I SEGI-=tS-- 1 
CALL RIDER7(ITABL(IISEG),ISNCRITABL,MR*ISEGI)
 
40 
t 5 40 J5- -O-tIrEtlt 
KSEG=ISEG-JSEG 
P RI N-K-5-CG -
CALL PRTVE2(ITABL(1,KSEG), MR) 
C 
C 
SECTION 3. 
60 IF(LAST)RETURN 
CA-Lt--1-R-t tF- W-j-I-S---
ROPI{UUUNA UPA1 OF T 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
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NCR=NR
 
CALL PRTV__(ISAt)0 0 7-fl-I-----,N ft 
70 IS(I)=ITABL(IS(I) ,ISEG)
 
CALL PRTVE2(ISNRI

E 
C SECTIrON 4.
 
c CON-E---Il--T-I-E-S--B-T-4-Ett-- RE-NS i,J IN THE LAST RECOR-D ARE Fb.
 
C BY TESTING WHETHER IS(L).EQ.IS(J)
G ICALL SVSCL1(IDENTMRtMR,.FAL5E.3 
 I 
ea 23 -1,
 
IDENT( I,I )=.TRUE.
 
1F(- rOiR+&O702 
DC 30 J=I-1,NR 
30 IOENT(I,J)=IS(l). EQ.ISCJ) 
20 e6CNT INUE 
RETURN 
I00 FOR--A-TU Tie Ft-LDf i-HG iS A PRELIMINA-RY TADLU FOR MODIFYING SE 
.MENT NUMBER113) 
200-F- RM-AT-f'3T!I+&E--F-t-L-W--N--I-S-AN UPDATEDB TADU1;E r M6 ) 8;~oIFYIZ 

*UMBERI13)
38FMi H 1S NT NUMBER H EELAST6? ,R5ET 
* THE CURRIENT SEGMENT(TO BE REASSIGNED NO5. I THROUGH'14/ IN THE .
 
.. XT $EE ) 
400 FORMAT( ' ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE ABOVE REGIONS FROM THE PRELIMINARY L 
• K-UP TADLE .- IEND 
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CUOMPUTER SCIFrCES CO I. RA ..- , A.R. 12 1 97
 
C 
C 
C 
C 
LbE1fUTINE R!DCRZ(fIOCI4T,.DHtUF~1Tf 
T 6E-NER-4-T-E-A-T-AB-LI-T--t PP--J---
-T 
SUCH THAT TERE EXISTS A SEQUENCE (K(IDb,ID=,...,L) NITH K(1)=I,
K-Lt ---J A;1 E DID NT--,{I-R( D+'t }-TR,UE. 
INTEGER*2 IT(N),M(1) 
LCGICALt IDENTHD,N) 
DO 100 I1=,N 
I=O 
i Imll 
IF(I.LE.N)GO TO 20 
20 
30 
IF(IT(l).LT.I)GO TO 10 
J -0 
K 0
JzJ4l 
IF(J.LE.N)G0 TO 40 
L=e 
50- L=L+1 
C 
7C 
IF(L.GT..... 
J=O 
J-Jil' 
T. 10 
IF(J.GT.NIGO TO 50IF(.1,T.-&E-NT--1(L),J))G0I TO 70 
IF(IT(J).EQ.I)G r1 70 
K=K+1 
M (K) -J 
GO TO 70
.0t(NOTID-tt t-,
IT(J)=I. j--GO TO 30 
K -Ktl 
M(K)=J
G2 TO 30 
END 
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COMPTER OR~n4TION.,MAP 19-76CI CES 129 
SL68ROUTItE RIOERt IX,fl, ISN)
 
C If-?4 -S&-T,4-S-t- --D-l-S-TINC-T--t O -Z- 
E-R-EI--L-E-N E-*T---I-N---f-X.T----N-4BER-OF
 
C SUCH ELEMENTS IS N. 
INTEGER*2 IX(M),IS(1)
 
14 -1
H-i 
-IS(1)--1
 
IF(IX(I).LE.1)G0 TO 10
 
Ir(-N.-E.o)Gp TO 20
 
DO 30 J=2,N

SS Ir(Iz(J).CQ.IM(I)23O T7 40
 
20 N=N+1
 
I(N)-c-I-X-( I ) 
IX-( 1)=N 
GG TO it 
40 IX(I)=J 
1e C-ONT NUE 
RETURN 
END) 
±4t3 
C 
CnMPUTER SC!ENCE S C2RPGRAT--,---4--AR. 12, --i-4.
 
,UCRO UTINC -, DUCRCIX,LV , [YBtIJ
L 

INTEGER*2 IX(N),IS(N),IY(M)
 
MODIFY RELEVANT ENTRIES IN IY ACCORDING TO CONNECTIVITIES FOUND Ii
 
e - - m-N mS. 
IFC N.EQ. 1)RETURN
 
MAXA-H i
 
MIN=IS2)
 
CALL VMINI2(IS(21,N-IMIN)
 
DCi 13 J-ii
 
IF(IY(J).LT.MIN.OR.IY(J).GT.MAX)Go TO 10
 
D9 25 I- N
 
IF(IY(J).NE.IS(I)lGO TO 20
 
IY(- -)--
I (
 
GO TO 10
 
cO CONTIN"E
 
i0 CONTINUE
 
PRETURN 
END
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DIMENSION X(ND,2) 'ISEO(ND
),T(2ZTT(2)
 
C MUST EQUIVALENCE (X(1,2)ISEQE1))
 
IFLAG-0
 
-t0--,
 
ENTRY SEQLS(XISEQtND)
 
.. . .. . . . IFLAG= I ... .. . . . . . 
10 DUi 20 Iul.N
 
CALL SDRT(X, IN.ND ,2,TTT) 
- I- Itk-PL-Au'; QO-r)11t-7URNv 
CALL FLIPV(XN1,X)
 
- -- CALL FLIPV(I5EQiN1'-EjI|

RE:TUnN,
 
. ...
. ...... 
-" Elio 
------ --- '-- E- ­-
-aEV1t, 1. i-JAN 73 - -OSt3bU---FOR IA- ll>- - .. .................- ..... oAT4-74-,.2-g4-1 4-. ..
 
.............. CO .. ER-JP--I4N- --A$H E-A---- 'ArOPt4rjO2,-I- NEC-fT-6 ,-I4ZE=000"OK. 
SOURCE ,BCO ,NOLI ST, NODOCK LUADMAP,NUEDIT , ID4 NQXREP 
I5N oU2 -. S--UBROUTINE SORTiA, II 1JJtHHNNTTTI-- ... .. . .... -.............. ...... .. ...... ... 
[SN QuU3 
15 H O ouk 
D IMEN SILIN AI MMN N) ,TI NNI ,TI INIUN) ti 
INTEICER AT,TT 
1)1 
. 
L116) 
.... .. .-. . ... .. .. 
ISN 01, I1 1 
....-N --- -... . .......... .... ... . . . ........ . ... . . ... . . . . . . . ' 
151 u00 7 JJJ 
ISN OQuij 
IJ ulO 
-5 
10 
I I- ( 1 . 
K'1 
G . J 1 613- [0 ­70 . . . .... ... . ...-... .. ...-.. ..... .. . . 
- 1.. u Il . . . ... .. IJ . ( -­t-/- .-..-.. . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . .. . .. 
1St
ISi t012,j 3 (ALL MVMRM R(A ,MMNNIf-I A (I ,II) LE . I 1) )GO ,TI,IJ,1)TO 20­
|IN 0 v15 
J.1 Oulu 
CALL 
CALL 
YVt4HIAMaA,M 8,NN,A'h$IIJ) 
MVh frh(T, INNA,#tit e,)- I 
IiIJI1J 1 CALL MvMAIM A ,MNNT, 1IJ,) 
IS N .(18 .-- ­ 20 - ..L.,-----.... ... . . 
ISN 'UUli
I ',!I lI ........ 
IFIA(J,1J.GE.T(II|GO( TO 40 
,ALL V A , A H t / A tI J I | 
15N 0022 
IiN uo2 3 - .... -. 
CALL 
CALL 
MVMIZR(T 
$fll4HkiA 
,l IJ(JA,MHlJ) 
hh,WN,T.1,l J,1) ....... . .. . ..... 
(tI ou.t, II A I I, LI.LC.T()140 Td 4U "" 
I SH 
I i I 
Ii1 
q0--------- CALL M VMkIR(A l. iotL~gA,1MM,IIA 
,27 CArL 14M RlMR T,LI N ,A ,M.,I I I 
ut-Zd------------(ALL HVMhkH(AhMNtJT ,LIJ,I 
- . -
..... . 
- --
-)- -. -
-- - -. - - - - - - - -
IlS1. 1.071 GOl TO 4u 
Ha b .0) Lti.L MV1~tm 1kA.Hh1N~M AN. JAlHMKL - -- .A . ..... ..... 
I Slt uJ I CALL HIVXk R(TT,,14NAHM.,IK) 
- j u3?--40--
ISI 0(03 
I.N u-5 ----... 
I 
IIALII,I6.T(1)1Jd T0 40 
.CA LL , ribik A ,t lM1 TT , L,I L I 
. 
... 
.. 
- . . . . .. 
.­ . -
"_---
1,4I 00 16 50 K X'l 
15N 0037 .. .... . I A 1(,j. T. I 1I (,O-TO-50 
I j fj4I IFI -m.L J.L -U 1G 30 6 
1!,N 
I Sri 
(u43
" 
.. . .. . . 
[LI 
ILI[ttU H 
)=I 
) IL-. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I'fJ 0u47 GiO TO 80 
1S.tL O Urfl.....60 ....IL (M4) K- ..- . . . . . .. . . . ....... . . ... ... .. . . . ... .. ....-. .. . . ... -:. . ." .­
1St, Od'tji 1U14 1J 
Isli JA5---------L --- ----------- ---- --- - - - - - - -- - - -- ­-  -
I';* i0051, 6uIi+ 
I. 0( u Li 70 M=H- I 
I~ D t . . . . . I.( L0 .DIRPE TUR.N.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .I 

I ;Iq "tUL;j I IL hIM I 
•I StjU Ou7---------.. J- IU(M ) -...- - -- -----------. 
1$1 Uo "1 60 If (J-[IGE.II6O'. TO 1015 1)o t b O .. .. . .. .IF ( I.E o. .- I I )(.a - 13- 5 . . . . . . . . . .-'... . . . . .. . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . 
sIS t'U,- I- I- I 
n1-T1-
1SW t) f. . IP I cQ0.1J6) T 10 
154N it, 3------ IFI0--..1-G 7---- -­
..... |-ISN'-OUbb-6 ---- C-ALL--V4MR IA.tHH eN N T-uiI+-k-d --------- _.... -*___ -____ 
ISN Ouo7 If(A(!1,).LE.T(1))GOl TO 90
 
...----- ---I SN 0069 K I . 
15N U07U 1O CALL VMRHR(A.MHHNNA.HHK.IK)
 
ISN U071 . . .. . K=K-. - - - -. . . . . . ....
 
[SN 0072 IF(T(1).LT.A(K,1))GO TO 100
I-1 [. OU74 - - -CALL ttVMI MR( T' ' NN A MM , I K+I|. .. - - - , ­
iSN U0 £G0 TO 90
 
1 5 t) OU 70 Hi) . ........ ... .. . ..... ....
 
tol 
.R_______ O' 'FRRRRDUCIBILITY TfiORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
-----... . ­. .. 

EL 21 .7-4 -JAU 73 J ..... .. ... US/.. G 0ATE--74.2.94/14.46.3o ....L!$/ O--fORTRAN-
SOURCE .BCD NfOLISTdvUD eLKLLADMAPtNOEDIT,0DtNXREF 
5N U 0 2-- -....--. SUas [UUIINL5VSCI(IXtNtIS) -.. ......... .... 
SN OJO 3 
N 06U4 -
DIMtNSI10tI IXIN) 
0...1UU I ,N .. ...... 
, 
. . 
SN ouo5 10 IX(IS 15 
Sli Ouul END - .- -­
- I 
..- .... '. . .. . ...-.- -. .. . , .......... ... .. . ... .. .... ....... . . . . .: . . . . ... ' .......... ... . .- I. . . ... . . ..
 
CD 
.... ...  ... ..... ... ..-- ... .
. ..... . ..... .... .• . . "
 
. . .. ... . - . . --- -.-. . .. . ... . . . . . . '-- . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . -.- ..-. . . . ..-  .. 

. .

. . 
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7. 	 DELETION OF BOUNDARY POINTS 
7.1 	 NAME 
DBOUND
 
7.2 	 PURPOSE
 
To modify each of the "0"pixels in an image to the most frequently occurring 
number in its 3 by 3 neighborhood. (This is useful, for example, in generating a 
level I GTM from a level II map and/or suppressing all the boundary points in a 
GTM and replacing them with reasonable class labels). 
7.3 	 CALLING SEQUENCE 
CALL 	DBOUN) (NREC, NEL, NEL2, NTAPI, NTAPO, IX, IY) 
where 
NREC = Number of records in the input image; 
NEL = Number of pixels per record; 
NEL2 = NEL+2; 
NTAPI, NTAPO are the logical unit numbers of input and output sequential 
data sets; 
IX, IY are work arrays to be dimensioned as indicated in the listings. 
All the calling arguments except IX and IY are inputs. 
7.4 	 INPUT-OUTPUT 
Both the input and output sequential data sets have the same format. The 
number of records is NREC. The number of pixels per record is NEL and the 
number of bytes per pixel is 4. The records are in unformatted FORTRAN. 
7.5 	 EXITS 
No nonstandard exits 
7.6 	 USAGE 
The program is in FORTRAN IV and implemented on the IBM 360 using the 
H compiler. The program is in the users' library as a load module. 
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7.7 EXTERNAL INTERFACES
 
The subprograms required by this routine are: 
SARN, a sequential access array read routine;
 
VMOV, a routine to move a vector in core;
 
MAJOR, a function giving the most frequently occuring number in a 3 by 3
 
neighborhood.
 
7.8 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
7.8.1 Storage 
This subroutine is 1036 bytes long. With the main program needed to 
call it for an image with NEL = 866, the external references and buffers, the 
storage required is 40K bytes. 
7.8.2 Execution Time 
Depends on image size. For a test case of 1624 by 866 pixels it took 
approximately 100 seconds. 
7.8.3 I/O Load
 
None
 
7.-8.4 Restrictions
 
None
 
7.9 METHOD 
This program uses a circular buffer IX with pointers I1,12, I3indicating 
the previous, present and next records under consideration. Initially, II, 12, I3 
are set at 1, 2 and 3 respectively. After each record is processed, the pointers 
I1,12, 13 are "rolled" upward. The processing of each record consists of checking 
the eight neighbors of each pixel whose value is zero. The function subprogram 
MAJOR is employed to determine the most frequent number occuring in the set 
of eight (If such a number is not unique, the first encountered number is taken). 
Records .0and NREC+1 are defined to be identical to records 1 and NREC 
respectively. Also, pixels 0 and NEL+1 in any record are defined to be the same 
as pixels 1 and NEL in the same record. 
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7. 10 	 COMMENTS 
None 
7.11 	 LISTINGS 
The listings of DBOUND and MAJOR are attached at the end of this section. 
7.12 	 TESTS 
This program was used in removing the extraneous boundary points after 
conversion of the level 11 GTM of the Mobile Bay region to a level I map. 
Line-printer plots of the maps before and after the application of DBOUND in­
dicate 	satisfactory operation of this program. 
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I LVI. At.8 I JON 74 I 15/16f) P"kTR H ATIF.,76.243/09.25.32 . 
(IIMPILFl nPTIOjNS- NA4Fr 
5..tIhQC MAINfPTA2?, INc(MCHT:1%,IF: 
0S nI 
,FIICPI'C ,t!UJL I ST ,NO DFCK ,L-I9' , AIANO 
(Fx 
IT, I 140'0 F F 
.-
ISN" 001110? 
ISN (0,03 
IS N0004 
SUBIJrlfUrI1F f uI)I'I hId? C ,'%EL,'IFLtNTA) 1,'ITAI' , 
DIMENSICN IX(NrL2,3),IY(NFL) 
NFL =NEL 4 ......... 
IX, I .. __... . 
ISN oonf 
C 
C 
C 
c 
INITIALIZE ARRAY IX. 
THF PURPI3S' OF THIS pqrGqAM 
WITH UIIER 0 TO THl MUM IFR 
NFlGHBOiRH0O. 
I[I= 
IS Tn rnrDI -V POINTS IN THF IMGF OIN'NTAPI 
OCCURING 14ISr FREQUENTLY IN A 3 BY 3 
ISN 0007 
I_SN 1008 
isN on09 
ISN 0010 
ISN O II 
ISN n0012 
13=3 
CALL SAN(NTAPI.I_2,1),N4L_4) 
IX(l,IlIX2,1) 
IX(NEL2., 1 1zIX(NF L+III)I 
CALL VMCV(I XI,1. ,'FU2,lX(2,12I) 
00 10I INREC .......... 
?SN 0013 
I SN 0(15 
ISN onl 
15N 0018 
C 
• C 
IF(I.LT.NREC) RgAn (1+111'ST RcPO INT n IY(a,131. 
IF(I.LTJNREC)CALL SAQN( NT4PtIX1,2#1" NFL4) 
IF( 1.EQ NREC )CALLVMOV( X2., I--2NFL ,I( 2,T3) ) 
IX(1.131=iXi2,13) 
IX(NEL2,13)=IX(NEL+I, 13) 
ISN Po019 
ISN r102r 
C 
C 
C 
NOW. THE P&EVIOIIS, (URGENT 
AiD IX(* ,I3) ,SPI-CTIVELY. 
RITY CLASS NUkIFR IN THF I 
DO 20 J=I, NFL 
IY(JA =IX(J 1,12) 
Afn ftFXT PUNS R[-
MODIFY EACH 0 14 
By 3 NF!GHPqHPn 
IN IX(',11) ,I((*,I2) 
ICX(*I2I TO THE MAJO­
nF IT. 
ISN 0(121 
IN 0023 
20 
C 
IF(IYIJI.E1.0)IY(Ji=h4AJnRIIX,NEL?,II,1?,"3,J1+II 
WRIT6(NTAPEIIIY 
C MODIFY 11,12,11 IN PREPARATION FOR THP kWFXT RECORD. 
ISN OUR IlI12 
ISN 0026 
IS 0027 
12= 13 
13= IW 
ISN "&Y2 
ISN 0 2?9 
10 CnNTINUE 
RET URJ 
ISN 0030 END 
IIVFL 21.8 I JUN 74 ) "Sil 4) FO RTRAN H ,_ATIF ?t3 2. 
lsil 
(OMIPIt.FR 
0002 
OIPTIONS - JAlAF: MAP4,OPT=02.LIWE(NT=6,AI7_FV OOK, 
SI1UR{(, PFI cl I( ,NPL S T, )F 'K *L' I", VAp , NO '0 IT, 
FUNJCTIIlW 1AJOI.1( IY,1FL I JI, 12 .. I _,J) 
ID, :IXRRF 
IsN 00fl DIM$ENSION IX(NFL.,3),LA8FLI9jq ,NIIMRER(8) 
C FIND THE 1OST FREQUENTLY OCCURING NlJN.R AMONWGTHE EIGHT NEIGHBORS 
C OF IX(J.|?). NOTF THAT I.LT.J. LT.NFL. 
ISM 0004 LAIIEL()=IX(J-1,11) 
15N 0o.05 NUMBER()I)= 
ISN 0006 Nul 
'15N 0007 J2'J-2 
...N 0oo1 00 30 1=,3 
I7N 0009 IF(I.EO.I)I=11 
ISN Doll IF(I.EC.2)11=12 
I.N 0013 IF( I.EQ.3 .11=13 
ISM O016 IF(I.EQ.I)KM=2 
IN 018 INC=I 
1SN 0019 IF(I.E.3.2)INC=2 
... I 21 D 10 K=KM.3,INC 
15N 0022 DO 20 L= 1,N 
.SN1400?'" 20 IF1IX(J2K,II).O.LABFLIL))GO TO 40 
tSN 0025 N=N+1 
--
IS 0026 
15 N On?7 
LAEL(N)=IX(J2+XII) 
NUGBER (NI4=1-... 
15W 0028 GO TO 16 
F"I 14W0020 
- I 0030 
40 
10 
NUMERLI =NUMBER( L1+1 
NTINUE.................. 
-
.N5 0031 30 CONTIINUE 
ISN 003 MAX=O 
ISN 0033 00 50 1=11 
S N 0034- It WUMBFR(I).LE.HAXIGO TO 50 
.. .ISM P036 MAJOR=LABELI) 
I sNM0017 M4n - MJUNLER( I-------I___- - -­ __ 
I.S 0038 50 CONTINUE 
S 0039 RETURN 
ISN 0040 END 
8. COMPUTATION OF CONTINGENCY MATRICES 
8.1 NAME 
CONTMATS
 
8.2 PURPOSE 
To obtain and print "contingency matrices'(6] , showing, for all pairs of 
classes in two classification maps, the numbers of simultaneous occurences of 
various types of transitions (no bohndary, horizontal boundary, vertical boun­
dary and boundaries in both directions). 
8.3 CALLING SEQUENCE 
This is a main program which takes card inputs as indicated below: 
READ 100, TITLE 
READ 200, NREC, NEL, M, N
 
100 FORMAT (80A1)
 
200 FORMAT (416)
 
where 
TITLE is a title of up to 80 characters to be printed on the top of 
each page of output. 
NREC, NEL are number of records and number of pixels per record, 
respectively. 
M, N are the numbers of classes in the two maps. 
8.4 INPUT-OUTPUT 
8.4.1 Input 
The input maps should be sequential data sets on units 8 and 9 with NREC 
records and NEL pixels per record on each of them. The number of bytes per 
pixel should be 4 and the records should be unformatted and FORTRAN readable. 
8.4.3 File Storage 
None
 
ggEpRODoUCTBL1TY OF THE 
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8.5 EXITS 
Not Applicable 
8.6 USAGE 
The program is in FORTRAN IV and implementedon the IBM 360 using the 
H compiler. The program and the external references needed are in the usersr, 
library as load modules. 
8.7 EXTERNAL INTERFACES
 
The subroutine linkage is indicated in the following table: 
Calling Program Programs Called 
CONTMATS 	 CONMAT
 
CONMXP 
CONMAT 	 SARN
 
VMOV
 
SVSCI
 
INTLOG
 
CONMXP 	 SVSCI 
8.8 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
8.8.1 Storage 
The present version of the program is designed for NEL < 2000, M 15, 
N 15. The main program size is 62340 bytes. Including the buffers and the ex­
ternal references, the program requires 110K bytes. 
8.8.2 Execution Time 
Depends largely on image size and number of classes. For the case 
NREC = 1624, NEL = 866, M =N = 6, ittook approximately 10 minutes. 
8.8.3 1/O Load
 
None
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8.8.4 	 Restrictions 
None 
8.9' 	 METHOD 
The definitions of contingency matrices used here have been discussed in 
detail in [6] and will not be covered here. The subroutine CONMAT is used to 
find a four dimensional array II [dimensioned_(4, 8, M, N)] and the routine 
CONMXP is used to print 
(i) 	 M*N matrices (size 4 by 8) showing counts of agreements and 
disagreements for each type of transition for each pair of classes; 
(ii) 	 M*N matrices (size 4 by4) showing counts of each type of 
transition for each pair of classes obtained by adding the 
right and left halves of the corresponding matrices from 
(i) and 	dividing by 3; 
(iii) 	 A 4 by 4 matrix showing totals of each type of transition 
obtained by adding all the matrices in (ii); 
(iv) 	 An M by N matrix which is the joint histogram (contingency 
table) of the two input maps, whose (I, J)th element is obtained 
by adding all the 16 elements in the 4x4 matrix corresponding 
to classes (I, J) defined in (ii); 
(v) 	 The individual histograms (inventories) of the two maps ob­
tained by adding the columns (for map 1) and rows (for map 2). 
Also, the transition and point by point similarity counts (traces of the 4 by 
4 and M by N matrices, respectively) and percentage similarity measures are 
printed. 
8.10 	 COMMENTS 
None 
8. 11 	 LISTINGS 
The listings of CONTMATS, CONMAT, CONvDXP and INTLOG are attached 
at the end of this section. 
8.12 	 TESTS 
Portions of the printout from a test run on the Mobile Bay GTM v/s LCM 
(December 5, 1973) are shown at -the end of this section. 
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LFVCL 21.8 ( JUN 74 I _. LS/36C - CHRIAN H.. DATE 76.259L.45.42
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME# MA'INI1PT=(2LINECNTh56,SIZF:OOVK, 
C IXENEL CN",EIY(NEC2UIHA,eCKLOADMAPE1[IDN R -
C DIMENSION INVI(IM ,INV2(N) . .. . . . . . . . . 
ISN 0132 DIMENSION1 x-.C,IYtArrC RIH(32,225 ,IH21225 pINVI(ISTpINV2ISI 
IN 0003 LOGICAL01 TITLECIC) 
C 
C MAIN PROGRAM TO FIND AND PRINT CON7IGENCY MATRICES AND RELATED 
C RESULTS. 
C 
C INPUTS: TITLE IS AN 8C CHARACTERIMAX) TITLE TO BE PRINTED ON TOP 
C OF EACI PAGE OF OUTPUT. NREC, NEL, M, N ARE THE NUMBER OF 
C RECORDS, NUMBER OF PIXELS PER RECORD, NUM43ER OF CLASSES IN 
C MAP 1 AND NUMBER OF CLASSES IN MAP 2__RESPECTIVELY. 
C THE INPUT MAPS SICULD BE IN UNFCRMATTED FORTRAN READABLE RECORDS 
C ON UNITS 8 AND ,C.NE.P1XFL/WORD. 
15h u)JA READ( 51CCITITLE 
ISN 0)15 
C 
REAC(5,2Or)NRECNELfMN, 
C FIND AND PRINT MATRICES SHOkING NbtVBFRS OF AGREEMNETS AND DIS-
C AGREEMENTS CF TNIANSITIONS -F-EACH PAIR o CASSES. 
ISN C )06 CALL CIMT89~l~N~~k~t~K _______ __________ ___ _________________ 
ISN 0)07 CALL CONMXP(TITLEIHIH2,INVI,IIV2.RECNELM'NI 
I[s 03)5 STOP 
ISN 03J9 100 FRMAT(BtA1) 
1SN u3IJ 200 FORMAT(I4I6 I 
ISN 031 END 
. ­
____ ___I ____ ____ 
LEVb. 21.3 1 JUN 74 C5/3C FOR.TpAN H DATE 76..259/,11.,45. 51 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME 1 A,4,0,PT:=2,LNECNT:56,SIZE=Cf'G K, 
SrjURCEtFOC0I CtNUNLISINOV[ CKLCAI),1MAPNOEDITIr.UNOXk EF 
ISN 0.12 SUBROUTINE CCtiAT(TITAP 2,kECPNLM,Ntix.lytIH .. 
.. 3N 
CC 
DIMENSION IX L,2) , IY(NEL I, IFt4,S,I) 
1T415 PROCPRAM FINDSCrNTINGENCV VAIRICFS INDICATING AGREEMENTS-
C BETWEFII TWU MAPS IN TERMS CF CLASS LAdC{fl AND THE BOUNDARY TYPES. 
C IH(OOI,J) REFERS TU LOCAIIONS WITH CLASS I IN MAP I AND CLASS J 
C IN MAP Z. LEFT IALF OF IH-GIVES A CUUNT [IF AG.REEMENTS AND THE....- ...- - -
C RICHT HALF, DISAGREEMENTS. 
C 
C 
ROWS OF IH 
w.CWNUMBERS 
tdsJ).__C ESPONBw .lA&1_I ATN CMAUMPS T. fAPZ. 
1, 2, 3, 4 INDICATE NO BOUNDARY, CHANGE IN VERTICAL 
C DIRECTION, CHAIGE IN HORIZCNTAL DIRECTIdN, CHANGE IN BOTH DIREC-
C TIONS, RESPECTIVELY, IN MAP 1. SIMILARLY COLUMN NUMBERS INDICATE 
C TYPES OF TRANSIT JENS _IN_.MAP_2 ....__ 
C 
ISh 03 04 11=1 |SN 0305 12=2 
ISN r 00 o C 
N!L4=NELs4 
C THE PROGRAM HANCLESTFE .PKESEN' RLW OF THE MAP I 1N QX(±,12. 
C AND THE IMMEDIATELY PRFVIOLS ROi IN IXtIlI. THE ROHS OF MAP 2 
C ARE HANDLEDS.QIMIL.AkLY IN I.. ............ 
C 
C INITIALIZE THE ARRAYS IX AND IY. THE -'PREVIOUS- ROW TO ROW I IS 
C CONSIDERED IDENTICAL TO ROW 1. 
ISN 00 7 CALL SAR (NITAPIIXNFL41 
IT. ISN 0K31) CALLVSARN(NTAP2,IYNEL4) ,, 
. ... .. 3. A.L.VMV t2--.... .IXNELX 
ISNh$I13 CALL VMVIIYNELIYt1,2II 
' ISN )lu CALL SVSCI(I-Lj2t_3MNJL0! 
C 
C. OOP ON RECORS.­
-ISN 0]1 DC 10 I=I,NREC 
ISN D113 
IS[,0)14 
C 
C LOUPON PIXELS. 
DC 20 J~L JNEL 
JP=MAXI,J-1) 
.... EPRODTIB0IyFT 
TflTT D: POO, 
C NONPOSITIVE VALUES OF MAP LABELS ARE NUT OF INTEREST. 
----- IFILAJJ2J,-E O,{ORIY(JI2,LE.C)GQ. TO ac .. .------- ...... .... 
C 
C FIN ROW AND CULUVN NUMBERS IN IH TC BE INCREMENTED. 
"LS E . C IEW4EA.TIE AU LF TFE BC]LNDARIES IN~ BI1,H TWE MAPS. ..... ... .. 
IS J)17 r K=IXIJ,!2) 
ISN 0)19 
L1____AktU,2)_-------
II :INTLOGIxIJ,12),NEIx(JlIII) 2'INTLOGIIX(J,121.NE.IX(JPI2 
15h 0)2) JJ=IINTLOGIIYIJI2INE. IYti, I1I)+2INTLLIGIIJI2I.NE.Y..JP t.l. 
C 
C IFINDTHE INCREMEKIS. 
C 0 INC = NUMBER OF AGREEMENTS; iwci & BE6F-DISAGREEMENTS.-
-. . . ... .... 
15hJ INCINTLfG(IXJ iEQ.IYIJI H 
5+ INTLOG(IX(J,Ii).EQ.IY(J,IlI 
T-P E-
INTLOG(iX(JP,12I.EC.IY(JP,1211 
-.-
PAGE OV2 
ISN 022 INC3=3-INC 
15h I§)23 IHIIIJJK,LlfIh(IIJJK,LI + INC 
151% 3124 H__I_I, JJ+4, K ,LI. HI 1(.iJj+ 4 ,K, INc2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ISN 0J25 20 CONTINUE 
C 
C EXCHANGE H1 AND 12 
ISN &326 Iw= II 
15h v 27 11- 12 
ISN 0328 12-IW 
C 
C REAC NEXT RECORDS INTO IX(*,I2),IY( I21 
ISN J129 
15N u31 
IF(I.EQ.NREC)GU TO It 
CALL SARN(NTAP1,I(I,I2INEL4I 
ISK 3332 CALL SARN(NTAPZIY(l,12Y,NEL4) 
I.5 033 10 CCNTINUE 
ISN O0j34 
0SN035 RETURN END 
Ho
 
-LQ*VLL 21.d!JUN 74 1 CS5/36f FCI TitPU H -DATE 76.259/11.46.00 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= NAINOPT=02,LINECNT=56,SIZ=.OOOK, 
SOURCF,!ECOICNCLI'ST,NLDECKLOADAPNGEOIT,1ONXREF 
ISN f2 SUBROUTINE Ck'4XP(TITLE,IHIH2INVIINV2,I.kHCNELMNI 
ISN 0)34 LOGICALOI TITLEIc) -
C 
C PRINT MATRICES SPEWING NUPBER5 OF AGREEMENTS AND DISAGREEPENTS 
C OF TRANSITIONS FeR EACH PAIR OF CLASSES. 
C INPUTS: TITLE IS AN 8n CHARACTER(HAXI .TITLE TO BE PRINTED ON T0P..... 
C OF EACH PAGE-'F'OUTPUT'NHEC, NEL, -, N ARE-THE NUMBER OF 
C RECORDS, NUMBER UP PIXELS PER RECCR NUMDER CF.CLASSES IN 
C MAP I ANt NUMBER OF CLASSES IN MAP 2, RESPECTIVELY. 
ISh C305 L= 
ISN 01,6 00 10 I=I,M 
ISh 0))7 
ISKJin 
DO 10 J=IN 
IF(MODIL,4)NE.C)-O1 15 
IS% Ci1)
ISN 0)11 WRITE(6L110)TITLEWRITE(6,4rOINRECNEL 
__ 
ISN I012 15 CONTINUE 
IjN 3313 L=L+I 
.SN 0114 WRITE(6,50)IJ 
- SN 015 
. SNO_ 20 
00 2C K=1,4 
WRITEI6,3ml.IH(K,K.,I.JRK=lI I 
____ 
[SN ul To CONTINUE 
C 
C FIND AND PRINT MATRICES SHwGING CCLNTS UF EACH TYPE OF TRANSITION 
C FOR EACH PAIR OF CLASSES. THESE SHOW, FOR ALL JOINT CCCURENCES 
C OF CLASSES (IJ) IN MAPS 1,2, THE NUMBERS Of JOINT OCCURENCES 
.. ...... OF EACH TYPE OF TRANSITION [N THE [ihG MAPS. 
ISK 0013 DO 30 I=1,M 
1SK C319 DO 30 J=IN 
ISN 9123 DO 31 KI,4 
.. . ...ISN )121 
ISN 232 
Is. 2123 
. 
30 
DO3 .L=i,4 
IIK(LI,J)I(IHIKL,IJ)+ IIIKL+4,I,J)I/3 
L=9 
. . . . . . .. . ... 
ISK $124 DO '' I=1,M 
ISN C25 DO 4C J=IN 
[SN 0)26 IF(MOD(L,4I.NE.CIGO TO 45 
Is N 31.)28 - WRITE (6,.1 ECITLE 
.. ..[SN ,)30 45 CONT INUE ... ...... . . .. .......-- - -- - - -- - -- - . -- - .- - . 
151 Odli L=L*1 
ISN 32 WRITE(6,SCr,)IJ 
1S J)33 
SN3)34 50 
00 5C K=1,4 
WRT(31fljX JtaL -- ~ - -----.- --- -
ISN 3j35 40 
C 
CONTINUE 
.* --
C FIND IHI, THE MATRIX OF COLNTS CF TRANSITION TYPES(WITHOUT REGAR 
C TO CLASS LABELS ) AND IH2, IHE MATRIX OF JUINT OCCURENCES OF CLASS 
C LABELSCWITH NO REGARD TO TRANSITION TYPES). 
IS On 7. CALL SVSCI( IHI2,Mh,) 
..S. 'N )2J3 00 60 1iM .. 
IS1 u039 00 60 J=1N 
.P.AGE0f2
 
Im Q)41 00 60 K=1,4 
FSN-)41 DO 6n L=1,4 
._5k . *)'142 IHI(K,L)=IHI(K,L .IH(K,L,.IJ)-------..........-............... . 
IS 0)43 e60 [12(IJ)=IH2 IJ)lH(KLtIJ) 
C PRINT HI AD TFE CORRESPONCI-N SIILARITY MEASURE. 
IS%K)44 WRITE(o,LIC)TITLE 
15 .)45 WRITE(6,42C) NRECNEL 
- - SL_ 3)46 00 70 K=1,4. 
[SN 0)47 
ISN 046 
70 WRITE(6,316)IHIIKLbL1,4I 
ITR=F. 
5k 4ZJA 
ISh 0)51
ISK GjSl 
(SUM=O 
DO 9n [=1,4
ITR=ITR+IHI(Itl) 
ISN 053 90 ISUM=I5UM+IHI(I,J3 
ISN 0)54I5k 035 PCT=ITROIn./ISLMWRITE(6,6nOIITR,ISUMPCT 
ISk 0)56 WRITE(6,43C) 
C PRINT IH2 AND TI-F CCRRESPONDING SIVILAkITY MEASURE. 
[St. 2257 DO B0 I=IM 
[SN 0)59 80 WRLTEI6,3Ih2I,J),J1I,k) 
15k OOb) ITR=0 
1Sh36) ISUM=) 
1St 0161 Do 95 I=I,M 
Is . 0)62 IF(I.LE.N)ITR=ITR*IH2( Iy.I. 
H IS? 
.j IS. )64 )2o5 95 DO 95 J=I,N ISUM=IHI2( 1,JI+ISU 
lSN 0)66 
ISh 1)67 
C 
PCT=ITRIC ./ISUP 
WRITE(6.,CQIXTR ISUMPCT 
IS? 0)8 CALL SVSCI(INVIPV,C) 
ISh 1)56 CALL SVSCIIlNV2, r,C) 
IS u )3 DO 85 (=I,.. 
(S- uJ7 1 DO 85 .WIN 
IS. 1)72 [NV1(I)=INVI(I +IF2(I,JI 
IS U-173 
I5k 0374 
85 1NV2(J)=INV2(J)+IH2(IJ)
WR ITE(61 t IV 1iIiM. ______. .-.-­ ~------.-. 
ISK Q)75 WRITE(6,8If)( IhV2IJ ,J=I,N 
IS[SN )76C,)77 jIG RETURN ...FORHAT('1,20X80AI1.... . ... .. ....... 
ISk 0378 300 FORAT(ln418O' I 141E) 
ISN 0179 310 FORMAT("'15IB) 
ISK odo 400 FORMAT(/' MATRICES SHOWING COUhTS CF AGREEMENTS AND DISAGREEMENTS . 
.FOR EACH TYPE OP IRANSTTION' PAP SIZE ['I 8Y150.l| . -
15?. ()sl 410 FORMAT(/$
* I 
MATRICES SHOmING COLNTS 
AP SIZEI5;BY iY'S,*, l 
EF EACH TYPE CF TRANSITION'/--..................... 
- k 0)82 421 FORMAT(/' MATRIX SHOWING TCTALS OF EACH TYPE OF TRANSITION'/ 
MAP SlIZE 15 BY I,'I 
ISN 0133 430 FORMAT(// CONTIGENCY TAOLEI) 
-..----FSC 0184 -5 f----F-RMAT VI'- C LASS" NUMBE" IN PAP lzI12 1-CLASS -N-0-MBER IN MAP 2 1l..) 
IS .)85 600 FORMAT(' TRANSITICN SitILARITIE5S [7,._LTTAL=jIT 
F7.2. 
.j PERCENTAGE.. 
3 
-.. P.AGE 
ISN G)do 701 FORMAT(' NU$.BFR CF POINT BY PCILT SXMtLARITIESm'I7,' TOTALsI17.
 
' PrRCENTAG[t*F7.2) 
IS.. 337 dOn FORMAT(/* IKVN'tCVY U; MAPI:'/(IX15I8)) 
-5- 0066 810 FORMATU/ INVENTCSY OF MAP2:'/(IX15[8I) 
ISh 0)89 ENO 
REPRODTTTRTT,7rI OY 'Fl-i, 
.... pRIMNAL PAGE IS POOR 
LEvrL 2.1l 3.(JUN 74J -. . .. _ CS/Yr, fLkRMA H DATE 76.Z259/ 11.46. 22 -
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME- A1N ,OPTtO2,LINECNT:56,SIZE= COK, 
SflII CEEetLICt LISTtNGDECKLOAOM&PNUEO|TlDN EF 
I_b N fl2 
15 03J0 
ISh C)04 
ISN UO5 
1S kf007 
_____FUCT ION1NTLUCt2------*G.J* .. . . 
LaGICAL 
INTLDG=O 
IF(L2INTLOG=I 
RETURN 
...... 
.. . . .... .. -- .~ 
IS oJid END 
GTM V/S LCMI12QS73 VGBILE BAY DATA)
 
_MATRICES SHOWING COUNTS OF AGREFMENTS AND DISAGREEMENTS FCR EACH TYPE OF TRAhSITION
 
MAP SllZE=o4 BY 866.
 
CLASS NMUER IN MAP [= 1 CLASS NUMBER IN MAP 2 1
 
716f01 12518 13958 4568 I 0 6259 6979 9136
 
792 479 196 Z82 I 396 97 392 3C6
 
798 182 526 267 I 399 '364 164 3C9
 
146 77 92 14C 1 292 ICC 121 103
 
CLASS -NU E Ii MAP t 1 CLAS S NU M E I M P 2 . ...... 
~O f~4 Z~9 h 39858 '12!i5 - f3c2 -' '967--- - --
­
148 96 117 '3-I .... 141 .. 612 . 93 394 
. . . 3 -55.IT435 -161-I- ta8------£6-
._ 
CLASS NUMUER [N MAP 1= I CLASS NUMBEk IN MAP 2r 3---------_ 
____ 
_______________ 
.­
.. 
_ 2159 2327 3147 1 51039 12571 12433 6324 
627 38 275 73 I 1953 598 445 347 
775 316 31 58 2273 53C 692 353 
527 54 55 9 I 502 153 167 156 
CLASS NUrIUER IN MAP 1= I CLASS NUMBER IN MAP 2= 4
 
121 C 54 4 . 2o3 - 2-- .... 78 14 
46 23 01I 113 52 15 26
 
.­
-- GTM =/5 LCMt(2n573 P08 1LE 77V DATA . . ..... . ... 
PATRICES SHOwING COUNTS OF EACH TYPE CF TRANSITION 
-MAP SIZE= 1624 BY 966. -- - - - - - - - - - --..- - - - - - - - .. ~ 
CLASS hUI'uER IN MAP 
23867 6259 
... .-t 
74-182 
1- 1 CLASS NUMBER 
6979 456e 
230 19 
IN MAP 2z 1 
---­ ____-__-_---__'_-___.. 
146 59 71 al 
CLASS NUMdER IN MAP 
13 28C 5322 
521 236 
616 207 
173 65 
1= I CLASS ,UMBER IN MAP 2= 
5682 4462 
17C i83 
304 202 
74 73 
2 
CLASS NUMBER IN MAP I= 1 CLASS NUMBER IN MAP 2= 3 
en 
360 Z12 44u 14t; 
69 14 55 
CLASS KUMBER IN MAP 1= 1 CLASS NUMBEt 
lIBi 245 423 283 
128 7 44 6 
53 25 5 9 
36 1 9 3 
IN MAP 2= 4 
- ---- - --- -
GTM V/S LCM(120573 MEBILE BAV DATA) .. . . . . .. . . . . . 
HATRIX tiCING TJTALS OF EACH TYPE 
tAP SIZE= 1o24 EY 866. 
OF 1RAN 5IT ION 
-­ 1"3Y2 --- 51 1F6 4114 3f l C '......... 
__....... 
1- 4 84d1 6415 3907 
TRAKSITIGN sIHILARITIES= 984662; TOTAL=I3415E8; PERCEfAGE-= 73.40 
CCNTIGENCY TABLE 
z'4 .i ---- r"I- hf33 6 3'-5-6 - I" , 
--­
-"---5-
-....-
-
- -­
z 61245 391853 637 318e 6 
IT33 91/T hb'r2 .... 5 !---- f 
. .- I'd ZZa 2--3 - -F- 1 ----
fl54 24 16 250B5 21 7-C 1215 
NUlrgiE IF PL.NT BY POINT SIMILARITIES= 517339 TOIAL=134158S 
I-J-I VEN I I S-y_,.F MAFI.. 
121035 i8379C 522378 407102 96714 10509 
PECENTAGEz '72.85 
-
--
INVENTCRY 
I 4,,391 OF MAF2Z 23[752 497515 405342 91CL 5511 
9. COMPARISON OF SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION MAPS 
9.1 NAME 
COMPSUMP 
9.2 PURPOSE 
To compare two supervised classification maps (or a Ground Truth Map and 
Supervised Classification Map) and print their joint histogram and the numbers and 
percentages of various types of differences. 
9.3 'CALLING SEQUENCE 
This is 	a main program with card inputs as follows: 
READ 100, TITLE
 
READ 300, NREC, NEL, M, N
 
100 FORMAT (72A1)
 
300 FORMAT (416)
 
where 
TITLE is a title of up to 72 characters (to be printed);
 
NREC = Number of records in the two maps;
 
NEL = Number of pixels per record;
 
M, N are the numbers of classes in maps I and 2.
 
9.4 INPUT-OUTPUT 
9.4.1 	 Input 
The input maps 1 and 2 to this program should be on units 8 and 10 
respectively. They should have NREC records, NEL pixels per record and 4 
bytes per pixel in unformatted FORTRAN readable form. 
9.4.2 	 Output 
Besides the printout, this program writes difference map on unit 12, with 
NREC unformatted FORTRAN records of NEL pixels each having one byte per 
pixel. 
9.4.3 	 File Storage 
None 
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9.5 EXITS 
Not applicable 
9.6 USAGE 
This program is in FORTRAN IV and implemented on the IBM 360 with the 
H compiler. The program and the associated subroutines are available as load 
modules on the users' library. 
9.7 EXTERNAL INTERFACES
 
The subroutine linkage is 	 indicated below: 
Calling Program Programs Called 
COMPSUMP 	 SVSCL1 
DCLARE 
DCLARE 	 CLAM
 
PRTMXP
 
SVSCI
 
SARN
 
VMOV 
CLAM 	 SVSCI 
PRTMXP 	 MXINX 
9.8 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
9.8.1 Storage 
This main program; presently limited to NEL 2000 and M*N< 200, is 
34932 bytes long, and .req-uires-72K bytesof storage with the external references 
and buffers. 
9.8.2 Execution Time 
The execution time is approximately proportional to the number of pixels 
in the input maps. With NREC =NEL =2000 the program will take approximately 
7 minutes of CPU time on IBM 360/65. 
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9. 8.3 Restrictions 
NEL 2000, M*N 200 
9.9 METHOD 
This program first sets an M by N matrix LTABL by 
LTABL(I,J)='H' for I-J
 
LTABL(I, J) = blank for I=J.
 
Then it calls the routine.DCLARE. This subroutine finds (call to CLAM) and prints 
(call to PRTMXP) the joint histogram between the two maps. 
The next part of DCLARE is used to separate the types of differences between 
the two maps and indicate them by different symbols. The EBCDIC characters 
blank, '+,-I, and 'H' are used to indicate no difference between the maps, ex­
terior points, boundary points where the maps are different and interior points 
where the maps are different, respectively. The "exterior points" are defined___ 
as those where the "class labels" in either of the maps are less than or equal to 
zero. The "boundary points" are those whose class lables are different from 
that of at least one of their four nearest neighbors (top, left, bottom and right) 
in map 1. Points which are neither exterior nor boundary points are called 
"interior points". 
These indicators are generated for each of the points in the maps and an 
NREC by NEL pixel sequential data set (unit 12). The numbers and percentages 
of occurences of these indicators in the outputxdata set are counted and printed 
(except for the exterior points). The percentages-of occurrences are evaluated 
based on all but the exterior points. 
9.10 COMMENTS 
The data set on unit 12 can be directly to generate a difference 
map. 
9.11 LISTINGS 
The listings of the program and the important subroutines called by it are
 
attached at the end of this section.
 
9.12 TESTS 
This program has been used in deriving the difference maps and similarity 
measures between several pairs of classification maps and found to work satis­
factorily. 
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LLVFL 21. 1 JUN 74 1 CS/36t FERTRAN H DATE .76.259/16.48.54 
E 
z 56 , 5 1ZCUMPILE._ OPTLONS- NAM'- MAIN,1PT) 2L[NECNT:LI,SIL ,Eo0K
 
SrluRCC, EUCDIC,N[ILIST,NOECK,LuAD,rAP,NDEDIT,[IDNOXREF
 
I fl)] .... IDIMFNSION IXWbfn>),IY(2!'C) . .
 
ISk .Jf,3 LOGICALO1 LY(2WC),LTABL CO)
 
ISN loj4 . LOGICAL"I BLANK/' /ErCH/ila'/.. .. . 
ISk fljf LOGICALOI TITLE(721) 
..ISN 3 ) 1*Q,TITL 9 ........ . ...A DEA ... ...... 

ISN ")7 PRINT 2VTITLE
 
15I L)3 . ____R EA0.3^.tNMREC, NELMN ... .. ..
 
IS % ) PRINT 4CCoNRECNEL,M,N
 
ISN Il) .. CALL SVSCLILTAdLMONETCH) .-... .
 
ISN J1II MN=MINCtM,N)
 
IS% ,51§12 _ .10_ _ r 0_ 1 = ,MN - _ _ _ _ _
 
15N fl13 11) LTABL'(6-f1cM*I)=)BLANK
 
ISN )14 - CALL DCLANE (NREC NELHN,LTABLIX#IYtLY) . ---­....... 
ISN 0)15 STOP 
1SN 0 151~.~ (YEPB RMT172A I I_______ 
IS 'il17 2q00 FORMATI'lt25(/|3X72A1) 
-. 15. C11 ad PCRNAT 4 16 .. . . . .. . _ 
15 )JI9 400 FORMATIASX* IMAGE SIZE=-15,1 BY1I5,0. NUMBERS OF CLASSES IN MAPS I 
-- - - - AN ..... -......- . ...............- --...-- ,..AND_2 A8 Fl13, '13, 1. ... --.. 
IS "J21 END 
.LEVEL 21.3. (.JUN 7L ...... 05/36C FORTRAN H 	 DATE .74,25 4.PI. 
_CjOM .j -jI MAINt0PT=r2,LINECNT 5bSIZE=on ..
NAMS=' 	 ~ 

S(OURCEELiCDIC ,NOLISTNOOLCKLOAD,MAPNOEDITIDNqXREF
 
ISN O)22 .UBROUTINE OCLAREIflRECNEL MN LTABLIX IY LY.
 
C
 
.C.....THE PURPOSE OF TH IS ROUTINE IS TO FIND AND P9INT.THE JOINT HISTOGRAM
 
C DETWEEN TWO MAPS, FACH WITH NREC LINES AND NEL PIXELS PER LINE.
 
--. _____HE FIRST MAP.SHDULO HAVE V CLASSES OR LESS, AND THE SECJND, N OR
 
C LESS. THE ARRAY LTASL IS hSED TO SPECIFY ERRONEOUS COMBINATIONS
 
..... -C .L.CLAS5NUMBERS. LTABL IS AN INPUT ARRAY TREATED AS AN M BY N MATRIX-....
..- .
 
C WITH BLANKS AND HIS. LTAbL(I0 J1 = BLANK INDICATES THAT CLASS
 
.... .......... ____NUMOENI. ANO.J IN HAP I AND 2 CORRESPOND. THE INPUT MAPS 1 AND 2 .
 
C SHOULD BE ON UNITS 8 AND I HAVIG INTEGER04 NUMBERS C THRU H AND
 
........S I . RESPECIVELY (UNFORMATTED FORTRAN)....-.....
C __I]L h 

C THE OUTPUTS OF THIS ROUTINE ARE:
 
__ C 1) PRINT OF THE JOINT HISTUGRAM, THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE '
 
C OF CORRECT eLASSIFICATIONS. ERRERS AT BOUNDARY POINTS AND
 
C..... -. - ERRORS AT INTERIOR POINTS; ... ... ..
 
C 2) DIFFERENCE HAP ON UNIT 12 CONTAINING CODES (BLANK, ., + -

S 	 - AND HktRITTEN AS LUGICALNl RECORDS. C
 
ISN 103 . -DIMENSION IX(NEL,2),IY(NEL),IH(2561 ..... . . . .
 
Ibr 1)24 LOGICALaI LY1NELILTA;L(MN),BDY
 
LSN S)35 - LOGICAL 41 ETCH/$ Il/,PLUS/ 1+/,BLANK/' /,OOt/,/ ......... ..
 
ISK 016 DATA IW/n
 
..51' J307... .__..CLL_CLAM($,1ON8ECNELIHIXIu).,N)............	 _____________________-.-___
 
ISN .J-, REWIND 8
 
ISh 01L9 .REWIND . ... . .. . .....---
10 .. .......
 
ISN. 0) 1: PRINT 502'
 
1HIS 6311 ,.50.--.FORMATI//SXXIJOINT HISTOGRAM$//) ---------......
 
ISk )112 CALL PRTMXP(IHMN)
 
. ISN 0 ) J ... - - SVSCI1 1l,256,t) . ... ... ........-.........
CALL  

IbN )-D14 CALL 5ARN(9,IX,NEL044
 
.....---.. 

ISN Ib DO 10 I=I,NREC
 
13N J3)17 . IIF 8 ,IXII,3)bNEL.4).-....
 
ISN u)15 ------ CALL VMOV(IXNELIX( ,2))- - -. 	 - . .. . . .. .......
 
.. .LT.NRECICALL SARN 

15N 1)9 READI1OIIY
 
D.. 	 20_-J =,I111EL.
12h1J)_0-

15,4 ID21 IF(IX(J2).LE.XOR.IY(J).LE.A)GO TO 30
 
ISN Of23---- ... LYIJI=LTABL(IXIJ,2,IYIJ)) 
 -. 
I5\ C324 IF(LY(JI.EO.LANKIGO TO 35
 
IS.N 2b _ _ YIXJ,2).NE.IXIJ.1I.OR.IXJ,2.NE.IXJ.3 1
 
.OR.J.GT.t.AND.IX(J-I,21.NE.IC(J,2)
 
.	 . .. _
.OR.J.LT.NEL.kND.LX(JAI,21..NE.-IX(J.Z.. 
ISN %27 IF(BDY)LYCJI=PLUS 
. ISN CJ2) .. TO 35 .- - - - - - -. ..-
IS N 3)33 3n LYIJI=OOT 
..IS% LJ31 . 3.5--._ InLY(J) 
ISN 3132 IHIIWI=IH(IWI1 
...... SN-..-3J..... CONlUE.
 
1% '1)34 CALL VMOV(IXI1,21,NELIX(1,1 1
 
..	ISN 0335 CALL. VMOV (IXLt,3),NELIXII,2)L..............
 
ISN '336 10 WRITE(121LY
 
ISN J3 7 .. .....N T T .=D -....
-	  
ISN 0)38 DO 65 1=1,256
 
PAGE 00z
 
lSN 1J39 LYII!= 1 .. ..... ,
 
IsN. >41 I o
(LYI( ) .f fDIJT)GU109 65
 
15k U')42 NTOT=NTOT+IH(fl . .I..... ..... ....
 
ISN 1))43 65 CONTINUE
 
1 N 0344 - - FAC=ICO./NTOT . .................. - ......
 
C
 
... ..... .R R.-It. ISTOGRAM ANI.PeBCENTAGE -CCUPENCIES......
 
C
 
ISN Iq5. _- =.I,2 5...... ...
Do-.1--DI. Q . 
ISN b')46 IF(IH(ILEu.O)GO TO 6C 
, - ISN ))4d PERCNTrIII )4FAC ........- . . 
ISN ')49 LY(I)=I 
____ 1k -1-5 IF(LY(II.EQ.DOT [O TO 60 
ISN ))52 PRINT 1OO,LY(II (I ) PERCNT 
ISN 0)53 69 CONTINUE ..-...... .. ...
 
ISN 0354 103 FORMAT(/4XAI,I)XI8,1'XF7.2)

ISN J)55 . -- PRINT 2 rQ ----------

ISN 01Sv 201 FORMATI//ICX'"."= EXTERIOR, " -T NC ERROR, "" * ERROR AT BOUNOAR
 
.I'Ola.A!1" NO0N 0______ 

ISN 015? RETURN
 
-S.-- ..... .. _ 
............-._______ 1  !ERMOR, AT NaaDA R Y POTI 
______________NT___________
 
..--- ------------- '..... 
'3 
1-i---------------
- - - - - --- ----- ----- _ 
. -R RODUCIBILLTYOFXffE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
LEVEL 21.3 1 JUNJ7-4 .1 C$/36 ;ORTRAN HT . DATE...259/16,59 . Q 
rIUE21RIN1 . 1PTLj~A F ....A% ,PT f L.NECNT56.,51Z Q1Cj 
SOURCCEPCDICNOLIST.NCDCKPLIOAD.HtAPNOEDITIDdJOXREF 
15h 09)2 ... . SUBROUTINE PRTMXPI AMN) ... ....... -----..-.-. .. 
ISk 0023 DIMENSION IAHMN) 
..ISN O 4ISN 0)li ...--..----CALL MXINX(IA,M.N,MI.NJ)DO 50 I=IMI . - . .-.... 
... ISN.DJ 6... _P.S- RINT.332 11 AtI.,.J) JE1,NJ .. . . . . . . . . .. . ....... . .. . . 
S 0307 300 FURMAT(1OX151B) 
0038 .. . ..RETURN ....... .. ... .. ......... __ 
ISN 0)09 END 
... . . . . . . . . . .... .. . . . ... . - t .. .. . . 
I, . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
10, TEMPORAL CHANGE DETECTION AND DISPLAY 
10. 1 NAME 
CHARADE 
10.2 	 PURPOSE 
To provide a difference image coded so as to indicate uniquely the class 
numbers in each of the two input images, and whether each pixel is an interior or 
boundary pixel; and to identify, display, and tabulate particular types of change. 
10.3 	 CALLING SEQUENCE 
Each of the two tasks described is controlled by a main program. 
10.4 	 INPUT-OUTPUT 
The inputs are certain parameters and the two data sets containing the 
classification maps. The parameters read are listed for the two tasks. 
Difference Coding: 
NSL: Number of scan lines in the map,
 
IS: number of samples per line,
 
M, N: maximum numbers on the two input map data sets,
 
ITAB: ':look-up table to reassign the class numbers in one of the maps,
 
IFLG: an integer which was added to the class numbers at all
 
boundary points (see program FLGBDRYS). 
The first two of these parameters are read from cards; the remainder have been 
written on external storage by the program MXSMLRTY. 
Change 	Detection: 
NIREC: number of records in the data,
 
NEL: number of elements per record,
 
M: number of classes in the maps, 
IBUF: 	 an array containing codes specifying the types of changes 
to be detected and displayed. 
The output is the difference coded map, a printer plot and external storage 
file depicting the changes, and an inventory of the changed pixels. 
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10.5 EXITS 
Not Applicable 
10.6 USAGE 
The programs are written in FORTRAN and were compiled using the H 
compiler on the IBM 360. They are on the user library in executable form. 
10.7 	 EXTERNAL INTERFACES 
Certain other subroutines are called for generating the change depiction 
image on the printer, for I/O, and for vector manipulation. These are also 
available on the user library, and are the following subroutines: 
PLTPIX 
SARN 
SAWN 
SVSCI 
VMOV 
10.8 	 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
Storage: 
Difference coding -42K byte (K= 1024) 
Change detection - 56K bytes
 
Execution Time:
 
For map sizes 1624 records by 866 samples (1,406,384 pixels): .....
 
Difference coding - 1 minute 
Change detection - 1 minute 
I/O Load: 
The difference coded image is placed on external storage for passing 
between steps. The change detection image is written on external storage 
for use in plotting on the printer. 
10.9 	 METHOD 
The two classification maps are read, class numbers are reassigned by 
table look-up if desired, and the difference coded map is written on external 
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storage. The user's request array is read to determine the type of change to be 
considered. The difference coded map is read in order to produce an inventory 
of the changes as well as a change depiction image. This output image is written 
on external storage and displayed as a printer plot. 
10.10 COMMENTS 
This section is devoted to a guide in the coding of the user's request 
array. 
The user is expected to input his request of change detection and display 
through a data card (using the format (2613)) which is read into the array IBUF 
by the system. Accordingly, the first entry into the array, IBUF (1), should be 
set to indicate the user's region of interest using the following code. 
IBUF (1) = 1: 	 all regions (pixels) in the scene 
= 2: 	 interior regions (pixels) only 
= 3: 	 boundary pixels only 
The second entryIBUF (2),is set to denote the user's desire as to the type 
or category of change to be depicted using the ensuing code. 
IBUF (2) = 1: 	 each change from each class (in the set to be defined 
for Map 1) to a corresponding individual class (in the 
set to be defined for Map 2). 
= 2: 	 change from each class (in the set to be defined for 
Map 1) to every class (other than itself in the set to 
be defined for Map 2). 
= 3: 	 change from the union of classes (in the set to be de­
fined for Map 1) to the union of classes (in the set to 
be defined for Map 2) excepting of course those pixels 
that remain unchanged. 
= 4: 	 change from the union of classes (in the set to be de­
fined for Map 1) to individual classes (in the set to be 
defined for Map 2) disregarding of course the pixels 
that were originally in the corresponding class. 
= 5: 	 change from individual classes (in the set to be defined 
for Map 1) to union of classes in the set to be defined 
for Map 2) excepting those pixels that remain in the 
same class. 
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NCI =IBUF (3), the third entry defines the number of classes to be con­
sidered in Map Iwith IBUF (4) through IBUF (NC1+3) specifying the actual class 
numbers in the set of classes. However, if IBUF (3) is set to zero, then this 
- denotes-that a sequential set of classes is to be considered and in that case 
IBUF (4) defines the number of classes to be defined internally in sequential order 
for Map 1. Similarly, the next entry NC2 =IBUF (NEXT) (where 
NEXT = 4+NC1, IBUF (3) #0 
=5, =0 
defines the number of classes to be considered in map 2) with IBUF (NEXT+ 1) to 
IBUF (NEXT+NC2) the actual class numbers in the second set. As before, if 
IBUF (NEXT) = 0, then this denotes that a sequential set of classes is to be con­
sidered in Map 2 and in that case IBUF (NEXT -- ) defines the number of classes 
to be defined internally in sequential order for Map 2. 
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Typical Examples to illustrate the Code for input of User's request: 
1. 	 User's request: Depiction of the Union of Changes occurring in the 
entire scene from all 9 classes in Map I to all 9 classes in Map 2. 
The code will be 
denote a set of sequentially 
numbered classes in Map 1 and 2 
1I 3 . 0 . . 9, . 0 .419 
denfotes total denotes changes number of
 
changes from union-of classes of
 
Map I and 2
(interior and classes specified 

boundary) for Map 1 to union
 
of classes specified
 
for Map 2
 
2. 	 User's request: Depiction of changes in the interior of Class 1 (Map 1) 
to Class 2 and 3 (Map 2) separately. 
The code is 
number of classes set of classes 
of map-i -	 - for map 1 
2 . '. 	 2 2 
denotes changes 	 number of set ofdenotes 
changes from each of classes of classes 
in the classes specified Map 2 for Map 
2interior for Map 1 to every 

regions class specified for
 
only 	 Map 2 
RuiPRODCIBILITY OF THM 
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3. 	 User's request: Depiction of changes in the boundaries from Class 1 to 
Class 2 and Class 2 to Class 1 separately. 
The code for this case is: 
number of classes set of classes 
of Map 1 for Map 1 
31.. 1 2 Y~. 2 2 
denotes denotes changes number set of classes 
changes in from a class of. - for Map 2 
botnda±ies specificied for classes 
only Map I to a oftMap, 
corresponding :2 
class specified 
for Map 2 
4. 	 User's request: Depiction of changes occuring in the interior of classes 
I through 5 taken together into classes 3 and 6 individually. 
The code for this case is: 
denotes a sequential set of classes 
set of classes for Map 1 for Map 2 
2 4 0 5 2 3 
denotes, - denotes changes uiumb mber of 
changes in from union of of classes - -­
interior classes specified classes in- of Map 2 
regions for Map 1 to this 
only individually specified sequential 
classes of Map 2 set 
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6 
5. 	 User's request: Depiction of total changes from Class 1 and 3 individually 
to Classes 3, 4, and 5 taken together. 
The code for this case is: 
number of set of classes 
classes for for Map 1 
map 1 
/.­
denotes denotes changes nuber set of classes for 
total from individually of Map 2 
changes specified classes classes 
of Map 1 to union of Map 
of classes specified 2 
for Map 2 
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10.11 LISTING
 
OTMENSTON.I{Y(lfOf.TY{lIOO)tITAB(20) 
DATA IN,JN,KN/8,9,10/ 
RFAD(5-.lf-) NSL ITS 
12 FORMAT(2I6) 
READ(1) M,N. (ITAB(T) *I=!N) TIFLG 
M = M - IFLG 
WRITE(KN) M 
CALL OVRMSK(INJN,KN,IX, IYITAB,NSLISM) 
100 FORMAT(IOX,'DIFFERENCE MAP CODING HAS BEEN COMPLETED WITH M =',13) 
WRITE(6,1(") M 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE .OVRMSKf N,JN,KN,IX,IY, ITAENSL,IS,M)
 
D IMENSION, IX( 15), IY( 151, ITAB(1)
 
C TO GENERATE A MASK WHICH INDICATES WHETHER A GIVEN PIXEL IS INTERIOR
 
C (OR BOUNDARY) AND THE CLASSES TO WHICH IT IS ASSIGNED IN THE TWO MAPS
 
C ON UNITS TN,JN. THE OUTPUT APPEARS ON KN. ITAB 15 A TABLE INDICATING 
C THE ASSIGNMENT OF CLASSES IN MAP 2 TO MAP I.IFLG CONSTANT ADDED TO 
C CLASS NUMBERS IN MAP 1 TO INDICATE THAT A GIVEN PIXEL IS ON THE 
C BOUNDARY. 
DO 11 	I = 1,NSL 
PEAD(IN) IX
 
READ{JN) FY
 
DO 12 J = 1,IS
 
IF(IX(J).EO.O) GO TO 12
 
IF(IY(J).LE.O) GO TO 13
 
C 	 !X(J).EQ.0 INDICATES THE POINT IS OUTSIDE THE REGION O INTEREST
 
IX(J) = (IX(J)-I)*M + ITABIIY(J))
 
GO TO 12
 
13 IX4J) = ^ 
12 CONTINUE 
--- WRITE(KN) IX 
RETURN 
END 
OF THEREPRODUCIBILITY 
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DIMENSIOiN lI 100).IH(256),ISET(IO).JSET{ ic),.KSET(I"t .IBUF(2k6)
 
INTEGER T ABLEI 2S5,C)
 
LflGICAI *1 LXi 11llOO
 
CALL CHANGE(IX,LX,ISETtJSET,KSET,IHIBUFTABLE)
 
sTnp 
END 
SUBRRCITINP VNATS( -T.N) 
DIMENSIDN IX(N)
 
fOn I 1 = I N
 
10 IX(I) = I 
RFETIIPN 
END
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900 

800 

10 

T2 

4r 
-in 

40 

50 

60 

15 

16 

C NfW, 
85 

80 

70 
1 

SUBROUTINE CHANGE(IX.LX,ISET.JSFT.KSET.IH.IBUF.TABLE)
 
DIMENSION IX(O30),IH(256),ISET(IO),JSET[10),KSET(IO),IBUF(26)
 
If1lTCAL *1 IX11000)
 
INTEGER TABLE(25C)
 
RFA fg5,lr) NRFCNFI
 
READ(20) M 
FORMAT(1H1.IlYO',THF TNPUT CHANGE oFPiCTTlN RFQUFST Cflflp TS:'.P-T3) 
FORMATC26I3) -
FnRMAT2TI6)
 
READ(5,sonEND=1 IBUF
 
fFFTNF SFTs nF CL Asps Tf RF rnNsinFnpn
 
IF(IBUFC3).EQ.0) GO TO 30
 
N4C1 = IRtI(3) 
CALL VMOV (IBUFC4) ,NC1, ISET) 
NFXT = NCI + 4 
GO TO 40 
N =  TRUIF( 4 
CALL VNATS( ISETNCI.)
 
NEXT = 5
 
IF(IBUF(NEXT.EQ.O) GO TO 5C 
NC2 = IBUF(NEYT) 
CALL VMOV(IBUF(NEXT+!),NC2,JSET) 
Gf Tfl 6) 
NC2 = IBUE(NEXT-4-) 
CAlL VNATS(JSET.NC2) 
DO 15 L = 1,26 
T = 27-t 
IF(IBUF(I).NE.G) GO TO 16
 
CnINTTNUF
 
WRITE(6,900) (IBUF(JUJ=1,I)
 
TSFTT 1 T=1.NCI AND JSFTfT).2=i.NC2 ARE THE CL ASS NUMBERS USED 
KC1 NCI 
KCr = 1 
IF(IBUF{2).EQ.3.OR.IBUF(2).EQ.4) KCI = I 
TF(IRUP( ').FO.2.nR.IBUF(21.FO.4) KC2 = NC7 
DO 70 I = 1,KC1 
DOn 70 J = 1.KC2 
CALL SVSCI(IH,25E,0)
 
CALL CRFATF( I.J.IRUF.TABL.ISFT.JSFT.NC.,NC2,M)
 
DO 80 L = 1,NREC
 
CAl I SARN (2f , VT ,NFI *AL)
 
DO 85 LL = 1,NEL
 
1 YI L'i = TABI F{ If I I + 1I 
MX = LX(LL) + 1 
II-MY) = IH(MXI + I 
CALL SAWN(8,LX,NEL)
 
CAIL SAWN(lrl.LX.NFL)
 
REWIND 8
 
CALL PLTP IN {I .1.NREC, 1 NEL,255,C)LX)
 
CALL PRTLBL(IBUF,ISET,JSET,KSET,NCINC2,I ,JIH)
 
REWIND 8
 
REWIND 20-----..
 
R EA C 120) 
CONTINUE
 
GO TO 2 
CONTINUE 
RCTURN 
END 
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S RRInUTINF-PRTIL I IBUF. ISEI:.IJSET, KSFT. NC I. NC2,1 
DIMENSION IBUF(I),ISET(NCI1,JSET(NC2)
 
DlTMFN TIfTN THII I XHSFT( I I 
201 FORMAT(1OX,'CHANGE DEPICTION MAP SHOWING THE 
2n2 FORMAT(fIY. CrHAN6F DFPI(TTnN MAP SNHOWTNG THF 
I.J. IH " 
ENTIRE PIXEL SET OF')
 
TNTFRTOlR PTFI s OF')
 
203 FORMAT(10X,'CHANGE DEPICTION MAP SHOWING THE BOUNDARY PIXELS OF')
 
2fl4, FORMAT(I.ln,y.IN. flF PTF:IS'l5X.'SYM4PIL.IYX.'CHANGF') 
301 FORMAT(IH+t63X,'.AP I - CLASS(ES):',1513) 
31l7 FFRMATfCY".I1S.CtiVFRPRINT.7Y.TO CLASS(FS :,.15131 
303 FORMAT(I0X,'(EXCLUDING OFCOURSE THOSE PIXELS THAT REMAIN IN THEIR 
nR Tt7TNAt (1 aSSFsI' 
304 FORMAT(IOX,113,SX,'I',12X,INONE') 
31r FrlRMAT(InYrA.TQ!.'1'1iix.'Tl All rTHrR CIASSFS') 
306 	 FORMAT(//,IOX,'THE REST OF 
.5 WITH THE OUTSTOD OF THE 

IB1 = IBUF(1) 
1T2 = TBIIF(2) 
GO TO (10,20,30),IB1 
lfn 
 PRINT 20 1 
GO TO 40 
20 PRINT 202 
GO TO 40 
3f PRINT 2r3 
41) GO TO (50,6C,70,80,90) ,1B2 
5fl PRINT 3n1T.SET(I) 
PRINT 204
 
THE SCENE OF INTEREST IS SHJ4N AS BLANK 
SCENE DEPICTED BY PLUS SIGN')
 
IF(ISFT(I).NF.JSET(I) PRINT 202,1H(256),JSET(I)
 
GO TO 99
 
60c 	 PPINT 3- ISFT(TI)
 
PRINT 204
 
TF(TSFT(II.NE.JSET(J)) PRINT 3r,2.IH(256).JSET(J)
 
GO TO 99
 
70 	 PRINT 3,1 (ISFT(L).L=I,NC1)
 
PRINT 204
 
PRINT 30'.rH(2561 .(JSFT(L) ,.L=I.NC2)
 
PRINT 303 
GO TO 99 
80 LK = 0 
DO 93 L = 1,NC1
 
IF(ISET(LL.EQ.JSET(J)) GO TO 93
 
LK z LK + 1
 
KSET(LK) = ISET(L)
 
93 CONTINUE 
PRINT 301,iKSET(L1 ,L=lLK) 
PRINT 2 4 
PRINT 302,11(2561,JSET(J) 
GO TO 
9' L K = 
PRINT 3O1,ISET( I)
 
PRINT 214
 
DO 94 L = 1,NC2
 
IF(JSET(L).EC.IS-T(I)) GO TO 94
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
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IK = IK + 1 
KSET{LK) =JSET(L) 
94 CONTINUE 
PR-INT--3. 'H'(-256 ) -(KET(L ) t L= 1 rLK) 
9 PRTNT 3f4.IH(SI ) 
IF(IH(46).NE.O) PRINT 30'5,IH(46)
 
PRTNT 3fnA
 
ITOT = IH(L6) + IH(256V IH(l)
 
PeT TH2'56)*trfl.fl/TTOT 
WRITE(6,7C0) PCT 
70 FDRMAT(C1OX.'CHANGE OF JNTFRFST:J.F5.2.1%') 
-RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE CREATE( I.J,IBUFTABLEI SET.JSETNC1.NC2,M) 
DIMENSION IBUF(2),TABLE(1),ISET(NCZ),JSET(NC2) 
INTEGER TABLE 
c DIMENSION TABLECMC33=MCI*MC2*-2 +1) WHERE MCI AND MC2 ARE' THE 
NUfht R Or CLASSPS TN MAP I AND 2 
MS = (M+l.) -4V
 
MM = MS + M'M
 
131 = IBUF(1).
 
132 = IUF(23"
 
TABLE (1) : 6C
 
CA? 	 SVSC T (TAPI E(2UItLIL 
12 = 	 I 
13 = 	I
 
J2 = 	 J. 
J3 J
 
GO TO (2.,3',L',40,60),Ib2
 
2,) j = T 
J3 = I 
GO TO 30 
4L 12 = 1 
13 = NCI 
1r(1B2.EQ.4) GO TO 33
 
5 iJ2 = I
 
J3 = NC2
 
31 CCNTINUF
 
DO 12 11 = 12,13
 
hML ( 	ISET (11)-I ) +1 
00 1 J1 = I, 
K 	 : L + J!
 
IF{ISET(II).EO.JI ) GO TO 15
 
IF( 1B1.LT.3) TABLE(K) 45
 
1F(IB1.NE.2) TA'3LE(K NS) = 45
 
GO TO 1.1
 
15 	 CONTINUE
 
I(IBI.LT.3) TARLF(K) = 8
 
IF(IB1.NE.2) TABLE(K+MS) = 8C­
11 	 CONTINUE 
00 '1 J = J2,J3
 
K = L + JSET(JI)
 
IP(ISET(II).EQ.JSET(Ji)) GO TO 10
 
IF(IBI.LT.3) TABLF(K) = 255
 
IF(IBI,'E.2) TABLE(K+MS) = 255
 
1' CONTINUE
 
12 CONTINUE
 
RETURN 
EN
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